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Thts study focuses on the application of atrbome remote se,smg. and tmage 
classtfication to the mappmg of bottom substrate. channel pattern and land cover JS tmportant 
freshwater habttat parameters for Atlanttc salmon. :\ Compact :\trbome Spectrometric Imager 
(CAS[) was used to collect multtspectral tmage data wtth Jpproxtmately 20 nm wtde bands 
centred at wavelengths of 510. 590. 660 and i 30 nm. Image preprocessmg included a tirst order 
atmosphenc correction for path radiance and geometnc regtstratton to the UTM reference system. 
Numencal transforms on the tmagery mcluded pnnctpal component transformations on ongmal 
and loganthmtzed spectral bands. as well as the denvauon of a normalized dtfference vegetatton 
mdex (NOV[) . :\nctllary mforrnatton conststed of valley gradient and stream wtdth. Valley 
gradient was denved from elevation data contamed m a 1 :50.000 dtgnal map sheet. Stream wtdth 
was extracted !Tom the tmage data . The river course was dtnded m sectiOns of approximately 
equal length (30 m). and the average wtdth of each segment was calculated from tts length and 
area . The tmportance of individual predictor variables for the extraction of the habitat parameters 
was established using the mean response for each predictor variable. standardized distance 
matrices and plots of group variability . Separate image classitications were carrid out for 
substrate type. channel pattern and land cover using a hierarchical dectsion tree algori; hrn. The 
end nodes of the tina! classitication trees were tmplemented as classttication rules m a 
FORTRAN program. Classitication accuracy was assessed using an independently collected test 
sample . The observed overall classitication accuractes were 66.87 %, 38.11 % and 84.91 % for 
11 
substrate type. channel pattern and iand cover. respectively. Overail accuracy was sigmticantly 
Improved for the habitat parameters substrate type and channel pattern by combinmg categones 
of these variables according to their SI~rndic:mce in designatmg suttable spawnmg habitat. The 
rensed overall accuracy values for these habitat parameters were 73.76 11.'o and 6~.47 ° ~1. 
respectively. Finally. substrate type and channel pattern were combined to create composite 
m3r" f)f 'rawnmg hahttat c;uttahtlity The rec;ulttng stratiticatton of salmon sp:l\\<ntng hab!!ats 
cotTesponds well with the tindings ot earlier investigatiOns. Therefore. the value of the 
methodology developed in this study for the management and protection of freshwater salmon 
habitat was successfully demonstrated . 
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Chapter 1.0: Introduction 
1.1 Introdu~tion 
In recent years. \vorldw1de concern has been \\)teed regarding the obser;ed decline of .\tlanttc 
salmon (5a/mo salar) throughout 1ts habttat r:1nge. .-\mong the most tmport~nt factors responstblt: for 
this dedine ts the raptd decrease m suttable freshwater habttat !Gtbson. \993 ). Fresh\vater habttats 
fultill tmportant ecologtcal ti.mcuons pertment to spa'"llmg and ovenvmtenng. usually mvolvmg a 
mam nver with mbutanes and ponds. \Vhtle young salmon are mo!.t sen:.:tnve to environmental 
disturbances dunng thetr tirst year after emergence !Tom eggs. 1t 1s :he avatlabtlity and quality of 
spa\\lling habttat that has the greatest impact on thetr production raw ( Shearer. 1992 ) . .-\ny physH.:al 
dtsntrbance m the watershed such as mcreased eroston or artttic!al obstructions that limtt access to 
upstream areas. may have a severe 1mpact on the qual tty and av::ttlabtltty of salmon habttat. 
With mcreasing pressure from natural resource based mdusmal activities (e.g. forestry and 
minmg). and the expansion of urban development into ~ormerly pristme areas. effecttve management 
strategies have to be developed to ensure the protectiOn ot the endangered habitat. These stroteg1es 
should be based on quantltative inventones and support repeated applications. Thts \vould perrmt the 
mtegration of relevant information m digital data bases and facilitate efficient resource management 
through research into the relationships be[V..·een Atlantic salmon and its habitat parameters ( Edg1ngton 
er af., 1987: Scruton et al .• 1992). 
Tradiuonally. resource mventones of freshwater salmon habtt~t have been earned out wtth a 
substannal amount of ground based data colb.:non. Whtle otTenng the htghest de1:,rree of accuracy. the 
cost and time dTort requtred to condud ftdd ~urveys mcreases ,~ · tth the area con:red and m:1y not be 
viable for large and remote areas . .-\ltem:.lttvely. atr-photo mterpretatton has been successfully used t'c 
cost and time eftictent salmon habttat tmentones and mappmg ( Dubots ;.md Cbvet. 1979: .-\rmro. 
1 9X3: Edgin~:rton r!I a/.. 1987). In rhts case. the ,~u:1!tty of the results ~enerally Je~ends on the 
expenence :.md knowledge Of the mterpreter. ll1erefore. potentlally Sc\·ere ltmttatl011S uf thiS method 
exist tor the obJectn·e reproduction of mterpretatiOn results. 
Intonnanon about land cover and \Vater bodies pertment to habttat mventones can be denved 
m a quanmanve. obJective manner from remotely sensed. multispectral tmagery ( Lyzenga. 1978: 
R1chards. 1987: Rimmer et al.. 1987: Dekker t:'l al.. 1992: Bterwtrth et ul .. I 993 ). These tmages :u-e 
dignal representations of retlected or emttted radiatton of the e:mh · s surface. Typtcally. radtance ts 
recorded at the sensor tor seve~ I regtons ot the electromagnetic spectrum. or spectral bands. Presently. 
remotely sensed data are ava1lable with spaual resoluuon rangmg tram a few meters for atrbome 
sensors to 20 or 30 m tor sateiiJte platforms. The number of optical spectral bands and spectral 
resolution available vanes across dtfferent sensors. Generally. spectrometnc :.urbome tmagery otTers a 
~rreater choiCe of spectral bands and htgh-:r spectral and spatial resolutiOn. 
Recently. researchers have discovered th~ b~netits of usmg Jirbome remote sensmg data m 
research questions related to the management of freshwater resources. such as the extraction of bonom 
substrate as an indicator of spawning habttat suitability (e.g. Macleod et a! .. 1992: Acomley ec a/ .. 
1995 ). Given previous research. it is the purpose of thts study to contr1bute to a bener understanding of 
the potential of multispectral remote sensmg tor the inventory and management of freshwater salmon 
habitats. 
2 
1.2 Rese:rrch Objectives 
The pnnctpal obJective of this study ts to explore the potentnl of muluspectr:ll remote sensmg 
;md digltal :1nc1llary data as a tool tor the mventory and mappmg of freshwater hab1tat parameters of 
:\tlantic salmon (Sa!mo salar) . Secondary obJt:Ctlves are as tallows: 
I. Identify Important freshwater habitat parameters 
IL De tine an appropnate set of predictor van abies tor each parameter 
III . Sdect an appropnate class1tic:.Hton method and assess classification accuracy 
IV. Combme mdivtdual parameters to model spa\\.Titng: habttat suttabtlity 
In order to achieve the princtpal obJective It 1s neces~.1ry to revlt!W past and current rese:rrch 
on relauonsh1ps bet\veen Atlantic salmon and freshwater hab1tat components. The results of th1s 
revtew are used m the tdenuticatton of habttat parameters to be predicted. \Vhde spectral mformauon 
and tts derivatives fonn the central d:lta component. an eftort 1s made to tdenufy and mcorporate 
relevant non-spectral mtonnatton into the analysis. A set of potenttal predictor vanabks is selected tor 
each habitat parameter, and an appropnate classiticatton method identitied. .-\n assessment of 
classtticauon accuracy is carried out for each hab1tat parameter. lndi\1dual habitat parameters are 
combmed to yield composite maps of habitat suitability. 
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1.3 Thc:sts Organization 
Basic ~oncepts of the fresh\l.:ater ecology of .-\tlanuc salmon are mtroduced m Chapter 2.0. 
Important freshwater habitat parameters are tdenutied. and the use of remote sensmg data pertammg to 
the extraction of these parameters 1s exammed. Spec1al cons1deratton is gtven to image classtticanon 
techmques and the extraction of tearures submer~ed m water . Chapter J.O mtroduces the study Jiea 
and contains an account of data colkctJOn procedures . Methods and procedures followed m thts study 
are presented m Chapter -tO. Chapter 5.0 descnbes pro~.:essmg results and stattstlcal chara~o.:tenstics of 
all vanables usc:d m this analysts. The selection of predictor vanables IS explained and the 
dasslticanon of each habit.:lt parameter IS presented. Furthermore. th1s ~.:hapter cont.:lms an evaluation 
of the performance of the developed methodology. Finaliy. an example 1s g1ven of how the results of 
thts mvesttgat10n can be used to model salmon spa\\Titng habttat suttabtlity . A cnttcal discussiOn of the 
results of this investigation ts presented m Chapter 6.0. Error sources are tdenttfied tor l!ach habttat 
parameter and thetr 1mpact on the classlticmon accuracy 1s assessed . Chapter 7.0 contams a summary 
of results and recommendations tor future research. 
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Chapter 2.0 Background 
2. I Introduction 
:\san :madromous spectes . . -\tlanttc salmon spend part of thetr hfe ~yde m !Tesh\vater and part 
m the ocean. In general. young salmon mtgnte mto the ocean ati:er a freshwater stage of one to tive 
years. In most cases. they rerum to the it)Cltton of thetr emergencl! arier ont:: wtnter at sea to spa""n. 
although soml! tish spend two or more wmters at sl!a. The maJonty of returned ~almon do not sur.1ve 
spawn mg. but a certam proportion \vlll m1grate back mto the ocean !She:1rer. 1992 l. 
Freshwater habttats of Atlantic salmon are determmed by \\·ater YelocHy ~md depth. substrate 
stze and the amount of cover. etther m-stream (e.g. boulders and logs) or along the banks (\·egetatton) 
( Hdler and Hohler. 1981: Hawkms .:t ui.. 1993 ). The dtstnbuuon of ~almon nf v:mous age b'l'oups 
throughout these habttats vanes constderably. Generally. fry (age< I year) occupy the spa\\nmg areas 
whereas parr (age > I year) m1grate toward deeper. \VJder stream sections (Gtbson. 1993 ). In the: ~ase 
of insular Ne\\1oundland. hab1tat utilization ts especially tlexible due to the absence of many 
competing spectes. As a result. mter-species competition is comparatively low. and Atlantic salmon 
occup1es ecological niches that are usually charactenzed by different species m mamland Atlantic 
Canada. Rivers and streams form the rearing habttat tor Atlantic salmon during the freshwater stage. 
However. with respect to reproduction and. ultimately. survival of the population. their most important 
function is in providing suttable spawnmg grounds (Shearer. 1992: Gibson. 1993 ). 
2.2 Variables Charactenzing Freshwater Habitat of .-\tlannc Salmon 
Bania er ul. ( 1981) cx:1mmed the relationship between btOiog:Jc:ll pammeters ( 1.e. number of 
species. number of individuals. diversity mdex) and selected geomorphological variables such as 
stream order. width. ~rradient and water depth. It was found that species diversity was highly correlated 
geomorphology and trout standmg: stock !kg. \00 m~ ) m 91 Rocky \tountam streams. The 
corresponding watersheds were enher co\·ered by high elevation t'orest ( 65 streamsj or hy low 
elevatiOn rangel:lnds ( 26 streams). Mulnpk n:!:,rression analysis \vas used to predict trout standmg 
stock !Tom vanous geomorphological v:mables. In the case of t'orest streams. the predictm: model 
consisted of the van abies reach elevatiOn. relief rano. dramage density and average stream wtdth ( r2 = 
0.51 ). Trout st.andmg stock m rangeland streams was predicted usmg basm elevanon. basm penmeter. 
channel slope and basm relief (r2 = 0.64). Fnssell er ttl. (! 986) present a hit:rarchJcal tramework to 
charactenze stream habitats according to difterent spanal resolutions and temporal penods. Table:: 2-l 
g:1ves an over . :1ew of the proposed levels and associated geomorpholog11:al processes. TI1e most 
degrading impacts on nverine hab1tats occur from the level ··Reach"" on do\mwards to ":Vhcrohabit.at" . 
These Impacts are either of natural cause or rdated to man-made acttvaies. An etlicient mc::thod of 
hab1tat surveillance and momtonng w11l focus on hab1~t parameters at these kvels. 
Table 2-1: Characteristics of Stream Hab1t.ats (after Frissdl et ul., 1986) 
Le,·el Spatial Resolution lm\ Time Period !years\ Boundaries Processes 
Stream > 1000 100.000 to Drainage Basin Denudation 
1.000.000 
Segment 100 to 1000 1000 to 10.000 1W!ctions; Falls :\hgration of Tributary 
Junctions 
Reach 10 to 100 10 to 100 Slope Breaks Bank Erosion 
Poo1-Riffie 1 to lO 1 to 10 Bed Protile Bedform Changes 
Microhabitat 0.1 to 1 0. 1 to 1 Substrate Type; Depth Microbial Activity 
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Benda et al. ( 1992) mvesugated the distnbuuon of salmontd habitats over a \V:ltershed at three 
spatial resolutions, t.e. 0.1 to 1 krn1 • 2 to 26 krn~ and 2-W km~ . These numbers t:orrespond to nver 
sections. sub-basms. and the whole \Vatcrshed. rt!specuvely . The most extensive areas of rearing and 
spa\\nmg habitats \VI!re found to be located along small reaches on a young t1uvial terrace. On the sub-
basm level. varymg habttat quality was related to discharge :md channel brr.ldients. Overall. most 
habttats were located along extenstve :;tretche;; nf the mam nwr v::dley 
Scruton and Gtbson ( 1993) de tined ho1bttat suitabtlHy mdtces for JUVem:e Atlantic salmon at 
18 selected nvers Ill Ne\vioundland. Canada. The number of tish/ 100 m~ was related to the follov.:mg 
river characteristics: stream wtdth. water depth. discharge. substrate type. in-stream cover and cover by 
nverhanging vegetation. It was concluded that fry show preference for shallow (I 0 to 20 em) and 
narrow (<3 m) stream sections wnh pebble and cobble substrate. whereas parr favoured wtder (<7.5 
m) and deeper ( 15 to -lO em) sections wnh boulder-nch bottom matenal. 
Accordmgly. Gtbson ( 1993) reports the \'ttal importance of substrate !;.rr.ltn stze and 
heterogeneity for spa\vnmg habttat qualtty. In parttcular. habitats wtth coarse sedtments (cobble and 
pebble substrate) are descnbed as bemg favoured 0ver locations wtth tiner sediments. Sediment s1ze 
has J profound impact on egg survtval: the presence of large quantmes of suspended tine sediment can 
hamper egg oxygen supply and ferttlizauon and mh1bit emergence. Preferred water depths tor 
spa\mmg lie \\'lthin a range of 10 to i5 em with discharge veloc1t1es rangtng from 15 to 90 crrus tor 
normal flow conditions. Appropriate spawnmg areas are often located along upper reaches in the head 
water region of a river system, and full utilization is only achteved by free access to these areas without 
anthropogenic or natural obstacles. 
Other signitlcant features charactenzmg nvenne salmon habitat are channel panerns such as 
pools. riffles. cascades, falls and rapids. Channel panerns retlect charactenstic combmations of the 
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type of current tlow and water depth. ~loreover. they otten occur in relatively regular sequences. such 
as alternate successions of pools and riftles. ::md may constitute \·ery distmct habttats . Land cover and 
land use pattern in the watershed are tmponant sources ot mtom1ation about the rype of npanan 
vegetation and the location and nature of obstructions m the nver. Land cover mformauon is necessary 
for the tdentiticauon and quantttication of potential sources of tine sediment and other pollutants. such 
as excessive urban development. road constructton and quarrying tHeller and Hnhler. \ q~! : Bi,<:on ·.'! 
a!.. 1981; Fnsse11 t:t a! .. 1986; Gtbson. 1993: Hawkms et <II.. 1993 ). 
The geomorphologtc-hydrolo!:-YJcal and anthropogemc charactensttcs of a nver system are the 
predommant factors controlling the quality of fresh\vater salmon habitat. These charactenstlcs c;.m be 
descnbed by the type of bottom substrate. channel pattern and land cover m the watershed. 
2.3 Remote Sensmg Approaches to Rivenne Habttat l\lappmg 
2.3.1 :\1r Photo Interpretation 
Dubois and Clavet ( 1979) have reco!,.rnized a1r photo mterpreranon as a valuable tool for the 
development of habitat mventories for salmon rivers m Quebec. Aenal photography at a scale of 1: 
50.000 was used in the interpretation of channel pattern. land use along the nvers. and terrestnal ;.md 
aquatic vegetation. This led to the successful identiticat10n of pools and spa\\-11tng beds as important 
habitat types. The overall classitication accuracy ranged !Tom 62% for pools to 81% for spawning 
beds. Cia vet ( 1980) proposed a salmon habitat mventory method to be canied out in six stages. 
including the identitication of relevant parameters. their coding mto a map legend. a tield survey. 
preliminary and refined air photo interpretations, and a tina! canographic representation of potential 
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salmon habitat. Approxtmately 80° 'n of the spa\\Timg beds and reanng habitats charactenzed by 
channel pattern and substrate type could be located correctly. provided that the photographs were 
acqutred at water levels stmtlar to those expected during spavmmg season. Therefore. photographs 
acqutred at extremely htgh water levels are not appropnate smce H ts not posstble to discern from them 
the actual state of submergence of gravel beds during spa\\Tiing season. The presented method of :;ub-
mterpretatton mclude specular ret1ectwn of sun light on the water surface and the L)ccurrence of 
different substrate types sho\vmg s1mtlar colour and bnghtness . 
Interpretation of aenal photography \vas used by Cott! .:r a!. 1 1987) to identtt)' substrate types 
at locations of shallow water. In the presence of deep water or specular retlection. the type of bottom 
substrate was mferred from nverbank topo~rraphy. erostve processes :md depostttonal mtcrotorrns m 
the streambed. Rubm ( 1992) tound color ~md color-m!Tared multttemporal aenal photography at a 
scale of 1:.24,000 parttcularly usetul tor the 1dennticauon of histone channels. the type of npanan 
vegetanon and land use actl\ines m the watershed . 'Thts mtormauon was subsequently used for the 
restorat1on of producttve habitat tor anadromous tish spectes tr. Calitomta. 
The collectiOn of habttat mforrnatton by means of a1r photo mterpretauon ts more cost and 
ttme effic1ent than convennonal tield based data acquisition due to the availability of aenal 
photographic data. short precessing times and mimmal costs (Dubois and Gossdin. 1994 ). 
2.3 .1 Multispectral Remote Sensing 
Salmon habitat parameters such as substrate type and channel pattern are submerged or part of 
the water body. Water applications of satellite or airborne remote sensmg have primarily tocused on 
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the 1dentitication of suspended sediment concent:ranon. chlorophyll content and concenrranon of 
dissolved orgamc matter (Rtmmer t!t al.. 1987: Lathorp and Lt!ksand. 1989: Dekker t:!f a/.. \992: 
Goodin t!t a/ .. 1993: Ham1lton t't a! .. 1993: ~ichol. 1993: Jupp t!t a!.. 199~) . The apphcabllity of 
multispectral 1rnagery for the detectiOn of bottom features has been demonstrated m conJunction With 
bathymetric mapping (lyzenga. 1978, \983 : Lathorp and L1llesand. \989: Philpot. 1989: Roberts t!t 
ul.. 1992: Luczkm:tch era/ .. 1993: Lyon and Hutchmson. 1995). 
Attenuation of electromagneuc radiation through scattenng and absorpt1on m the \Vater 
column has to be constdered where the target tearures art' ellher covered by water or water depth 1tself 
1s the object of mterest. Scattenng 1s strongest at -short wavelengths. whereas absorptiOn affects 
radiation of longer wavelength. In additwn. the absorption b\~hav1our of water constituents sw.:h as 
dissolved orgamc matter or suspended sediment can substantially mtluence the water leavmg radiance 
(Dekker t!t a/ .. 1992: Jupp er ul.. 1994 ). Attenuation m the water column mcreases exponennally \Vtth 
water depth. Lyzenga ( 1978: 1981) accounts for th1s relationship by formulatmg J. bottom type mJex. 
The followmg transformation 1s applied to the tmage data to obtam a \·anable that IS linearly dependent 
on \Vater depth: 
where 
Xi = transformed radiance m band i 
Lj =radiance in band i 
Lsi -== deep water radiance m band i 
( 2-1 ) 
Trammg samples were collected over areas of uniform bottom ret1ectance and subsequently used m the 
calculatJOn of a coordinate system rotation. ytelding n-1 depth mdepenrlent variables and one depth 
dependent variable from the transtormed radiances. This method was applied by Lambert ( 1994) to 
the mapping of submerged kelp beds in Eastern Canada. 
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A similar approach was used by Bierwirth !!l ul. ( 1993) tor the: mappmg sea t1oor ret1ectance 
in shal!O\v coastal waters. L-\l'IDSAT-1.\I imagery was com·erted to retlectance values to represent 
the spectral properties of the subsrrate. \Vater depth was cakulated trom <.k:!p-water ret1ectance and 
depth invariant bottom type ret1ectance . .-\n estimate of the true depth could be obtained by assignmg a 
value of zero tor bottom type ret1ectance. thus assummg the me:m substrate retlectance over all bands 
to be one . The slope of a regressiOn lme e~tablished !Tom kn0\\11 hathymetry dat:t and the natural 
loganthm of ptx.el retlectance yielded water attenuation coeflicients tor each spectral band. 
Khan et a/. ( 1992) applied pnnc1pal component analysts (PC.-\) dtrcctly to LA .. ~'DS.-\ T-Thl 
bands I and 2 wtthout pnor wrrecttons . Smgk band thresholding of the second pnnctpal component 
was used to dJtferenuate sand. rock. mud and sea~rrass cover m the Western Arabian Gulf. 
Zacharias t:t ,J!. ( 1992) could distinguish several types of intertidal seaweeds. The Compact 
.-\trborne Spectrographic lmager (C.-\S[) was used to collect spectral data m 8 channels as ltsted m 
Table 2·1 . Bands I. 2. 3. 6 and 8 were subJected to PCA. Image dassiticauon was subsequently 
earned out applymg the !SODA T A' algorithm to the second. th1rd and tourth pnnctpa1 components . 
. -\t three different locations. at least two genera of seaweed could successfully be discnmmated \\.-1th 
overa~, accurac1es rangmg from 65 to 86 o.;, 
Table 2-2: Spectral Band Contigurauon Used by Zachanas t:!l al. ( 1992) 
Band l(nml Bandl [nml Band 3 [nml Band -'(nml Band S(nml Band b (nml Band 71nml Band Slnml 
431 to 459. 480 to 590 545 to 559 602 to 614 646 to 660 656 to 678 746 to 750 871 to 879 
Macleod eta/. ( 1992) used CASI imagery to map substrate types consntutmg aquatic habitat 
m Lake Ontario. A total of seven spectral bands were used in the analysis (Table 2-3). [mage 
1 The ISODATA algorithm is described in detail in Section 2.-k 
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class1ticanon using the ISODATA algonthm \Vas carried out w!th bands l. -l and 7 as well JS wuh the 
band rat1os 7 '6. -li l and 6:3. The types of bottom substr::He encountered m the study area consiSted of 
vegetation. mud. limestone rubble wtth gravel and sand. and hmestone rubble w1th boulders . .-\mong 
these. the bottom types vegetation. mud. and limestone rubble could be difterennated. Similar results 
were ohtamed \vlth both raw data ::md data convened to radiance unns . This md1cates that conversiOn 
Table 2-.3 : Spectral Band ContigurJt!On l'sed by Macleod .:r a!. ( 1991) 
"i 
Band l !nml Band 2 !nml ! Band 3 [nml Band4 [nml Band S[nml Band o [nml Band 7[nml 
I 470to500 515 to 536 ! 540 to 561 s~s to 597 625 to 647 670 tU 692 "'40 to ..,60 
Unsupen1sed cluster analys1s \vas apphed by Lyon t:t u!. ( 199~) to map bottom sediment 
types \vtth Daedalus 1260 data at St. ~{ary · s River. Mich1gan. The four spect:rJl bands listed m Table 
2-4 were used to d1scnmmate 50 Initial dusters . These were subsequently brrouped and 1dent1tied as 
sand. slltclay. slit/ sand. sand'silt and sand-rock,sllt. 
Table 2-4: Spectral Band Contigurat1on Used by Lyon er al. { 1992) 
Band l[nml Band 2 [nml Band 3 !nml Band 4 !nml 
400 to 450 500 to 550 550 to 600 600 to 650 
Luczkovich et a/. ( 1993) used Landsat Tht spectral bands I. 2 and 3 to map coral reefs. sand 
bottom and sea grass off the coast of the Dommican Republic. At water depths ranging from 0 to 5 m 
the variability in samples of the three bottom types was related to heterogeneity m the samples rather 
than to water depth. Barstad era/. ( 1992) demonstrated the potential of multispectral airborne remote 
sensing to detect tish schools. Using three spectral bands of a CASI sensor centered at 470 run. 545 
1~ 
nm and 640 nm. several hemng schools could be discrimmated successfully agamst the background 
radianon of deep water and sea tloor . 
. -\comley ec al . ( !995) demonstrated the potential of C.-\Sl tmagery for the mapping of 
salmonid spa\'mtng hab1tat m the Ri\·er Test. England. Reference data .:onststed of spectrometnc 
and bathymetric measurements as well as postttonal measurements of redd locatiOns . The 
was appiied to calculate a linear relat1onsh1p between spt:ctral response and water depth . 
Bathymetnc measurements were correlated to all rranstorrned specrral hands and showed the 
h1ghest correlatiOn \VIth the In- transtorrned Band 8 \VIth r = -0 .82. Th1s relauonshtp was used to 
Jenve a map of predicted W<lter depths. Potenual spawnmg habit:\tS \vere mapped usmg the 
spectral bands l to 10 m a maxtmum likdihood classtticat1on. Qualitattvely. the dasstticanon 
result was tound to correspond well w1th the knmvn locat1on of spa\vnmg beds. 
Table 2-5 : Spectral Band C ontigur.1t1on C sed by .-\com ley ec a/. ( !995) 
Spectral Band 
I I 2 I 3 l 4 I 5 I 6 I - l s l 9 I 10 
Central \\'avelength [nm[ 
510 I 555 l 590 l 620 I 645 I 660 1 670 I -:"01 I 740 I soo 
Remote sensmg has proven to be an effic1ent means to gather mforrnauon about aquauc 
habitats. If applied to the mappmg of rivers. remotely sensed data should have a suftic1ently high 
spatial resolution for an appropriate coverage of narrow river sectiOns. Moreover. requirements 
for the application of multispectral imagery include the selection of at least three spectral bands: 
two bands in the visible spectral region for the extraction of submerged features as well as one 
near-infrared band to separate water covered areas from dry land. The visible bands should be 
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selected so as to minimize loss of information due to :;c:Htermg and absorpt1on in the water 
column. An overvie\v of the spectral charactensncs of sensors from selected applicanons m 
aquatic habitat mapp ing IS presented m Table 2-6 . 
Table 2-6: Selected Remote Sensmg Applicattons of Substrate Ylappmg 
Author Scn'""r S(let:tral Rnnd• !nm! 'l~hou Typ~ ofSubstr:uc 
L~zenga . !•IS I \l-8 -l >lll to 520 .:anonKal tnns fom1: usc •ll hard. unveg~ta tcd bottom. 
~()() to 5-10 hath}m:~ "hnc .:~mate -;and: 
520 It) 5"70 scagr.l!is ~ds 
'~0 to r~JO I I 
580 Ill h-10 I 
t>20 Ill"()() 
Bnrstad ,., ,,/.. I 9112 t' :\SI -161) Ill -l l!O •• ISUJ! mteroretatt•m of.:olnr I ish " :hotlls: Jeep ''at•-r: 
~3 ~ tll ~ 5 5 .:nmposlt•'S honum. 
h]Cl to o50 
Khan eta/. . 1•1•12 Lmdsat -1 5tl to 520 PC.\ Jpplred to spc~tr.ll bands sand : ~a.:h m.:k . han.! 
f\1 520 to hlll) wnh no pnor tr.mst\mnall<ln . hottum: mud: scagnss. 
L!.:hanas 1't lll .. t •liJ~ C:\SI Sec l'ahk 2-2 I'C:\ applu:d t•l spt:..:o-.Jl bands SCH'T'J[ t\-pcS <lflr1tCI'1ld:ll 
.,.,th no pnor t:r.ll1st'nml:ll!on: sca.,.ceds 
!SODA T.-\ dasslticluon ot 
nnnc1[lal cumpnncnl!i . 
\IJcl.c•xl 1't•rl. !•1')2 t ·.·\SI Se.: !'able 2-J I SODA L\ d ass1ticat1on <ll ,-cgct.atlon. mud : 
~" hands and hand r:111os. hmcstunc rubble 
Lvnn <'I nl .• I 1)1J2 IJ.Jcdalus Set: f ahh: 24 unsupcn·~>cd dassllic:mnn Ll l ;anJ . >llt·day·. s1k-;anJ . 
: ~ (~) r:1w -;p,;.:trJI har. <Js ' :ln<l slit. sand-nxk. srlt 
B1cm lf1h ,., oil . I •l'l 3 Landsat f:'vl -ISU tu 5 ~1) b<l tllln1 n:tkctan.:c IS olht:unc<l ,uiJstratc n:tl<.:.:tanccs I 
' ~O :u <~)(l h~ applvmgrJJJuauvc tnns tC:r 
1>30 lo i>IJO moJcl. usc •XI bathymcm.: 
I tnlil l111:ltlll0 
I.Jmilcn. I •I'l-l L.;mdsat ~I f\12 .:anom.:al malys1s: usc ••t rnKnlph\ :cs. ~nd. nl\:k 
and SPOT ~I] h:Jth~111Ctry 
XS I 
XS2 
:\<:llmley er a/. I '195 l' :\SI sec Table 1-5 m:mmum ilk..:lih<ll)<J n:JJ t ncstti<J<:atluns. 
dass1tic:lt10n <lt' raw '-pc:.:tr.ll 
bands. 
2.4 Automated Classitication ofMultispectr.ll Imagery 
Infonnation is extracted from remote sensing data by means of image classiticanon. This 
assumes that picture elements (pi..xels) showing similar spectral behaviour can be grouped into distinct 
spectral classes that correspond to features of interest. or informational classes. The relationships 
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between informational and spectral classes are established by a chosen classification method. These 
methods are commonly divided into supervised and unsupervised techniques. The latter use only 
information that is inherent in an image without prior knowledge about the location of target features, 
and the classification is carried out by cluster analysis or histogram merging techniques. Supervised 
classification algorithms, on the other hand, use training data to derive spectral signatures for classes of 
interest. Unknown pixels in the image are then assigned to a class according to these signatures. If 
reliable training data are available, supervised classification methods generally outperform 
unsupervised approaches (Mather, 1987). 
Relatively simple methods of supervised image classification assign pixels to classes based on 
the Euclidean distance from the class mean (minimum distance classifier) or the value range in that 
class (parallelepiped classifier). The ISODATA algorithm is a modification of the minimum distance 
method that combines the characteristics of both, supervised and unsupervised approaches (puda and 
Hart, 1973). A set of training clusters is used to compute class centroids. New cases are subsequently 
classified according to their distance from these centroids. With each classification, the group centroids 
are recomputed, and the procedure is repeated until no further changes occur. In the case of 
overlapping spectral signatures, however, the methods described above can lead to large classification 
errors. 
In the maximum likelihood procedure, statistical frequency distributions are used to classify 
pixels according to their likelihood of class membership. This method requires the estimation of 
probability density functions for all spectral classes from mean vectors and covariance matrices. In 
order to correctly estimate class membership probabilities, training pixels must be normally distributed 
with respect to all spectral bands used in the analysis. Furthermore, it is assumed that the covariance 
matrices in each class are equal, although techniques exist to account for inequality of covariance 
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matrices as demonstr:ned by Kersha\v and Fuller I 1992). Pixels are :1ssigned to dasses according to 
the highest probability. In generJI. whenever spectrJ.l ~lasses are not d1stmctly dustered around a mean 
L)r m~ll separated by the:r v:1lue r:1nges. statistical Image d.l:SSI ficauon ts the supenor method (Gonzalez 
and Woods. 1992 ). 
Tne max1mum likelihood approach to 1mage cbsslticJtJOn 1s an example of st:msucai 
discriminant function analvsis ILachenbruch. !975). Senous tmplu.::lt!ons can anse 1 f a""umpnnns 
regardmg the distnbunon of the data :1nd the equality of covanance matnces are vwl3ted ( Basu :1nd 
Odell. 1974: Mather. !990). In additton. the presence of sp:1t1al autocorn:lanon. :1s ts to be expected 
wnh most remotely sensed data. can result m underestimated vanances (Campbell. 1981 ). Since group 
membership probablimes are estimated trom these vanances, the class1ticanon may be unreliable and 
no mferences may be made about the discnmmating power of the under!ymg model !Cliff andOrd. 
1981: Lab0\1tz and Masuoka. 1984: Gnftith. 19~7: Odland. 1988: Chou t!t a/., 1990). Spatial 
autocorrelation effects m the analysis of remotely sensed data can be accounted for by choosmg a 
random sampling scheme for tr.umng and rest data to ensure the mdepen·jence of sample ptxels 
1Campbell. 1981). 
Alternatively. decision tree analysis IDTAl has been apph~~d to data that did not match the 
requirements tor conventional statisttcal classJticauon techniques ( Kass. 1980: Hawkins and Kass. 
1982: Bretman er al., 1984: Quinlan er a! .. 1987: Lees and Ritrnann, 1991 ). Relationships between 
::;pectral and intormatlOnal classes are detected by dividing a data set recurs1vely mto smaller pol1lons 
according to a set of predictor vanables and one response (dependent) vanable. The tina! result is a 
division of the ongmal data set mto mutually exclusive and exhaustive sub-sets. No limiting 
assumptions about data distnbutions are necessary. and in the same data set categorical as well as 
continuous data can be handled simultaneously (Fabricius and Coetzee. 1992: Dymond and Luclanan. 
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\99-+). With respect to the analysis of remotely sensed images. the mcorporauon of non-Image data 
such as polygons digitized tram maps or di!:rital elevation models 1s factlitated (Walker and \toore. 
\988: Lees and Ritmann. 199\ ). The property of generatmg rules from large. heterogeneous dat:1bases 
has recently led to the mcorporatmn of dec:sion tree algonthms in expert systems :1s tools for mductive 
knowledge gener:ltion . Th1s 1s an efficient altemattve to the expens1\·e and slow knowledge acquiSition 
hy mter.·1ewmg human experts (Hart. 1986: \Vharton. \98' : \loller-Jensen. \990: Kellv. \991: 
Glinther t:'t a/. 1993 ). 
In DTA complex data sets are handled m a i1extble manner through recurs1\·e partmomng. 
That 1s. a data set 1s progresstvely d1v1ded mto smaller. more homogeneous sub-sets. and rebuonsh1ps 
bet\veen predictor and response vanables are analyzed for each sub-set separately. Several approaches 
ex 1st to partttton the data set. Morgan and SonqUlst tl963) developed an automatic mteractton 
detection algonthm ( Al.D). A data set conststmg or a contmuous dependent vanable and categoncal 
predictors is partitioned by collapsmg categories of predictor vanables. Categones are combmed to 
maximize the bet\veen-group-sum-of-squares. The resultmg split 1s Jlways bmary. Predictor vJnables 
are etther monotomc (ordinal) or free (nommal). Categones of free predictors can be combmed many 
order. whereas categories of monotomc predictors can only be combmed m an ordinal fashion. 
Stgniticant tmprovements to the AlD algonthm led to the development of the CI-l-\ID method ( Kass. 
1980). In this case the dependent vanable IS categoncal. and the best predictor vanable to detine a split 
at a given node is selected according to statistical sigmticance. That ts. predictor vanable categones 
are collapsed so as to maximize the x2-stattstic. and the stansucal signiticance of the resulting 
groupings of categories is calculated. Other improvements mclude the mclus1on of a type of predictor 
vanable that can handle missing data, and the posstbtlity of k partitions. where L k s c (c =number 
of categories in the predictor vanable). At every node. a multiple search IS conducted to tind the most 
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s1gniticant statistical relationship between predictor ~md response vanable. resultmg m a h1gher 
probability of detecting relationships by ..:hance wh1ch. in reality. do not exist (increased Type I error 
rate of false acceptton) . ln order to ..:ounter problt:ms associated wah the detection of spunous 
relationshipS. statistical Sigmticance values for potennal splits are ~.hVlded by the Bonterrom factor. 
Th1s factor IS ..:alculated based on the number of ways the original predictor vanable categones can be 
..:ombint:d to groups With the number of ~;.rroups tixed to the tina! number of merged categones . 
Consequently. predi..:tors wnh many categones are discnmmated agamst m favour of \·anables wnh 
tev.;er ..:ategones. Biggs era!. ( 1991) de\·doped exhausnve parnuonmg as a retinement of tht: CHA.ID 
method . .-\s betore. the selection of the best split IS based on statistical stgmticance. The Bonferrom 
adjustment. however. IS calculated allowmg for a vanabk number of groups so as to remove btas 
towards variables with few categones. 
Estimating the accuracy of a dec1s10n tree classtlicauon requtres dimmatwn of redundant 
branches (pnmmg) to tind the opttmal stzed tree for a g1\·en application. The prunmg process IS 
necessary smce redundancy of rules wtll decrease the accurJcy of the dec1s1on tree through over-
lining. Prunmg IS generally realized e1ther by cross-validation procedures usmg the trammg sample. or 
by usmg a test sample that was collected mdependently from the trammg data set Qumlan l!t .zl.. 1987: 
Safavian and Landgrebe. 19<; l ). According to Breiman ei a!. ( 198~ ), usmg an mdt:pendent test sample 
is tht: preferred and statisttcally more robust method. In th1s case. the dectston tree 1s reproduced on 
the test data set. The branches of the tree are successively removed while observmg the overall 
accuracy at every step. The process is stopped when the accuracy decreases with the removal of a 
br.mch. 
Reddy and Bonham-Carter ( 1991) have demonstrated the relevance of decision trees for 
spatial analysts. Exhaustive partitionmg was used to analyze geological. geophysical and remotely 
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sensed data to predict mmeral occurrence. The resultmg hterarchtcal tree structure 1s shm\n m Figure 
2-I. Dectsion rules consisung of "IF ... rnEN" statements were established by following dmm the 
branches of the tree to the end nodes. The rules were Implemented usmg :1 geobrraphtc mformation 
system (GIS). and mineral occurrences could successfully be predicted. 
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Figure 2-1: Dectston Tree for Mineral Mappm~ (after Reddy :md Bonham-Carter. 1991 l 
Lees and Ritmann ( 1991) used DTA to integrate remotely sensed and digital map data for 
vegetation mappmg. Landsat TM spectral bands l. 2. 3. -1. 5. and 7 were used together With relief and 
geological information in a bmary decis1on tree algorithm to predict distnbutwns of etght vegetation 
classes in a hilly enV1ronment. Only the categones ' 'dry sclerophyll vegetation" and "cleared forest" 
were classitied With acceptable accuracy levels of 70 and 88 o ~,, respecttvely. For the remaming 
classes the proportion of correctly classifi.ed cases ranged from 19 to 49 'Yo. Nevertheless. this result 
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was found to be supenor to using etther tmagery or thematic map data alone under simtlar condmons. 
Behvard and de Hoyos ! 1987) applied a super:tsed bmary dectston tree to the dasstticanon of 
agm:ultural crops from LAl'\JDSA T -\ISS tmagery. Eight types of crop were distmgmshed 
successfully at per class accuractes rangmg from 48 to 99 "·o. This result was tound to be comparable 
to the result of a conventtonal maxtmum likelihood procedure. Howe,·er. the dectston tree was tound 
to be computanonally more efflc tent and requtred le..;..; time t(•r IT3tmng :1re:1 ::;~ner:n:on . R::cently. 
Hess t!t a!. ( 1995) used Jec1s1on tree dasstticatlon to esttmate Inundated area and vegetation m the 
Amazon t1oodplam t'rom multi-frequency. polanmt!tnc sy11thenc aperture radar tS.-\R) tmagery. The 
land cover categoncs ~1f \Vater. cleanng, macrophytes. non-tlooded forest and tlooded forest were 
identitied wnh per class accuractes above 90°·,) . 
Bottom substrate. channel pattern. and type of land cover have proved to be key factors m the 
charactenzatlon of freshwater habitat tor Atlantic salmon. \\intle conventional ;.m photo mterpretatton 
ts m some mstances applied routinely to the mappmg of t'resh\•.:ater salmon habttat. the full potential of 
Jigttal tmagery has yet to be t!xplored. Studies concerned \VIth bottom type mappmg ha,·e mostly 
concentr.:ned on etther coastal or lacustnne envtronments. The results t'rorn these mvestlgatlons. 
particularly m conjunction wtth the rt!cent tindings of Acorn ley et a/. 1 1995 ), strongly suggest that an 
extensiOn mto the mapping of habitat in nvers and streams ts feastble . Further advances could be made 
by including non-spectral intonnatton about habttat parameters m the analysts. For example. bottom 
substrate and channel pattern can also be descnbed by geomorphologtc-hydrologtcal measures such as 
stream width and gradient. Decision tree analysis has proven to be a reliable method for the efficient 
and robust statistical analysis of large data sets with varying data types. This characteristic makes 
DTA ideally suited for the integration of both spectral and non-spectral data in an analysis of 
freshwater salmon habitat 
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Chapter 3.0 Study Area and Data 
3 .l Study .\rea 
The Come By Chance R;ver study area IS ~haractenzed by abundant freshwater salmon 
hab1tat. ample road access. :\ lim1ted occurrence of shaded nver scct10ns prO\·ldes the basts tor the use 
of remotely sensed data. The nver IS located on the 1sthmus of the :\salon Penmsub m eastern 
Nevifoundland (Figure 3-1) and has an a.xtal length of about I 7 km. Jrammg a watershed of 
;.Jpproxtmately 64 km~. Stream \VIdth vanes from 33 mat the mouth to ~.5 m dose to the head\vaters 
(fishenes and Oceans Canada. 1994) (figure 3-2). Ponds and tnbutanes were exduded from the 
analysts. The overall t1ow condtttons have been descnbed as relauvely stable. wtth ltttle change m 
bedforms and substrate dunng htgh water condittons (Harmon. 1966). In the \vestem part of the 
watershed. the topography ts cha.";lctensed by comparatively steep h11ls nsmg from l70 m to JOO m 
above sea level. ln the eastern part. the slopes are gentler \Vtth elevations varymg from 100m to 170 
m. The bedrock matenal ts composed of Palat!ozoic volcamc rocks (:\gnculture Canada. 1991 ). 
Glactal and glacio-t1uv1al sediments dommate tht! surtic1al geology. wtth occastonal bedrock outcrops 
on steep slopes. Stony. humic-temc podzols are the pnncipal sml types. The vegetauon cover in the 
\Vatershed includes dwarf shrub heath dommated by Kalmia anguscijolia. bogs wah Sphagnum sp. 
mosses. tens composed of grasses and sedges and forest with Abies bal.samea and Picea mariana 
(Damman 1983). Coniterous forest is predommantly found in the sheltered valley and along the lower 
slope~. Most of the higher elevations and hilltops are covered with dwarf shrub heaths. 
·60" -~4· 
k.m 
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Figure 3-1 : Study Area Location 
At locations exposed to strong winJ.s. Empetrum eamesii replaces Kalmia angusrifolia i.l"i the 
dominant species. The riparian vegetation is composed of forest. shrubs. grass. sooges and occasionally 
more extensive swamps with stands of alder. Urban development is concentrated in the communities of 
Come By Chance and Goobies (Figure 3-2). Industrial activity is limited to an oil retinery located about 
5 km south of Come By Chaoce. The main trans!XJ11ation routes are the Tran.s-Canada Highway. the 
Burin Peninsula highway and the former Canadian National railbed.. now used as a gravel road ln 









Figure 3-2: Come By Chance River Study Area 
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3.2 Data 
ln Chapter 2.0. important factors wen: 1dent1tied that detennme the qualtty of fretlwater 
hab1tat for AtlantiC salmon. Accordingly. this study 1s concerned wnh the extraction of substrate type. 
channel panem and land cover as maJOr habitat paraml!ters from remotely sensed datJ.. In th1s sect1on 
all rhe data 'ers used in rhe anal:-'"1' ~·· dl ht> de<:cnhed tn detatl . mcludmg field d:Ha. :lc!!::ll photc~:.!phy. 
multtspectral1magery and ar.c!llary map data. 
3.2.1 Field Data 
:\ stream habttat survey conducted m October 1993 served as the pnmary source of reference 
data tor the classiticatiOn of channel pattern and substrate type. For this purpose the nver course \vas 
divtded mto segments that served as bas1c sampling umts and vaned m length trom 50 m to 200 m. 
Each segment 1s bordered by contmuously numbered transects across the river course. The segments 
\Vere 1denntied by the1r upstream transect and marked m the tield (figure 3-3) . Vanables measured 
over sebrments and along transects are presented m Tabk 3-l < Fishenes and Oceans Canada. \994 ). 
Table 3-l: Field Data 
Parameter \leasurement Cnit \lode of Measurement 
Bank Height; Bank Gradient meter; degree at transect 
Channel Pattern category per segment 
Grain Size percent per segment 
Habitat Unit square meter per segment 
Segment Length meter per segment 
Stream Width meter at transect 
Water Depth centimeter 3 to 6 measurements across transect 
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All nver transects \vere numbered according to thetr distance from Transect 0 m the estuary. 
\Vater depth \vas determmed at each transect at three to stx equally spaced locations across the \\tdth of 
the nver. Each segment \vas asstgned one type of channel panem. such as run. nft1e. steady. tlat and 
rapid (Table 3-2). Substrate was recorded for each segment as propornons of se,;en baste gr:un stze 
..:lasses. including tines. gravel. pebble. cobble. rubble. boulder and bedrock (Table 3-3 ). Habttat units 
1vere t::llculated as the are:1 of each ~egment 
Table 3-2: Detimt10n of Channel Pattern (atierScruton eta/ .. 1992) 
Channel Pattern Definition 
Run Swift. rurbulent t1ow wah broken surface: mean depth > 25 em: stream Width is less than 
average: boulder and rubble substrate: 
Riffle Average to rapid t1ow wnh broken surtace: mean depth<. 25 em: gravel through boulder 
substrate: 
Steady slow t1ow w1th smooth su.rf;ll:e: stre:lffi Width and depth greater than ;~verage: extend <Wer [ 
several segments 
Flat Slow t1ow wtth smooth surface: stream w1dth and depth greater than average: occurs 
wtthm a segment; , 
Raptd Areas of steep gradient rapid to rurbulent t1ow: white water: rubbk boulder and bedrock 
substrate: 
Table 3-3: Detimuon of Gram Size Classes 
Grain Size Class Diameter 
Fines < 0.2 em 
Gravel 0.2to 3 em 
Pebble 3 to 5 em 
Cobble 6 to IJ em 
Rubble 14 to 25 em 
Boulder > 25 em 
Bedrock Bedrock 
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3 . .2.1 .-\erial Photography 
ln order for the survey data to be used m the ddmeatton of trammg and test areas. tt was 
ne~:essary to tdentitY the sw"'.:eyed nver segments on tht! imagery . Sine!! the tii.!IJ datJ wc:re not gee-
referenced in situ. :1 second survey was undt!rtaken in September 1994 wllh the obJt!Ctlve to tdenn~· 
nver segments as marked m the tield on panchromanc aenal photo~:-rraphs. The charactenstlcs l)f the 
photographtc data ::~re g1ven m Table J~. 
Table 3-4: Charactenst1cs of Aenal Photogr::~phy 
Altitude Focal Length Approximate Scale Date I 
1341 m 15~ .7 mm I ·SSOO \lay \')92 
Roll: 92:!08 Frames: 142. 144. 146. 152. 154. 156. 153. 166. 168. 1-o I 
According to the scope of th1s :;rudy. aenal photography served :1 duJI purpose: ( l) the 
pnnc1pal source of reference wtth regards to tht! locatton of nver segments. and t 2) m the tdenntication 
of trammg and test s1tes for the land cover classtticatton. The scale of the aenal photographs \vas large 
t!nough to tdenufy features such as mdiv1dual trees. shrubs and bouldt!rs . D1gttal tmJgery and aenal 
photographic data were recorded w1thm 16 months of each other. ~o maJor changes m land cover have 
occurred dunng this ume period. 
Land cover categories are detined in Table 3-5 . An overview of all hab1tat paral1l!ter 
categories is presented in Table 3-6. The last column m Table 3-6 indicates the tables in which the 
respective variable categories are explamed in detail. 
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Table 3-5 : Land Cover Charactenstics 1 after Scruton eta! .. 1992) 
land Cover Catego~· Description II 
\ 
Coruti:rous \IJture ..:omferous tret:s I 
I Alder I Large. de·.::duous shrubs up to 2 m hetght 
Shrub Sortwood shrubs 
Wetland Bog. ti:n. md herbaceous \·egetatton 
I 
:"io\·eg Bare sot! pavement and butldtngs 
il \Vater I Water I I 
T:1ble J-6: Habitat PJ.rameter Categones 
Habitat Parameter Catego~· Compare Table 








I Rapul I 
Lmd cover Conzt~·rozL\ T ..1ble .~-5 
I Alder 
Shrub I 
ll 'etlmul ! 
.V01·eg 
I ll Water 
3 .2.3 MultJspectrallmage Data 
Image data were collected with a Compact A1rbome Spectromet!'lc Imager (CASI) on October 
23rd. 1993. The sensor allows for a tlextble setting of spectral bands from 428 to 946nm and operates 
in either spectral or spatial mode. In spectral mode. the sensor records ret1ected radiation in up to 288 
channels at a low spatial resolution. whereas spaual mode data are collected at spattal resolutiOns of 
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te\'v centimeters or meters. The peak Spectral Radiance L"mt !SRU ) expressed in ~L \V·cm2·srl.nm·1] 
is selected dunng the t1ight m order to detennine the optimal saturation pomt tor scaling radtance 
\:llues into a 12 bit range (Barstad. 1992). [n this study. the C:\SI sensor was operated in spatial 
mode. :\ nominal spatial resolution of l.S :<. 1.5 m was chosen to allow tor a proper coverage of the 
wtdest and narrowest nver sections. :\t the gtven spatial resolution. retlected radtatton could be 
regtstered in a total of tour spectral channels. Detatls of the spectral band cnntigurattnn an.· l1"red m 
Table 3-7. The tmages \vere recorded Js 12 btt data and subsequently re-,;cakd mto an ~ bn r:1nge as 
requtred tor mput m the tmage processmg software. 
T Jbk 3-7: Spectral Charactensncs of the C:\S[ St:nsor 
I Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band4 
Bandwidth lnml 499.5 [0 521 .1 I 579.0 [0 600.7 i 648.3 [0 67 1.9 - 18 .1 to-4\. S 
I 
' 
Band Center [nm[ I 510.30 1 589.85 
I Cl60.10 -29lJ5 
I 
A peak SRU of 2.5 was chosen tor all spectral bands to htghlight features submerged m water 
whtle preserv~ng suftictent spectral vanabtliry over land areas. Band I \vas posmoned ::tt 510 nm to 
maxtmtze \Vater penetration. No channel was selected m the blue spectral regiOn due to strong 
scattenng m atmosphere and water column. Bands 2 and 3 were selected to collect mtormauon at 
locations of shallow water while minimlZing scattenng m the \Vater column. Band 4 was used to 
separate land and water. All tour channels were used m dem·ing land cover features. 
lnirially. ten tlight swaths were ddined to account lor the smuos1ty of the nver (Figure 3-2). 
S\vath 3 had to be elimmated due to extreme geometric distortions . As a consequence. a river section 
of approximately 300m length north ofGoobtes Pond \Vas excluded from the analysis. ln the case of 
overlapping swaths the image data with the least distortions were used. This reduced the initial image 
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data set to 6 indi\idual scenes. Swath 8 was used only in the assessment of rJ.diometric notmalization 
of the imagery since the ::~rea covered by this Hight line is fully ::~ccounted for by S\vaths 6 and 7 
(Figure 3-2). 
An example of multispectral imagery. aerial photography and recorded field daw. is given in 
Figure 3-3. In Figure 3-3(a). several types of land cover are distinguished on the false colour 
composite image. Examplt!s of tield suf\·ey data are 0\·erlatd onto the aerial photograph m Figure 3-
J(b) . Of parttcular mterest ts the t":lct that the nvcr segment tdcntitied by transect 6l 7S (channd 
pattern = steady: substrate = bedrock) shows homogeneous tone and texture . On the other hand. tone 
and texture clearly vary in the segment corresponding to Transect 6300 (channel pattern = nff1e: 
substrate= bedrock). Thts apparent heterogeneity tn field data sampling units has implications for the 
classification of substrate type and channel pattern whtch are discussed in Chapter 6.0. 
3 .2.4 Ancillary Data 
The Nattonal Topobrraphic Sef\'tce (NTS) digital map sheet lNt\3 ser;ed as an anctlbry data 
source. Elevation lbta contained JS contour lines in this map sheet were used in the calculatton of 
valley brradient. The Jenvatton of ,·alley srradicnt as a potenttal predictor vanabk for bottom substrate 
and type of channel pattern is descnbed in de tat! in Chapter -+.0. 
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Figure 3-3(a): False Colour Composite (FCC) Image 
Band 3 (Blue)- Band 2 (Green)- Band 4 (Red) 
white/blue - no vegetation 
purple - wetland/shrub 
red -trees 
black - water 
Figure 3-3(b ): Aerial Photograph 
Transect 6175: 
Channel Pattern = Steady 
Substrate = Bedrock 
Transect 6300: 
Channel Pattern = Riffle 
Substrate = Bedrock 
Figure 3-3: False Colour Composite Image and Aerial Photograph of Sub-Area 
• • 
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Chapter 4.0: Methodology 
4.1 Introduction 
[n thts chapter. the procedures tor data pre-processmg. trammg data wllectton and sdecnon of 
predictor ,·anables are presented. Classiticatton of habttat par::1meters based on dectston tree analysts 
and methods for the assessment of classtticatton accuracy arc expl::uned. An example of habttat 
~ultabtltty mappmg usmg mdtvtdual habttat parameters ts gt,·en at the end of thts -:hapter. The 
methodology followed tn thts study ts summarized m Figure 4-l . 
4.2 Pre-Processmg 
The data sets used in thts study 'vere subJected to vanous torms of pre-processmg pnor to thetr 
use m subsequent analyses. Pre-processmg of the tield survey data involved the categorizanon of 
contmuous substrate data by means of cluster analysts . :\n ancillary data set \Vas created by calculatmg 
stream wtdth and valley gradient. All images \vere subjected to atmospheric. radtometrlc and 
geometric correcnons as well as to the derivation of image transforms. 
Reference Data Image Data 
• Ground survey • C.-\Sl :m01gcry m tour spectral 
• .-\en01l photogrJphy bands 1)ltl. 5'l!l. (160 and -Jo nml 
~ 
Pre-Processing 
Field Survev Data :\.nctllat"\1 Data lmaue Data 
• Catcgonzatton of • CalcuiJtton of stream • . .l..tmosphcnc :.md 
sub~'trJte type wtdth and valley scomctnc correc:wn 
_:;:-Jd:c:;! .. f "'"! ~ ' '"' tl"' • , r"' ._~ t,•H"'''"'"' '"' I I I • • • · -::::- • • · · · · ~· .. _, • • • -J I 
+ 
Potential Predictor Variables 
Substrate and Channel Pattern Lmd Cover 
• Ongtnal spectral bands • Ongtnal spectral bands 
• PC\ 1ongmal ~-pcctral bands) • PC.-\ (ongmal spectral bands) 
• PC A ( ln-transt'ormed bands 1 • "iormailzed dtifcrcncc \Cgctat1on 
• Stream wtdth (\\Ctted w1dthJ 1ndex !'-iD\'1) 
• 'hlley gradient 
+ 
Training Data Generation 
~ 
Selection of Predictor Variables 
• Withm-group vanabdtty 
• DtstJnccs between group means 
• Classification 
• GcncrJtton of classlticatlon rules usmg dcctston tree analysts\ DTA) 




Figure 4-l: Methodology 
3:! 
-1..2.1 Fidd Survey Dara 
Data !Tom the tield survey \vere used m the dass1til:atiOn of the habitat parametersC/wmre/ 
Pauem and Substrate Type. The type of channel pattern was recorded as categoncal data and 
subsequent pre-processing was not reqwred. Bottom substrate composmon. howe\·er. \Vas mlt1ally 
descnhed as r>ropornons of "even hasic gram "ize dasses. In nrder Tn use hnttom .;:uh.;:trat~ :.1' 
dependent vanable. the contmuous !,'Tam s1ze dara \vas reduced to only one v;mable cons1stmg of 
d1screte substrate categones usmg cluster analys1s. 
Cluster analys1s 1s a method of !,.'TOupmg obsel\lations together that are stm!lar w1th respect to 
a set of discnminating vanables (Mather 1976: Dav1s. !986). Obsel\latlons are grouped together based 
on measures of stmllanty (correlatiOn measures) or diss1mllanty (distance measures). Clusters an: 
formed so as to mtmm1ze d1fferences w1thm ):,'TOups \vhlle max1m1zmg dtfferences between groups 
(Gnffith and Amrhein. !997). Approaches to duster analys1s mclude hterarch!Cal and non-hierarchical 
techn1ques. Hierarrh1cal clustering IS further d1vided mto agglomerative and Jiv1s1ve methods. 
:\g;glomeratwe methods start with all 1mt1al observations and form classes by groupmg the most 
similar cases together. In diviSIVe clustenng. an mnial cluster encompassmg all observations 1s 
recurstvely split into smaller. homogeneous sub-sets. ~on-hierarchical techmques. such as the k-
means procedure, require the detimtion of a set of inmal clusters. Class membership for these !,'TOups 
1s computed for all cases. As new cases are added. the imtial clusters change. The procedure ts 
repeated until the obsel\led changes are below a pre-detined threshold. 
Every clustering technique will result in the formirg of clusters. {t is therefore necessary to 
ensure that the clusters represent an actual grouping structure present in the data and are not am facts of 
a particular algorithm. Bailey and Gatrell ( 1995) veri tied cluster analysis results by using two different 
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clustering procedures. :\ general a!o-rreement of both cluster solutions ts an mdicatlon that a natural 
grouping \vas correctly captured. On the other hand. wtdely difterent results suggest an arttticial 
grouping due to the chosen clustering method. 
Cluster analysts of substrate data was realized m two stages. Ftrst. tmttal hterarchtcal. 
agglomerattve clustenng was applied usmg the median method to merge two groups based on the 
distance hetween thetr centroids tor all discnminatmg vanahles At every ~tep. equal wetght '" gtven tn 
both groups to be combmed. Squared Euclidean distances were used as dissimilanty measure. Tt was 
therefore posstble to retam the mt1uence o[ mdmdual nver segments on the overall duster 
charactenzat10n. The number of clusters was plotted agamst the distance measure to reveal the number 
of natural groups tnherent m the data (Griffith and Amrhein. t 997) . The second stage m reducmg and 
categorizmg substrate mtormation involved the use of non-hterarchtcal k-means clustenng. Both 
results were compared to vent)' the general correspondence of the obtamed cluster solutiOns. 
4.2.2 :\nctllary Data 
Kmghton ( 1984) tdentltied stream wtdth and valley brradtent as pertment to the 
characterization of bottom substrate and channel pattern. Consequently. these vanabies are used as 
potential predictors m the classtfication ofSubstmtl:! T_1pe and Channel Pattern. In order to denve the 
valley gradient, a digital elevation model (0El\tl) of the study area was created. A DEM is a digitaL 
discrete. three-dimensional (x. y, z) representation of a contmuous surface. The generation of a OEM 
is divided in 2 steps: the detinition of a regularly spaced grid (x. y) covering the area of interest. and the 
choice of art appropnate interpolation algorithm to calculate elevation (z) for all grid cells from a 
number of locations with kno\\-TI elevations. Elevation data for this study were digitized contour imes 
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contamed m the 1:50.000 digital map sheet ~"TS l ~. 13. The corrcspondmg spatial resolution was 
accepted to be 25 m. :\ gnd cell size of 30m was chosen tor the DEM. Smce the locations of kn0\\.11 
elevation tollowed digitized contour lines rather than bemg randomly distnbuted over the study area. 
the lNTERCON algorithm was used tor mtcrpolauon (Eastman. 1997). In this procedure. devauon at 
unkno\v11 locations 1s deterrnmed by linear interpolatiOn between contour lines. 
The next 'lep in the extraction. nf v3l\ey gradient \V3<; the nverlay nf the nver cnur"e tTnm the 
1mage data onto the OEM. :\t the mtersecuon of nver course and OEM. devauon tor each cell and 
distance between cell centers were recorded. Valley gradient was calculated ;1s the srrad1ent bet\veen 
two cells proVlded that the do\v11-srream cell showed a lower elev:won than the wrrespondmg up-
stream cell. If th1s \Vas not the case. the next down-stream cell \vlth a lower eleva non w:.1s used. This 
procedure 1s based on the assumpuon that devauon :1long the course L)t the nver 1s contmuously 
l.kcreasmg m the d0\\11-srream directiOn. :\s a result the nver was d1V1ded mto discrete sections With 
one b'Tadient v:1lue each. 
Srream width was calculated as the avernge \VIdth of discrete nver sections. These sections 
were created usmg the center locations of all OEM cells that mtersected with the course of the nver. 
Voron01 polygons were created around these center locatiOns. Thc nver course was dl\'lded mto 
secttons of an apprcximately equal length of 30 m by overlaymg \Vater mask and \'oronm polygons. 
Given length and area of each secuon. average stream wtdth was calculated according to: 
where 
W = avernge \o\<idth 
A= area 
L =length 
W=A .' L {4-l) 
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-+ .2.3 Image Data 
:\ tirst order correction for atmosphenc path rad1ance was apphed to the tmagery usmg the 
method proposed by Chavez ( 1998 ). Thts type of correction IS mandatory· m the case of conn:rs10n of 
dtgttal counts to radiance or retlectance umts. for the companson of data collected at different dates or 
rnor to comhmmg ~rectral hands through mathemancal operations 11\t.nher. I 9~7). Fnllnwmg 
Cha\·ez·s procedure. an mmal value for path radiance was determmed for one spc::crral band usmg the 
lowest \·alue m the tmage histogram. Thts assumes that m any scene there are dark areas such Js deep 
\Vater or shadows where the expected retlected radiatiOn ts next to zero _ In the presence of path 
radiance. however. the mm1mum value m a htstobrram \Vlll be greater than zero . The startmg DN value 
correspondmg to annosphenc path radiance was selected usmg Band I smce lt IS the spectral band 
most affected by atmosphenc scanenng. Once th1s value was found. an appropnate rel::luve 
atmospheric scattering model was selected. The scanenng models have the tollowmg torm: 
where 
p = path radiance 
i . = wavelength 
p = ci.X 
x = parameter wJth values rangmg from ~ to 0 
c =constant 
~~-2) 
The DN equ1valent to path radiance was calculated usmg Equation 4-2 gtven the mmal path radiance 
value as extracted from the histogram. Table ~-1 lists different atmosphenc conditions and the 
corresponding values of x. 
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Table 4~ 1: Atmospheric ConJitions (a tier Chavez. 1988) 
Atmospheric Conditions \ .;due of x !I il 




\·ery hazy -1).5 
Given the atmosphenc conditions at the nme of the tmage acqutsltton. the Rayletgh scattenng 
model was chosen (x =~)to correct for atmosphenc path rJdiance . .-\tmosphenc absorptiOn was not 
corrected for due to the lack of appropnate data. Thts ts not vte,ved as a problem because the tmages 
were recorded in the vtstble and near~mfrared spectral reg1ons where absorption t!ffects are neglig1bk 
(Van Stokkam era/ .. 1993: Cracknell and Hayes. 1991 ). 
The ttme requ1red to record all tmag:es was 3 7 mmutes. Therefore. the eftect of changes tn 
solar elevation was evaluated. \Vhile constant atmosphenc and radiometnc conditions are assumed 
\V\thin each scene. the same IS not necessanly true berween scenes. Spectral radiance. the phystcai 
quantity measured by the C ASI sensor. vanes wtth solar elevatton. Slater ( 1980) proposed the 
tollowmg relatiOnship bet\veen surface retlectance. radiance regtstered at a remote sensor. and solar 
elevation: 
where 
Ri == surface retlectance 
d == earth~sun distance 
Li == radiance at sensor in band i 
Lpi == atmosphenc path radiance m band i 
Ei == spectral irradiance at top of atmosphere 
q> = solar zenith angie 
(4~3) 
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EquatiOn -1--3 contams t\vo Important points. F1rst. s1m1lar surtaces m t:.vo scenes might show 
different values of spectral radiance 1f there 1s a large discrepancy in solar ekvauon. Second. areas of 
h1gh surtace retkctance are more severely affected than ti!atures showmg 10\v ret1ectance. In order to 
vency 1f radiometric normal!zauon of the thght swaths ts necessary. areas of relatively high and low 
ret1ectance values \vere tdentitied on 1mages of the thght swaths l and 8. High ret1t!ctam:e targets were 
repre~ented hy -;ect1ons of the Trans-Canada High\vay 1TCH1. Segments ·~f rhe C'nme Ry C'han~e 
River were selected as low retkctance test areas. In both cases. constant surface cond1ttons throughout 
the study area were assumed. 
:\11 tmages \ven: geometncally ..:orrected and registered to Lil'\1 coordmates (Zone 11. 
NAD83). Ground control pomts tGCP's) wlth knO\.,n coordinates were tdenutied on reti!rence maps 
(scale rangmg !Tom 1:5.000 to I: 12.500) and on the 1magery. :\ htghly accurate approach to the 
geometnc correction of atrbome Jm::tgery 1s the thm plate spline method. However. th1s reqUJres a 
large number of GCP's as well as the recording of reference coordinates usmg a global postuomng 
system l GPS). wh1ch \vas not avadable at the time of th1s mvesugat10n. Therefore. tirst order 
polynom1al rebTJ'esston analysts and nearest~eighbour resampling \Vere applied to transtorm tmage 
coordmates. RegJstrauon accuracy was assessed usmg the root-mean-square ~Rl'v1S) error. \Vhtch 1s the 
standard devtatton of the residuals of both Eastmg and i'iorthmg coordinates. The resolution of the 
corrected 1mages was set to be 2 m to ai!O\v tor appropnate coverage of the narrowest nver sections. 
For the prediction of Substrate T.~pe and Channel Pattern a bmary mask was created to 
separate water covered areas from land. The nver course was digiuzed on-screen to exclude extenstve 
areas of shadow over land. Visual inspection of Band 4. colour composite images. a1r photos and the 
histogram of Band 4 were used to select a threshold value for the separation of water from land. The 
threshold value torpi.xels representing water was set at ON< 90 inBand 4. 
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Extractmg mformation on bottom substrate or channel pattern reqUired that the impact of the 
water column on the ret1ected radiation be mimm1zed. Due to the absence of reliable depth 
measurements. the method proposed by Lyzenga ( 1978) was moditied. First. p1xds of submerged 
areas over bedrock substrate were transformed using the natural log. The lmear v:mabd1ty observed m 
the log-transformed ON values ret1ects v:mauons m water depth smce the type of bottom substrate IS 
kept cnn<:tant Next. pnnctpal component analy•m 1 Pt..-\ l was applied to these !'ltxels. The tirst 
pnnctpal component IS aligned along the direction of ma.x1mum sample vanance. thus representmg 
water depth vanabllity. Consequently. the remammg components contam mfonnauon unrelated to 
water depth but related to bottom type vanatton. In addition. the 3pproach of Khant>t ul. ( 1992) \Vas 
tollmved by applymg PC:\ directly to pixels of varymg bottom types and without pnor log-
transtormanon. 
In the land cover classtticatlon. the nonnalized difference vegetation mdex <ND\1) was used 
besides the ongmal spectral bands. Th1s mdex IS sens1t1ve to spectral difterences between q:getated 
:md non-vegetated areas and IS cah.:ulated as: 
\vhere 
Lir =radiance m the near-mfrared spectral band 
Lr = radiance m the red spectral band 
(4-4) 
The NDVI has also been used to differentiate between types of vegetation (Curran. 1983 ). [n addition. 
PCA was applied to the land cover training data to enhance discrimmatton between land cover classes. 
The resulting principal components were included m the pool of potential pred1ctor variables for the 
type of land cover. 
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-U Training and Test ,-\rea Generatton 
For each of the habttat parameters Clumnel Pattt!m and Suhstrate T_\pe, 50 nver segments 
were selected at random. Where appltcable. both fearures were recorded for the! same se~,r,mt!nt. The! 
resultmg database was randomly split m half to yteld one trammg data set and one venticanon. or test. 
data set. A buffer of 20 m \Vas created around each transect to account for errors m transect 
positiomng. No ptxel was collected w!thm this butTer. .-\pproxtmately 50 ptxels were collected at 
random from each se6'1Tlent to assure correct represt!ntatton of actual dass occurrences m trammg and 
test data. Trammg and test areas for the classllicauon of Land Cm er were tdentt tied wtth the atd of 
aenal photographs. A total of 403 locations were selected at random over all •mages. Polygons 
contammg an average of 60 ptxels were delmeated around these locations. Boundary ptxels \Vere not 
mcluded. One half of the polygons were used to extract tr:lmmg data. whlle the other half was used to 
collect test data. The large number of trammg and test sttes was reqUired to account for any 
radiometric differences bet\.veen the scenes. In both trammg and venticatwn data sets the number of 
ptxels was further reduced by randomly selectmg one thtrd of all cases tor subsequent analysts. 
4.4 Selection of Predictor Vanables 
The pool of potential predictor vanables for each habitat parameter ts presented m Table 
4-2. For each variable, plots of mean response and standard devtatlons of all habitat parameter 
categories were examined. The coeffictent of variatiOn (CV) was used as a measure of group 
variability independent from the magmtude of the mean. Since the CV is only detined for 
positive values, variables containing negative values (i.e. princtpal components. NUVI) were 
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adjusted by adding the v::mable mimmum to the mean m e:1ch category before calculatmg the 
coefficient of vanation (Neter er al .. 1993 ). Biv:1nate correlations bet\veen mdependent v::mables 
and standardized distances. or differences. between group means \vere analyzed to select the final 
predictor vanables for each habitat parameter. 
Table ~-2: Potential Predictor Vanahles 
Potential Predictor Habitat Parameters 
Variables Suhstratt: Trpt! Channel Pattl!rn Land CV\'I!r 
Original spectral b:1nds Band 1 Bane/! Band 1 
Band.:! Bund.:! Band.:! 
Bane/ J Band J Band J I 
Band./ Band./ Band./ 
Principal component transform PC!_ln PCJ ln -
applied to ln-transfonned PC2_/n PC1 In -
spectral bands PC3 In PCJ In -
PC-I In PC-I In 
Pru1c1pal component transform PC! Pet PC! 
applied to original spectral PC1 PC:: PC1 
bands; PC3 PCJ PC3 I PC./ PC-I PC-I I 
i Stream \VIdth Width Width -
I 
Valley gradient Crwlit!nt Gradient -
~ormalized difference - . . \D~'I 
vegetation mdex; 
Several predictor vanables were gener.:ned as lmear combinations of the ong1nal spectr.l.l 
bands . Therefore. it was necessary to assess the degree of multJcollincanty present among the 
mdependent vanables. Multicollineanty exists 1f two or more predictors are h1ghly correlated. 
Correlation coefficients exceeding a value 0.70 can lead to int1ated signiticance levels and logtcal 
problems due to duplication of infonnation (fabachmck. 1996). Extreme correiations of greater than 
0.90. for example. are likely to prevent matrix inversion calculatiOns in multiple regression and 
discriminant function analysis (Mather. 1976). Correlation among mdependent variables was analyzed 
using the non-parametric Speannan rank correlation coetlicient (Walford. 1995). 
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Standardized distances between category means were calculated m t\VO stages. First. all 
predictor variables were standardized according to : 
where 
z=(x-m) s 
z = standardized score 
x = raw vanabk score 
m = vanable mean 
s = vanable standard devtatton 
(4-5) 
Secondly. the distance between t\vo categones \vas calculated m ;::ach standardized predictor vanabk 
as following: 
where 
dij = distance bet\veen category means m standardized vanable z 
mz1 = mean of category 1 m st::mdardized "'~mabie z 
mzJ = mean of category J m standardized vanable z 
(4-6) 
.-\s a result. variables measured in dtfferent umts \vere made dtrectly comparable. ~vtoreover. the 
calculated differences bet\\·een category means were expressed m umts of standard de\·tauon and 
therefore pro\1ded a bener mdtcation of group separabtltty than the ongmal untts (Dans. 1986). To 
mmtmtze the nsk of falsdy accepting spurious relattonshtps. sigmticance kvels and contidencl! 
intervals were calculated for each distance using the SchetTe procedure. Thts method ~~ extremely 
conservative and allows for the simultaneous companson of all group ditTerences (Tabachnick.. 1996). 
Group differences were accepted to be statistically stgniticant at mmtmum stgmticance level of0.05. 
A simple strategy was adopted m selecting the tina! predictor vanables for each habitat 
parameter. First, independent variable showing the largest standardized distance was tdentitied. If this 
value was significantly different from the corresponding ditTerence in any other vanable at a 
significance level of 0.05, the vanable was selected. If two or more variables showed group 
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difierences not stgmticamly difterent from the largest distance observed. they were mcluded as 
predictors. provided that none of these \·ariables were htghly correl:lted With each other. However. tf 
h1gh correlations were observed. these \·anables were dropped from the analysts. High ~orrelanons 
between predictors were accepted when the largest mean dt!Terence observed \Vas st)pliticamly 
dtfterent from any other var.able m more than one mstance. In this case. the presence of 
multtcolline::mty w:1s accounted for by adjustmg ~tgmti~ance levels dunn~,t the dasslticatton orocess. 
·nus procedure IS d1scussed m detail m the fo\lowmg secuon. 
4.5 Classtticauon of Hab1t.at Parameters 
Classtlication of hab1tat parameters was earned out usmg dects1on tree analysis (0T:\). The 
ex.haustlve pa.rtmonmg procedure developed by B1ggs ..:t a/. ( 199 t) establishes relat10nshtps between 
predictor and response \·:mabie based on stattst1cal s1gm ticance . It ts a statlsttcally robustrtt:ss 
techmque and perrmts the mtegrauon of contmuous and categoncal data. For these reasons. exhausttve 
part;tlomng \Vas selected as classtticat10n algonthrn. :\ separate dec1s1on tret: was grov.11 for each of 
the habitat parameters Substrate T_\pe, Channel Patl{'m and Land Cowr. Only splits shov.ing a 
stgniticance level of 0.05 or htgher \vere accepted so as to ensure stausttcally strong relationshipS 
between predictor and dependent variables. [f several predictor vanables passed the stgmticance 
threshold at a briven node, the vanable With the highest s1gmticance was selected to partition the data. 
All observed significance levels were corrected usmg the Bonferroni adjusnnent factor to mimm1ze the 
nsk of falsely accepting relationships that were not sigmficant The Bonferrom adjusttnent factor was 
also used to account for the presence of highly correlated predictor variables . The effect of this 
adjustment was a further reduction of the initially obtained signiticance levels so as to suppress 
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relationships wh1ch are caused by the duplication of information m the pred1ctor vanabks. 
Before applying classitication rules derived from DTA to the classlticauon of unknO\\TI cases. 
redundant branches of a dec1S10n tree must be removed to av01d overtittmg. Th1s process 1s called 
pnming and generally involves the use of an independent test sample that was not used m the creation 
of the deciSion tree (BreJman er ul .. 1984 ). If DT A is applied to remotely sensed data. three data sets 
are required: one tor training. nne for pnmmg. and nne tn ~''e'' •:la''!r!cat!•.)n Jt:C'.!!":!CY \F!:.ec! J~d 
Bradley. 1997). Hmvever. tor practical reasons 1t was not possible to allocate sampling areas tor three 
:-;eparate data sets in the present study. Instead. the nsk ofovertittmg was mm1m1zed by spectt'ymg a 
threshold sample stze. or stop size. for the:: creat1on of new nodes. That 1s. 1f a g1ven node contamed 
tt!wer observations than the spec1tied stop s1ze it was not further partitioned. 
The selected threshold sample s1ze tor each habitat parameter was related to the average 
sample s1ze m an mdiv1dual sampling un1t. In the case of Suhstrate Trpe and Chc.ltlnel Puttem. 
mdividual sampling umts are detined by the average length and w1dth of nver sectwns used m the 
Jenvatton of stream Width and valley gradu::nt. G1ven an average w1dth of 20 m. an average length of 
30m and a p1xel resolutiOn of 2m. the corresponding stop s1ze was set to be 150. Individual samplmg 
units for the habitat parameter Land Cvver are detined by the s1ze of mdl\&dual tr.:unmg areas 
.-\ccordingly, a threshold sample s1ze of 60 was selected corresponding to the avt!rage sample s1ze per 
traming area. The dec1sion trees were interpreted as stat1sttcally sigmticant class1ticauon rules m 
··rF ... THEN' format. These rules were subsequently impkmented as a FORTRA.!'\1 program to dass1i)' 
all of the imagery. 
Integration of continuous predictors in decision tree analysis required the selectiOn of discrete 
categories tor each vanable. Class intervals were derived with the aid of exploratory data analysis as 
descnbed by Yellemann and Hoaglin (1981 ). With this approach. a data set is described and 
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partitioned around the median. Furthermore. the data can be dinded mto equal parts to ~ontam :m 
eighth. a fourth, half. etc. of all observanons. :\11 1mage \·ariables were Jiv1ded into eight mtervals of 
equal s1ze. Stream width \Vas diVIded into !our discrete ~ategones. while three equal sized mterv:1ls 
were selected tor the variable valley l:,'l.ldient. 
4 .6 Accuracy Assessment 
Class1tication \Vas evaluated usmg a ventication sample that \Vas not previOusly used m 
the derivation of decision trees for the habitat parameters Suhstrace Type. Channel Pc.mt!rn and 
Land Cover. The result of th1s analysis was summarized usmg contmgency tables (Congalton 
and Green. 1993: Green ec a/.. 1993: Fitzgerald and Lees. 1994: Janssen and Vander Wei. 1994: 
Lark. 1995: Stehman. 1997). 
Table 4-3 contams a schematic contmgency table to illustrate the v:mous measures of 
accuracy that were extracted. The columns of this table refer to the reference data. \vhereas the 
rows represent the class1 ticauon result. Accuracy measures used m the assessment of 
class!licatton pl!rfonnance are de tined m Table 4-4 . The misclassiticauon rate of pc<els m the test 
data set belongmg to a particular substrate type 1s gtven by the respecuve errors of omiSSIOn. 
designated as "OE" Table 4-4. Conversely. errors of commiSSIOn reter to pixels wrongly assigned to 
groups to which they do not belong. Commission errors for each category are obtained from Table 4-4 
as "CE". Accuracy measw-es include overall classification accuracy "OA''. user's accuracy "UA" and 
producer's accuracy "PA". The overall class1tication accuracy represents the proportion of correctly 
classified observations across all categories. The user's accuracy value denotes the probabtlity that a 
classified pixel actually belongs in the category it was classified. This measure is related to the error of 
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Table 4-J : SchematiC Contmgency Table 
I 
l 
Classified Data 1=1 
J=l ~,: 
J=2 <.:: 1 
J"" '-l .: .jl 
Column Total 
" "\'..: ~ I! 1'1 
1 = category m reterence data 
J = ..:ategory m classified data 
q ~ number of ..:ategones 
..: " =-elements of the ..:onfus1on matnx 
Table 4-4: Measures of Accuracy 
.-\..:curacy \-Ieasure 
Overall Accuracy OA 
Overall ClassificatiOn Error OE 
l 'ser's Accuracy VA 
CommiSSion Error CE 
Producer's Accuracy PA 
Omission Error OE 
Kappa Index of Agreement K 
Reference Data 
!=2 . .. l=q 
1... ! .: . . . ..: .,, 
C:: L:-l 
...::.: 
...; :~ 1 
•I ~ 
. . . 2:..:,: , . ~l,. ~~ 
; · · 
Ot!fimuon 
tht! proportiOn of overall correctly dass1tied 
samples 
the proportion of overall mcorrectly 
dassttied samples 
the conditional probability p(j=1 i J=k l that a 
sample is correctly allocated g1ven that it 
was class1tied as k 
for two classes ( k.l) the cond1t1onal 
probability p< i=l ! j=k) that a sample 
classified as k acrually belongs to category I 
the conditional probability p(j=1 i i=k) that a 
sample wh1ch acrually belongs to class k IS 
correctly allocated 
for two classes ( k.l) the conditional 
probability p(j=k \ i=l) that a sample which 
actually belongs to category I is classified as 
k 
proportion of overall correctly classified 
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commiSSion. Like\VIse. producer's 3ccuracy IS related to errors of omiSSion. !t designates the 
probability that a pixel belongmg to J given category m the venticatiOn data set 1s correctiy classJtied. 
The kappa mdex of agreement 1s a measure of overall classiticauon performanct: \vhu.:h takes mto 
account correct assignment of ptxels by chance. lt IS mterpreted as the proportion by whtch a given 
overall accuracy exceeds the accuracy expected tor a random classiticatiOn. Cakulauon of the chance 
agreement term 1C.-\l re~u1res the denvatiOn of a new matnx cons1stmg of the ~rnducts l)f rmv and 
column totals of the anginal contingency table. CA IS then calculated by summmg the dtagonal and 
dividing by the !:,rrand total. 
Jensen ( 1986) :mggests the denvatiOn or contidence mtervals around t:stlmated 
classiticatton accuracy values usmg the normal approx1mat10n to the bmom1al dtstnbuttOn . 
Accordingly. contidence tntervals for the overall :1ccuracy of md1V1dual hahttat parameters \vere 
calculated as: 
\Vhere 
r ; P. o- P) 1 
C: = p - i z . \: I \ ~ n ~ 
C. ( P ·(l-P).J I =P+ iz·v· 
\ n 
P =proportion of correctly classtfied ptxels 
C[ =lower contidence ilmtt 
C u ::: upper contidence l1mit 
(4-6) 
(4-7) 
z = 1.96 (corresponding to a probability of9S n-o in a nonnal d1stnbuuon) 
4. 7 Suitability Mapping 
This study focused pnmanly on the extraction of indivtdual salmon habttat parameters. Two 
of these parameters. i.e. Substrate T_~pe and Channel Pattem. were used in the assessment of suitable 
. .p 
spa\vnmg habitat tor Atlanttc salmon. .\~cordmg to Dubots and Gosselin ( 1989). spa\mmg habttat 
pnonty was calculated as : 
'"hert! 
P=B*C 
P = spa\\Timg habitat prionty 
B == pnority wetght of substrate ty-pe 
r = pnonty \\'eight of channel pattern 
( -1.~8) 
The ~orrespondmg pnonty wetghts are presented m Table 4-5. :\ Jescnpuon of dttTerent spawnmg 
habttat types resulting from this analysts IS glVen m Table 4~6. Spa\Hung habttat pnonty can range 
from 0 to 4 . :\ value of 4 mdicates good spa\mmg habitat suttabdity. whtle values of I or 2 mdicate 
mtermed1ate suttabtlity. :\ , ·alue ofO destgnates areas unsuttable for spa\\11mg. 
Table -1.~5 : Pnonty \Vetghts tor Substrate Type and Channel Pattern 
Substrate Type (Priority Weight) Channel Pattern (Priority Weight) 
I (jravd(ll I Rubbkt2l IBoulder t2liBedrockl0) Run(!) I Riffle 12) J Steady 1 I) I Flat 1 I l I Raptd t2l 
Table 4~6: Salmon Spa\.,nmg Habitats (after Dubots and Gosselm. 1989) 
Type of Spawning Habitat Spawning Habitat Priority (P) Suitability 
Habttat I -l Good 
Habitat II 1.2 Fair 
Habitat ill 0 ~ot Suitable 
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Chapter 5.0: Results 
5.1 Introduction 
In the tirst part of th1s chapter. the data pre-processmg results are presented. Next. the process 
of selectmg predictor vanables for Substrate T_1pt:. Channel Pattern and Land Cm·er IS descnbed, 
to \lowed by a presentation of deciSIOn tree class1tkations for each habitat parameter. The accuracy of 
the respective dass1ticatiOns IS assessed. Finally. 1t IS shoVvn how the habitat parameters Substrate 
T_1pt: and Channel Patt<!m were used to model spaVvnmg hab1tat su1tab1lity tor Atlantic salmon. 
5.2 Pre-Processmg 
The tollowmg sections descnbe the results of substrate data categorizatiOn as well as image 
correction and transt'onn procedures required in order to subject the data to further analysis. 
5 .2.1 Substrate Data 
The number of natural substrate groups Inherent in the data was estimated by planing the 
duster solutions obtained from hierarchical clustering against the distance associated with the merging 
of groups at each level. Natural groups are indicated by a distinct visual separanon from one cluster 
solution to the next. ln Figure 5-l. a :;harp mcrease m distance is observed for the: transition from 
seven to s1x Jnd !:Tom tour to three termmal dusters . The tirst of these transitions ret1ects the tact 
that the type of bottom substrate 1s represented by seven mdindual !,.'Tam s1ze vanables. The second 
transition suggests the presence of tour narural substrate classes. 
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Figure 5-l: Cluster Solunons of Median Method 
In order to veritY that the substrate classes obtamed from h1erarch1cal clustenng were not 
spunous. clustenng was repeated using the non-hierarchical k-means procedure. The resultmg 
cluster centers of both approaches are presented m Table 5-l. They represent average 
proportions of the original grain s1ze vanables for each cluster. Average proportions greater than 
10 % are highlighted. Both cluster solutions are similar m the characterization of individual 
clusters . Cluster l is dominated by the variables GraveL Pebble and Cobble. Cluster 2 is 
characterized by the grain stze classes Rubble, Cobble and Gravel. In Cluster 3. the average 
proportions are largest for Boulder and Rubble, while Cluster 4 represents the grain size vanables 
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Bt!dro~.:k and Rubble . Although the observed dusters are not mutually exclusive due to o\·erlap 
m average gram s1ze proportions. the resultmg ~.:ategones ret1e~.:t a dear trend from finer to 
;;oarser substrate. 
Table 5-1 : Cluster Centers of Median and K-Mems Methods 
I C!us<~ r C :r.<.:: r3 i. \ ·;.:rage P~oporuon ~ ,, , J; i I 
! 
I Grain Size Cluster I Cluster I Cluster 2 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 3 Cluster4 Cluster 4 
Variable (:'vtedianl (K-\teans) l:'vtedianl (K-\teans) (\tedian) (K-\teansl (\tedian) !K-\teansl 
Bedrock 2.11 1.96 2.'72 3.31 1.90 4.42 1:16.92 69.58 
Boulder 2.3 1 1.40 3.85 3.55 44.52 42.92 9.28 8.22 
Rubble 4.17 2.11 40.64' 30.72' 35.24 32.75 13.64 12.97 
Cobble 20.58' 10.38' 40.00 -H.72 9.o2 9.'7 5 7.69 7.17 
Pebble 21.95 28.89 -US 4.26 4.24 5.04 1.00 1.00 
Gravel 45.86 49.89 ll.l3' 19.22' 6.29 '7.00 4.S'7 4.5.3 
Fine '7.00 9.53 1.00 1.00 I.S6 1.75 1.00 l.llO 
. -
-= duster centers are s1gmhcantly d1tTerent J.t a sigruficance level ot O.lb 
Signiticant differences between both duster solutions extst only tor Clusters I and 2. In 
Cluster I. thts difference is observed for the gram stze vanable Cobble. The average propomon for the 
median method is wtth 20.58 °·o twice as large as tor the k-means procedure. In Cluster 2. the average 
proportions of both Rubble and Gravel differ tor the median and k-means methods by approximately 
10 °-'o. These differences become more apparent from the cross-tabulation of both procedures m Table 
5-2. Most of the discrepancy is accounted for by 18 river segments that are classitied as Cluster 1 m 
the median method and as Cluster 2 in the k-means method. 
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Table 5-2: Cross-Tabulation of~ledian and K-Means Clustenng Results 
K-Means \-lethod 
\-1edian \-lethod Cluster I I Cluster 2 ! Cluster .3 I 
I I Cluster I 45 
i 
18 l I 
Cluster 2 0 \ .39 i 0 
I 
Cluster 3 0 I 0 ' 21 t 
Cluster 4 0 i I I 2 
! 






\Vhen exammed tor their gram size ~.:ompositJon. the segments showed average proportions 
tor Cobble and Gravel of ~5.56 ° 'o and 37.78 '11o. respectively . This mdtcates that nver segments wnh 
relatively high propomons of both Cobble and Gravel substrate ~ause the disagreement between both 
dustenng algonthms. Therefore. dtfterence between dustenng techntques retlects confuston between 
brram stze classes mhen:nt m the data. The median cluster solution tearunng tour termmal groups was 
selected to represent substrate intormatJOn m all subsequent analysts. According to the htghest average 
gram size proportions presented in Table 5- I. the tina! substrate categones were labelled Grm·el. 
Rubble. Boulder and Bedrock. 
5.2.2 Image Corrections and Transtorms 
Pre-processing of image data involved atmospheric and geometnc correction. radiometric 
calibration and the calculation of tmage transtorms. Atmosphenc correction mvolved the estimation of 
a DN value equivalent to path radiance m each spectral band. The corresponding values are shO\\-T\ in 
Table 5-3. The effect of path radiance was corrected by subtracting these values from the respective 
spectral bands. 
In order to investigate the need for radiometric calibration due to variations in solar elevation, 
the mean spectral response of high (paved highway) and low (water) ret1ectance areas after correcting 
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for path radiance was compared. The result ot th1s companson 1s presented m Table 5-4. As expected. 
the differences are larger bet\veen the paved h1gh\vay test areas than bet\veen the \Vater-covered 
locations. 
Table 5-J: ON Values Equivalent to Path Rad1ance and Time ot .-\cqulSI!lOn 
B dl an an 
-
B d~ B d 3 an 13 d4 an L oca tr~l une 
Swath 1 26 l ~ 9 {) ll : 21 
Swath 2 30 1"7 II .., II 28 
Swath 4 30 17 ll - ll : 38 
Swath 6 ,., j_ 18 II 3 ll ~5 
Swath 7 32 18 II 8 II : ~s 
Swath 8 ,., J- IS II 8 ! I : 53 
Swath 9 ,, ... ~ .J IR 12 s i 11 : 58 
Table 5-4: Comparison of High and Low Ret1ectance Areas 
:\lean Spectral Response IDN] of High Reflectance Target (Paved Highway) 
Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 
Swath 1 I Swath 8 Swath 1 \ Swath 8 Swath 1 I Swath 8 Swath 1 I Swath 8 
.\lean 1il .5 ' 168.1 \SQ. I ' 189.i 1"72 . .5 ' 1-:'"7 .8 1-+8.3 153.9 
' ' ' 
Standard Deviation -+ .-+ ' 10.3 9.1 12.-+ 16.6 ' 19.2 11.8 ' 12.2 
' ' ' 
:\Unimum 160 ' 143 169 ' 139 1-+2 ' 122 \"l' ' 125 
' ' 
-J ' 
179 ' 208 210 ' 216 17-+ ' ISO .\[aximum 184 ' 210 ' ' ' 
' ' ' ' 
Mean Spectral Response IDN] of Low Reflectance Target (Water) 
Band 1 Band 2 Band3 Band4 
Swath l I Swath 8 Swath 1 I Swath 8 Swath l I Swath 8 Swath l \ Swath 8 






6.9 15 .2 ' 
' 
1-+.-+ 
Standard Deviation 3.9 ' 2.7 -+.3 ' -+.-t -+.0 ' .. u 2.9 ' -+.3 
' ' ' ' 






.\laximum 17 ' 11 18 18 18 I 20 22 I 26 I 
' ' ' 
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In all instances. no sigmticant dtfferences in mean spectral response were observed bet\veen 
corresponding test pixels of Swaths l and 8 at a sigmticance level of 0.05. These results indicate that 
correction tor differences m solar elevation was not required. 
The Imagery \vas geomc:trlcally corrected tor t\vo reasons. Ftrst. resampling to a common 
coordinate system ensures a constant pixel resoluuon tor ail Images. In uncorrected Images the scale 
would vary wHhtn as well as het\veen scenes due to sensor movement. Second. genmetnc reg~..;tmtlnn 
was requrred tor the integration of tmage and digital elevanon data. Results of the geometric 
registrauon of Image data to UTM coordinates are presented m Table 5-5. Given the lack of dtstinct 
teatures suitable for use as ground control pomts on the maps used in the ..:orrecuon proces'i. a tirst-
order polynomial transtorm was applied to register all tmages. Extreme geometric distortions m parts 
of the image data caused comparatively large registratlOn errors of t\vo to three ttmes the resolunon. 
Hmvever. smce the resolutiOn of the c:levatiOn data is 30 m. observed the tmage reg1stration errors are 
well \VIthin the bounds requtred for data mtegrauon. 
Table 5-5 : Image Registration CharactenstiCS 
:"\umber of GCP's Resolution !ml Locational Accuracy [ml 
Swath 1 \0 2 5.3 
Swath 2 15 2 5.1 
Swath 4 II 2 4.7 
Swath 6 8 2 5.8 
Swath 7 8 2 6.3 
Swath 9 5 2 4.4 
5-+ 
[mage transforms applied to trommg data of the habttat parameters Substrate T_\pe and 
Channel Pattern included principal component analysis (PCAl of ongmal and log-transformed spectral 
bands. The characteristics of these transforms are presented in Tables 5-6 and 5-i. 
Table 5-6: Characteristics of PCA Applied to Ongmal Spectral Bands 
I 
I . , u 1ancc ' Uj I 
Component 1 968.226 S6.4 86 .4 
Eigenvalue \'aria nee Explair cd I 0 ' I Cumulative \'ar· I,., , , 
Component 2 !05.!69 9 .4 95.3 
Component 3 -12.-18-1 .38 99 .6 
Component 4 4.'1-1 0.4 !00 
Component Loadings 
Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 Component -I 
Band 1 0.343 0.265 0.719 0.544 
Band 2 0.507 0.315 0.225 -0.7'70 
Band3 0.527 0.427 -0.657 0.329 
Band4 0.590 -0.806 -0.02-1 0.052 
Table 5-7: Characteristics of PC\ Applied to log-Transformed Spectral Bands 
Eigem,alue Variance Explained I %I Cumulati\·e Variance [ %1 
Component l 1.527 88.8 38 .8 
Component 2 0.097 5.7 94.5 
Component 3 0.085 -1 .9 99.-1 
Component4 0.0097 0.6 100 
Component Loadings 
Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 Component 4 
ln(Band 1) 0.493 0.563 -0.568 0.344 
ln(Band 2) 0.515 -0.043 -0.111 -0.849 
ln(Band 3) 0.567 -0.730 -0.001 0.381 
ln(Band 4) 0.413 0.385 0.816 0.125 
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In both PC:\ transforms. the proportions of vanance explained by each of the components are 
\·ery similar. When PC\ is applied to the ongmal spectral bands. 86 '\ 1 of the vanance in the data ts 
~:!xplamed by the tirst component. The second component accounts for approxtmately l 0 " ~~ of the total 
vanatwn. ·me proportton of vanance explamed by the th1rd pnnctpal component 1s 3.8 u·, .. The fourth 
component accounts for less than l '11u of the vanability m the data. Ltkewtse. the tirst pnncipal 
component resulting from PC A apphed to log-transformed bands explams 88.8 " o of the vanabtlity. 
Hmvever. the second and thtrd components account for an almost equal amount ofvanance wtth 5.7 u ;) 
and ~.9 '1 ~ 1. respecttvely. while less than l u o IS explamed by the fourth component. Both approaches 
do not differ sigmticantly m accountmg for the overall vanab!lity m the data. 
The result of PC\ applied to land cover trammg data ts presented m Table 5-8. ln thts case. 
the tirst component accounts for only 75.1 '"o of data vanab1lity. whlie more than 20 '1u of the total 
vanabtlity IS explamed by the second pnnctpal component. The th1rd and fourth components account 
for 2.1 and 0.3% of the total variance. respectively. 
Table 5-8: Charactensucs of PCA Usmg land Cover Trammg Data 
Eigennlue Variance Explained I %I Cumulative Variance I%! 
Component 1 7847A3 75.1 75.1 
Component 2 2352.58 22.5 97 .6 
Component 3 223 .82 2.1 99.7 
Component 4 29.25 0.3 100 
Component Loadings 
Component 1 Component 2 Component) Component 4 
Band I 0.400 -0.326 0.71-+ OA73 
Band2 0.512 -0.226 0.149 -0.815 
Band3 0.599 -0.274 -0.677 0.328 
Band4 OA68 0.876 0.093 0 .068 
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5.3 Selection of Predictor Variables 
5.3.1 Substrate Type 
Group means. standard deviations and coeftic1ents of vanation of tndiVJdual :substrate 
categones are presented m Figure 5-2 and m Appendtx .-\. ln the on!!tnal spectral bands. the obser;ed 
d1fferences between substrate c:J.tegones \Vere lmv with respect to the vanability m eat..:h group. lnBmul 
I. mean values ranged from 14.51 for the class Boulder to 23.07 for Ruhhle. Vanabd1ty was generally 
h1gh in all categones. The class Rubble shmved the lowest codticient of vanauon \\lth a value of 
51.02 °ic1. while the corresponding values m the remammg categones ranged from 60.58 ''';, tor Gravel 
to 64.02 % tor Boulder. The substrate category Boulder shov,:ed the lowest mean response m Band .:: 
w1th an average ON value of 20.6. It IS clearly separated from the classes Grm'!!l and Ruhhle. wh1ch 
showed a nearly 1dent1cal mean response of 28.46 and 28.87. respecuvely. All substrate categones m 
Band 2 showed constderable spectral overlap with standard devtattons rangmg from 12.65 for Boulda 
to 16.56 in the class Bedrock. Variability remams htgh \Vlth coeftic1ents of vanatton from ~.52 to 
61.98 °·'0. \-lean response of substrate categories m Band 3 were stm1lar to the spectral beha\10ur 
observed m Band 2. However. group vanability in thts vanable IS highest tor the classes Boulder 
(77.10 %) and Bedrock (70 .35 %) and lowest tor Gravel (44.98 ~'o). The vanable Band -1 showed the 
highest spectral response for all substrate groups. Mean values ranged from 30.25 in the class Boulder 
to 3 7.32 for Rubble. Group variability in this variable was lowest m the categones Grave/and Rubble, 
with coefficients of variation of 53 .87 and 5 5.17 %. respectively. The highest variability was observed 
in the classes Boulder (58.81 %) and Bedrock (60.52 %}. 
The principal components of log-transformed spectral bands also showed constderable 
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Figure 5-2: Group :-.teans and Standard Dena nons of Substr:lte Categones kontinued) 
overlap between all substrate ~.:ategones . PC f _In largely resembled the response m the ongmal 
spectral bands . The category Boulder sho\ved the lowest mean response wtth a value of 5.54. 
Conversely. the htghest response occurred m the ~.:ategory Rubhlt! \Vtth a mean DN of 6.34. 
Group vanabtlity m thts vanable was charactenzed by coettictents of vanatwn rangmg trom 
14.79 '1 ;) for Cra\"el to 21.-+8 n.i1 m the category Bl!drock. In PC: _ln. the category Gnm!l sho\'.ed 
a IO\v mean response of 0.2-+. \-tean values m the remammg classes ranged from 0 .53 to 0.60 . 
Vanabtlity was highest m the category Gravel \vtth 31.63 '1 ~. \vhtle the groups Rrthhle. Bt!drock 
and Boulder showed coeftictents of vanatton of 17.91 "~~. 22.05 11 o and 29 .10 n.;l, respecttvely. 
Spectral overlap of substrate classes \vas also dommant m PCJ_In. Observed mean response 
values ranged from 0.79 to 0.83. wtth standard deviations from 0.26 to 0 .30. Yariabtlity was 
similar in all categories with coefticients of variation from 23 .85 to 24.78 %. In the variable 
PC 4 _ln . the substrate category Gravel was set apart from the classes Rubble. Boulder and 
Bedrock through a low mean response of -0.18 and a standard deviation of 0.09. The htghest 
response occurred i:1. the substrate type Rubble wtth a mean value of -0.08 . Group variabilities 
\vere low and ranged from 9.57% in the category Rubble to 12.50% in the class Boulder. 
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In PC 1. the observed pattern of mean response and group \·:mabtlny was stmdar to the 
spectral behavtour of substrate categories in the ongmal spectral bands. \lean response was 
lowest in the category Boulder (43 .26) and highest for Ruhhlt! (58.97). Group \'anability ranged 
from -l5 .52 no m the class Gmve/ to 59 .71 °'o for Bt!drock. \lean response m the vanable PC: 
was charactenzed by mean values from 1.10 for Gravd to -5.95 for Boulder. while the observed 
st.mdard devtattOns ranged from 8 .08 to 9 .95 . Vanabtl!ty was lowest m the categones Crm·d 
( 13 .22 '1-;J) and Rubble ( l.l.88 u;l) . The highest coeftictenrs llf vanatton m thts , ·anable were 
obtained for Beclroc:k (1 7.30 ° .1) and Boulder (l8A1 '1 u). Ptxds of the substrate type Grcm.: i 
showed the lowest mean rt!sponse m the vanable PC3 wt th a value of -1 .58 . The remammg 
substrate catt!gones \vere charactenzed by mean values from 1.90 to .l .23 . Group standard 
devtattons were stmilar in all classes and ranged from 5.66 to 6.77. resultmg m codtictents of 
vanatton from 15.52 , ~,om the category Boulder to 20.52 '1 i1 for Grc.J\'1.!1. The spectral behaviOur of 
substrate categones m PC./ mdicated separabtltty of the class Gravel from Rubble. Boulcfa and 
Bt!clroc:k th!-ough a comparatively lo\v mean response of -1.3-l . The remammg mean values 
ranged from -0.17 to 1.95 . whtle standard de\'lattons m all categones vaned !rom 1.92 to 2.22. 
Variabtlity was hsghest m the class Gravel with 28 .99 '1i1. Coefticients of vanatson m the 
remaming categories were ssmilar and ranged tram 23.39 to 24 .03 '1·o. 
Dtfferences between mdividual substrate classes were more apparent m the vanable 
~Vidth . This applied especially to the d1 fferenttation between the categories Gravel and Rubble. 
The respective mean values were 23.08 and 12.22. w1th corresponding standard devtattons of 
8.69 and 4.05. Similar mean response values of 17.95 and 19.62 were observed m the respective 
categones of Boulder and Bedrock. Variability m the vanable Width ranged from 31 .70 °'0 m the 
class Bedrock to 38.83 % in the category Boulder. Mean response and variability in the vanable 
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Gradient were similar for the! categorie:; Gravel and Bt:!drock. The observed mean values were 
0.-W and 0.34. with :>tandard deviations of 0 . 17 :1nd 0 . 15 . respectively . These categones were 
differentiated against the classes Rubhlt:! :1nd Bouldt:!r. wh1ch show respect!Ye mean values of 1.48 
and 1.1 1. and a standard deviation of 1.22 m both cases. Group vanabllity was large for Ruhhlt! 
:.md Boulder w!!h respective coeftic1ents of vanat10n of 82.43 and 109.91 °j>. 
Standardized distances bet\veen the mean \·alues of ~uhstrate catei,!Ones m ;1l\ predictor 
variables are presented in Table S-9 . The largest d1stance between means tor each pair of substrate 
categones is underlined. Distances that are not s1gmticantly different from the largest distance tor a 
given pa1r of categones are pnnted m bold letters. The Sl~'Tllticance level1s set at 0.05. Standard error. 
s1gmficance level and contidence limits corresponding to each distance are listed m Appendix .-\ . Rank 
correlation coet1ic1ents between mdependent vanables are presented m Table 5-10. 
The vanable Width showed the largest difference m mean spectral response between the 
categones Grm·e/ and Ruhhle. The observed value of I J 70 was not signiticantly different from the 
corresponding distances observed for the vanables Gradient. PC 2 _In and PC -1 . Class means of the 
substrate types Gravel and Boulder were furthest apart m the vanable PC 2 _In \V!th a standardized 
distance of 1.052. The 95 % contidence mterva! associated \VIth th1s value Qverlapped \v!th the 
corresponding mtervals of PC2 and Gradient. L1kewtse. PC:_ln showed the largest difference 
between the categories Gravel and Bedrock. In this case. the observed distance of 0.839 was not 
signiticantly ditTerent from the corresponding values m PC 4 _In PC3 and PC 4. The largest ditference 
bct\veen group means for the classes Rubble and Boulder appeared m Band I. with a standardized 
distance of0.756. This value was signiticantly different only from PC2_1n and PC2. The variable 
Gradient showed the largest difference between the substrate categories Rubhle and Bt!drock as 
well as between Boulder and Bedrock. In both instances. the observed values of 1.392 and 0.940 
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Table 5-9: Standardized Distances between Substrate ( 'ah:gory Means 
Band I Band 1 Band 3 Band-t PC I In PC2 In PCJ In PC4 In PCI PC2 PC3 PC4 Width iradicn 
Gravel vs . Rubble: 0.539 0.028 0.139 0.330 OIOH 1.060 O.U 5 0.%9 0.166 0.-t)!oi O.l'i79 1. I 52 l..l?O 1.261 
~-
-(lO-tO - 0~87 i-·-- . cu38 --:·-~-- · - ;-··~ i-(J .521 . · -Gravel vs. Boulder 0.217 0.532 0.650 1.052 0433 0.375 0.751 0.)-6 O.MH 0.81 I 
-----
-· ·· 
--- - () ()() 1-- o.-t14- r-_--·· · ---~-- - ·-~----Gravd vs . Ilc:druck 0.219 0118 0.2J2 (} 157 0162 0.839 0. 007 0.776 0.576 0.707 0.436 0.12R 
o.si2 .~-~- - -------- -0.536 - 0:542 -·-·---- --0:63l --- - ---R ubblt: vs. Bouldc:r 0.756 0.560 0.371 0.694 O_OOR 0.473 0.11JJ 0.353 0.723 OA52 
Rubble vs . Bedrock 
-~ 0 270- - - -- -Qiij3 ------- ----- oJor -·--- ·-·- ·- - -· 0.321 0.145 0.093 0.176 0 221 0 .142 0 .176 0 .04-t 0.445 O.IJJ4 1.392 
Boulder vs. Bedrock 0.195 ""0:113 ·-- ~ - - -- --- - -- ---·-- '-0.435 0.414 0.418 0.425 0.331 fU4J 0.365 0 .. 1:\(J 0 .050 0.186 0.212 0.940 
. . . . 
. -
-underlined: largest dtslance observed for each patr uf calcgoru:s; bold font : dtstancc:s not stglllhcantly d1Jft:n:nt fonnlargcst dh!ance at a stgmllcatll.:c levd ol 0.0) 
Table 5-I 0: Bivariate Corrdattons between Predictor Variabks 
Band I Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 PCI In PC2 In PCJ In I'C-t In PC1 PC2 PCJ PC4 Width 
Band2 0.887 
-1-- --- - ·-- - 1-- -- -----1------ -·- -·-------
Band3 0.732 0.932 
Band4 
-- -- ----r---- ---- - ----· ---- - --·· - ----------~- --·-0.768 0.836 0.762 
---- - ----- - ---- - - ------ --
PCI In 0.909 0.988 0.929 0.879 
- --- - - ---- -- - - --
PC2 In 0.353 0.018 -0.260 0 .244 0 .062 
- -- -- --·--
PC3 In -0.290 -0.060 0.047 0.324 -0.020 -0.140 
-- PC4 In - -- '--.-- i-· ·- --- - -- -·-- --0.172 -0.070 0.007 0.101 0.056 0.249 -0040 
'----- - -- --PCI 0.872 0.972 0.916 0.928 0.989 ().(J78 0.089 0.037 
PC2 0.239 0 .327 0.379 -0 140 0 .254 -0.450 -0.650 -0.240 0.172-
- ---- ----
--
PC3 0~083 ---,-::-:::-- f-- -0.120 --- --- ··- - ---· 0.411 0 .055 -0 .250 (1.074 0 .065 0.8-'5 -0.-HW 0.033 




-0.210-- r--:o 540 
-0.190 Width -0.400 -0.010 -0 .240 0.186 -0.340 0.161 -0.520 -0.4~0 
-0.050 -0.070 -0.070 
-- --- . - ----- -ooi~ 1----- -Gradient -0 110 -0.070 -0.010 -0. I 10 0.012 -O.OIJO 0 .062 <J.023 0 .070 
bold font: correla110n coeffictcniS > 0.70 
were sigmticantly different from the dtstances obtamed for all other predictor vanables . 
Variables discnminating between Gran:/ and Rubblt:! mclude PC:_ln, PC..J . Width and 
Gradient. Correlation among these vanables ranges from -0.01 to -0.5.+. These values do not mdicate 
redundancy m mformanon. There tore. the vanables PC~ _ln. PC+ and ~Vidth were selected as 
predtctor vanables. The substrate classes Gra\'e/ and Bou!dt!r are dtfferenuated by the \·anables 
not tound h1ghly correlated wtth any other v:mable and theretore mc\uded m the analysts. The largest 
mean ditTerence between the substrate categones Gra1·d and Bt!clrock was obtamed m the v:mables 
PC~ _ln. PC ..J _ln. PC 3 and PCJ. :\ ~ompanson of correlation coeftictents showed that PC 3 and 
PC~_ln were highly correlated wnh r = 0.845 . Therefore. PCJ was not used m the dasstticatlon of 
bottom substrate. Ltkewtse, a correlation coeftictent of 0.886 between PC .J _In and PC ..J mdiCated the 
capture of duplicate mforrnatlon and resulted m the exclusiOn ofPC.J _In tram all subsequent ::malysts. 
The distinction bet\veen the substrate types Rubble and Boulder mvo!ves all mdependent vanables 
except PC~_ln and PC:J. The vanables Band~- Bull£1 3. Band -1 . PCJ_ln. and PC/ were htghly 
correlated wtth Band 1. wtth correlation coetTictents rangmg tram 0 .732 to 0 .909. These vanables 
\Vere theretore excluded from further analysts. 
The tina! predictor variables tor the habitat parameter Subsrratt! T_\pe mclude Band I . PC~ _ln. 
PCJ_br. PC2. PC.J . Width and Gradient. 
5.3.2 Channel Pattern 
Figure 5-3 contains the mean response and standard deviations of channel pattern categories. 
A tabular presentation of group means and Varti.lbility is given in Appendix A. Throughout the ongrnal 
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speccnl bands. differences between categor:·; means \vere lo\v wtth respect to the assoctated standard 
de\·iatlons. Like\',/ISe. high group \·anabihties were observed in all spectral bands. The mean response 
in Band I ranged from 15.20 to 39.52. \vHh standard devtations from 6.86 m the dassFhu to 19.62 m 
the category Rapid. The lowest vanability \Vas observed m the category Flc.1r \\lth a coefticient of 
vanauon of40.07 °'0, \vhile the classSreaa:V showed the highest vanatwn t66.45 o;l) . Spectral response 
mcreased pro~:-rressJve!y towards Band -1. where mean values \·aned from 29.43 tor Stemil · to 48.96 m 
the class Rapid. Group v:.mabtl!ry m Band .J ts similar to the coefficients of vanauon observed in Band 
I. Band l and Band 3 and ranged from 44.44 '1;1 for Rapid to 65 .07 '\1 m the category Su!ac~r. The 
category Rapid is distmctly set apart from any other class m all spectral bands. The largest variability 
m all spectral bands was observed for the class Steadr with coeffictents of vanat10n from 61 .66 " o m 
Band 2 to 66.45 '1·';1 m Band I . Conversely. vanabthry m the category F!ar showed the lowest values 
throughout all spectral bands and vaned from 34.64 '1'o m Band l to 4 7.4 7 " o m Bund -1 . 
\-km response observed m PC I _In was similar to that m the ongmal spectral bands. The 
category Rapid shov•ed a mean value of 7.18. whde average ON values from 5.74 to 6.35 were 
observed m the remammg categones. ·The group standard dev1at10ns vaned from 0.65 to 1.21 . 
Vanabiliry was lowest m the class Flat wtth l 0 .25 °'0 and htghest for Stea~v wnh 21.08 <l"· ln PC2 _ln. 
the categones Run and R£{jle can be ditTerentiated versus the classes Stew~v and Flat. The category 
Rapid showed the highest mean response \\.lth a value of 0.75 . Group vanability m PC2_ln ts 
charactenzed by coetlicients of vanation rangmg from 17.65 % m the class Rapid to 44.59 °';1 m the 
category Flat. ln PC 3 _ln. the channel pattern Rapid shows the lowest mean response \\lth a value of 
0.64. Mean response in the categones Run. Riffle. Stead_v and Flat ranged from 0.82 to 0 .86. Simllar 
group variabilities were observed in the classes Rwz and Stea~v wtth respective values of 26.73 °'o and 
26.92 %. The class Flat showed the lowest coefficient of vanauon ( 19.80 %). whtle variability in 
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Figure 5-3 : Group Means and Standard Deviations of Channel Pattern Categories 
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Figure 5-3 : Group \leans and Standard Denat1ons of Channel P:mem Categones (continued) 
the categones of R~tjle and Rapid \vas 30.00 ,, ,o and 36.59 ° 'i,, respectively . The channd patterns Run. 
RWle. Flar :md Rapid showed SJmliar codtic1ents ot vanauon m PC-I_!n \VJth values from 16.6 7 to 
19.61 11 ·;, , Group variability was h1ghest m the classSrem~\· with 23.53 u;,, Standard de'ol;ltlons m th1s 
, ·:mabie vaned from 0 .09 to 0.1 0. ~lean response values ranged tTom -0.15 m the class F!ar to --0 . \\ 
m the category R£tjle. 
TI1e observed mean values m PC!. PCJ and PC-I resembled the mean spectral response of 
channel patterns in the origmal spectral bands. The class Rapid sho\ved mean response ,·alues of 
87 .09. 11.23 and 1.64. respectively. ~tean response m the remaming classes ranged from 46.3\ to 
60.13 in PC I. from -1.64 to 2.60 m PC 3 and from -l.l J to 0.02 m PC 4. In PC~. the class Rapid v .. ·as 
less clearly separated from the remammg categones. Vanability was appro:(lmately equal m the k'TOups 
Run and Rapid with coefficients of variation of 24.52 and 22 .84 °/o, respectively. The remammg 
classes \vere characterized by group vanabilities from 13 .09 % to 17.90 %. Mean response m PC~ 
ranges from -3.50 in the class Run to 2.75 for Rapid. 
In the variable Width, the categories Run and Riffle both showed a mean response of 16.34. 
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The respective coeftictents of\·anauon were -U.02 :md -l2.53 o,,, respectt\·dy_ \-lean response \·alues 
m the remammg classes vaned !Tom 19.13 to 2 Ll 7. The h;ghest vanab!lity was observed in the 
classes Sreac~r and Flat. wtth respective coeftic tents of \·;manon of 59. 7 1 Jnd 47 .02 ,, .,,. Group 
v:mabthty was lowest m the category Rapid w1th a value of 18.35 °n. 
The vanable Gradient md1cated separabthty of the categones Run and Riffle on one stde. and 
Sruadr. Flat and Rapid on the other. \' anabthty was ht~hest m the classes Ritflt: and Run wllh 
codlictents of vanauon of 120.3-l and S2.J5 '1 i,. respecttvely . The lowest vanabtltty was obtamed for 
the category Flat wnh 18.92 'Lil. 
Standard distances between channel panem categones and correspondmg rank correlatton 
coeftictents ben,.:een predictor vanables are presented m Table 5~ 11 and Table 5-12 . The largest 
nbserved distance for a gwen patr of categones ts underlmed. while all dtstances \Vhtch are not 
stbrnttic::mtly dlfterent from th1s value are pnnted m bold kners. Overall. the largest dtstances occurred 
between the categones Rapid and Run. Rapid and R~tjle. Rapui and Steac~r. as well JS benveen Rapid 
and Flat m Band / . The corresponding mean differences range from 1.299 to U>09. The !Jrgest 
dtfference between the groups Run and Flat as well as between Ritjle and Flat occumed m the v:mable 
Width \Vith a standardized distance of 1.183. Dtfferences benveen the n:mammg combmattons of 
channel panems range from 0 for Run versus R£tjle to 0.671 for the mean d1stance between thl! ~lasses 
Steady and Flat. 
The vanables Band I and PC 3 show the most frequent occurrence of an overlap wtth the 
largest distance observed tor each pa1r of categones. ln both mstances. the observed ditferences 
between were not significantly difterent form the respect1ve largest dtstance seven out of ten nmes. 
This provides evidence that these vanables ~ontnbute signiticantly to the ditTerenuation between 
channel panern categones. Band I and PC 3 \Vere consequently mcluded as predictors m the analys1s. 
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Tahlt! 5-11 : Standardized Dtstan~cs between Channd Pattcm ( 'akgory Mean~ 
Band I Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 PCI In PC2 In PCJ In PC4 In PCI PC2 PCJ PC4 Width ·jradicn 
Run vs. Riffle 0.180 0.163 0.199 0 .120 0.227 0 .035 0.021 0.089 0 171 0.095 0.005 0.205 0 0.172 




-~ : -=-=-=---Run vs. Flat 0.187 0.082 0.238 0.114 0.870 0.023 0.397 0.021 CU25 0.576 0.468 l.J 83 0.283 
Run vs. Rapid 1.479 ].)37 0.820 0.675 0.928 0.613 0.654 0.041-- -l.008 05-~ 1.173 0.664 0.295 0.448 
--
Riffle vs . Stc:ady 0.510 0.383 0.369 0.384 0.522 0.584 0.148 0.398 0.428 0.021 0.252 0.549 0.512 0.563 
0.152- ··---- -·- - -
-.:-is3 0~455 Riftle vs . Flat 0.367 0.082 0.039 0.234 0.010 0.835 0.044 0.487 0 .230 0.571 0.673 
--- ----- ---
·o.487 -·--Riffle vs. Rapid 1.299 0.974 0.621 0.555 0.701 0.648 0.63.1 0.131 0.835 1.178 0.45<> 0.295 () 620 
----
.. 
Steady vs. Flat 0 .143 0.302 0.408 0.151 0.512 0.250 0105 0.089 0 277 0.251 0.319 0.124 0.671 O. IOX 
--f-·1.263-- to}os --- - ·· Steady vs . Rapid 1.809 1.357 0.990 0.939 1.22.1 1.330 0.782 0 .268 1.431 1.008 0.217 0.058 
- --- 0.98-7 --- -- · ---Flat vs . Rapid 1.666 1.055 0.582 0.788 0.711 JA84 0.677 0.356 0.257 1.749 1.132 O.B88 0.166 
. -
undt:rhncd: largcst dtstance observed for each patrol calegones; bold font: dtstam:es nol stglllficantly <hfTcrcnt lonn largc:st dtslance at a stgmhcancc lcvd of0.05 
Table 5-12: Bivariate CorrdatJOns between Predictor Vanahles 
Band I Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 PCI In PC2 In PC3 In PC~ In PCI PC2 PC3 PC4 Width 
Band2 0.915 
Band3 0.777 0.932 
Band4 0.785 0.858 0.788 
PCI ln 0.923 0.989 0.940 0.895 
PC2 In 0.316 0.039 -0.251 0.214 0.054 
PC3 In -0.263 -0.047 0.043 0.333 -0.003 -0.142 
PC4 In 0.070 -0.097 0.052 0.063 0.027 0.023 0.048 
PCI 0.890 0.976 0.927 0.937 0.991 0 .069 0.097 0.010 
PC'2 0.312 0.351 0.409 -0.089 0 .1B9 -0.386 -0.686 -0.182 0.210 
PC3 0.403 0.105 -0.196 0.068 0.087 0.834 -0.515 -0.120 0.055 . () 007 
PC4 0.176 -0.067 0.015 0.033 0.040 o. I8o -0.153 0.875 0.011 -0 061 0.0!14 
Width -0.197 -0.031 0.059 -0.109 -0.068 -0 376 () 0!-13 -0.265 -0.061 0.153 -0.321 -0.302 
Gradient 0.076 0.163 0.188 0 .052 0 .133 -0 .1 H2 -0.045 -0.193 0. 126 0.207 -0.146 -0 .194 0133 
~ bold font correlation coefficu:nts > 0.70 
Conversely. all dist~ces m the vanables PC3_ln and PC:: were stgntticamly smaller than the 
corresponding larg-est dis~ce observed. This mdic::nes that netther of these vanables contnbutes 
SLbTilitic~tly to the discrimmauon between categones. Tnerefore. PC3 _In and PC:: \vere excluded 
from further analysis. The variables Band::. Band J. Band 4. PC I _In and PC I were highly correlated 
wtth Band I. Bivanate correlation coef!ictents varied from 0.777 to 0.989. These vanables were 
therefore constdered redundant J.nd removed from the Jnalysts. LtkewJse. PC~_In was h1ghly 
correlated with PCJ tr = 0.834) and not selected as a predu.:tor v:mable. The vanables PC.J Jnd 
PC .J In were correlated with a b1vanate correlatiOn coefticu:nt of 0.875. St~dardized distances 
between channel panem categones not sigmticantly ditTerent from the largest distance were observed 
m three ins~ces m PC 4, and m two mstances m PC -1 _ln. The former was therefore selected as 
predictor. while the laner \vas excluded from t'urther analysts. Width Jnd Grudiefll \Vere uncorrelated 
\VIth any other vanable ~d therefore mcluded as predictor vanables m the analysis. 
Predictor vanables used m the class1tication of the habitat parameterCI!wme/ Pattem mclude 
Band I. PCJ. PC./. Width and Gradient. 
5.3.3 Land Cover 
Values of mean response. standard de'w1atlon and vanabi!tty of each land cover category are 
presented in Figure 5-4 and in Appendix A. A progressively mcreasing mean response from Band I to 
Band 4 was observed for all categories. Spectral response of land cover classes was stmilar m the 
variables Band I. Band 1 and Band 3. The category Water showed the lowest mean response and 
highest vanabLlity in all spectral bands. Mean values ranged from 9.80 inBand I to 17.65 in Band 3. 
while coetlicients of variation varied from 56.96% in Band 2 to 63.80 % in Band 3. The category 
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Figure 5-4: Group Means and Standard Deviations of Land Cover Categories 
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Figure 5-4: Group Means and Standard DeVlatiOns of land Cover Catt:gont:s (contmued) 
Con~fi:rous showed the second lowest spectral response w1th average DN valut:s !Tom 26.58 m Band I 
to 33.48 in Band 3. Variability ofthts class ts stmtlar inBand 1 (29.16 °~1), Band 2 (29 .75 o~,) and Band 
-1 (3 1.4 7 % ), and is highest m Band 3 \v1th a coefficient of vanat10n of -t5 .07 %. The classes Shntb and 
Alder showed mean response values of 55.16 and 50.88 in Band I . ln Band 2. these values mcrease to 
90.70 and 72.40. respectively. The land cover category Shntb showed a slightly decreased mean of 
80.71 in Band 3. while response in the class Alder remained nearly constant with a value of 72.31. 
Variability ofthe categoryShnJb in Band I (24.15 %}, Band 2 (23 .93 °/,1 ) and Band 3 (33.50 %) was 
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approximately t\v1ce as h1gh as the currespondmg coeftictents of vanat10n of the class Alder. The 
respective standard deviations ranged tram l3.32 :md 6.68 tn Band I to 27.04 and 11.24 in Band 3. 
Group vanabilit:y was lowest tn all spectral Bands tor the category .~lder. \lean values and standard 
denauons m the class Wt!tland vaned from 85 .36 and 21.14 in Band I to l-W.23 :md 30.96 m Band 3. 
ltkew1se. mean response in the category .Vo\·eg ranged tram 114.90 to 155.24. wtth standard 
lk\'latlons from 28.90 to 30.50. Coeftictents of \·ananon of the class Werlantf vaned from 13.54 ,, ,, m 
Band~ to 24.77 n;, m Band/ . Vanabtlity ofthe class ,Vm·eg ranged from 19 .65 ,, . ., m Band 3 to 25 .15 
., ., m Band I. OveralL the separabtltty of mdtvtdual land cover classes was less distmct m Band .J . 
Observed standard de\'Janons ranged from 11.26 for Watt!r to 55 .82 m the cbss Cumji:mus. The 
category Water shO\\ed the lowest mean response With a value of 17.65 . \lean values m the remammg 
caregones ranged from 174.42 m the class .Von:g to 218 .26 tor Slmtb . 
The nonnahzed dttTerence vegetatton mdex (.\'DV!) dtfferennated bet\veen vegetated :.md not 
\·egetated categones. The former were charactenzed by mean values trom 0.22 m the class WL'tlundto 
0 .68 m the category Comferous. whde the laner showed mean response values of 0.05 and 0.09 tor 
.\'on•g and Water. respectively. \'anabtl!ty was h1gh~:st tor IVatt..'r and .Vm·t!g. \'>'Jth r~:spect1ve 
~oeftictents of vanauon of 66.67 ,,nand 41 . .38 ";) . The remammg categones shmved group vanabt httes 
trom 10.61 to 20.00 %. 
The first pnnc1pal component. PC/. resembled the panem of spectral re~-ponse observed m 
Band I. Band] and Band 3. Mt:an response was lowest (32.64) and vanability highest (53.62 °1o) tor 
the category Water. The remammg categones were characterized by mean values ranged from 162.28 
tor Coniferous. to 308.93 tor JVet/and. Group vanab1lity was s1mJiar in the classes Shntb ( 17.81 %) 
Wetland ( 16.29 %) and Noveg (15.71 %). The largest coefticient of vanauon was observed tn the 
category Coniferous. while Alder showed the smallest vanabtlity Wtth 12.40 °'o. The variable PC] 
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mdicated separability bet\veen vegetated classes on one stde. and the categones .Vm·eg and Water m 
the other. Variability \vas lowest m the ~lass Water H.99 ° 'n) and highest for Co111ji!rou .. s (56 .67 '1 ;l) . 
The highest spectral response was observed m the category .VO\·eg w1th a mean value of 2-l.42. 
\Vhereas the class Water showed an average ON value of 1.33. In the remammg classes. mean values 
vo.ned from -95 .21 to ~ 7.13. In PCJ. vanab1lity was lowest m the hrroups .-1/der (7 .80 •1.;,) and Water 
(8 .73 °u) wtth mean values of6.77 and -l.-l7. respectively The htghest \·anabthtv mPC3 occurred m 
the categories lVet!mzd and .Vm·eg wHh respecttve coeffictents of vanatwn of 25.56 and 2-l.95 .,,,_ In 
PC .J. mean response vaned from -5.52 m the ~ategory Shmh to 2.39 for Wet!wul. \'anabihty was 
lowest m the groups Water and Alder \Vtth respective values of 7.21 and 8.12 n ;~. The largest 
coeffictent of vananon \Vas observed for Shmh wHh 30.64 °o. Group vanabthty of the remammg 
classes of Coniferous. Wetland and .Von:•g ranged from 13.05 to 18.56 o-;,_ 
Standardized distances bet\veen land cover category means a.re presented m Table 5-13 . The 
largest distance observed for a g1ven pair of categones IS underlmed. Distances that arc not 
s1gniticantly ditTerent from this value are pnnted m bold leners. Table 5-1-l shows thebivanate rank 
correlation coeftictents between predictor vanables. Correlatton ~oeftil:tents exceedmg a ,·aiue of IJ.i'O 
are highlighted. 
The vanables Band 3, Band 4 . .\'DV!. PC2 and PC.J showed mean dtfferences bet\,·een land 
cover categories that were s1gniticantly different from all other distance observed. This applied to the 
discnmination of Con~ferous versus ~Vet/and in Band 3. Slzmb and Alder versus Water m Band -l. 
Coniferous versus Water in the ND¥7, Shmb versus Noveg m PC2 and Shmb versus Alder and 
Wetland in PC4. These variables were theretore considered important in the differentiation between 
land cover categones and mcluded as predictors in all subsequent analysis. The standardized distarlce 
between the categories Coniferous and Shmb is largest in the vanable Band 2. However. the observed 
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Table 5-13: Standardized Distances bctwr:en Land< 'over ( 'atc:gory Mr:ans 
---
Band I nand 2 Band 3 Band -1 NDVI PC'! I'C2 Pel PC4 
Coniferous vs. Shrub 0.739 0.884 0.861 0 . -t!~!! 0.801 0. 76-t 0 216 0.259 0.678 
- -·- --
Coniferous vs. Alder 0.628 O.SII 0.708 0.003 0.972 0.376 0.6 '5 0.442 0.763 
~oniferous vs. Wetland - - ·- - - - - -- ·- - -o}j,)2-- - -,-_391 __  - ----,-.,.---1.520 1.562 1.946 0.690 1.557 I .-WI 0.916 
Coniferous vs . Noveg 2.284 2.064 
.. - --- -·- -·-- r----- -- ------ - - ·-- - - - -·-- - ·---2.220 0.035 2.318 I 303 2.244 0 .301 0.195 
- - - - - --- ------- - ·-- ---- - - --Coniferous vs . Water 0.434 0.629 0.288 U09 2.152 1.239 I.K II 1.185 o.n7 
Shrub vs . Alder 0.1 I I 0.372 0.153 0.49 I 
· --~~-- ---ojif9~ --- - ---f--0.183 - --- ---0.171 0 .379 1.442 
Shrub vs . Wetland 0.781 0.678 - 0.202 -
· r- - --· -- -
- --·----
1.085 0.756 0.637 0.6~6 1.132 1.595 
Shrub vs . Noveg 1.545 1.180 I .358 0.523 U17 () 539 -c------.--:9 88 0.042 0.436 
--- --
Shrub vs. Water 1.730 1.513 1.149 2.368 1350 2.003 1.555 0.926 0.816 
Alder vs. Wetland 0.892 -i.OSI -- --- 1.238-
·----------- ·---- - -- - - - - --
0.693 0.585 1.026 0.267 0.949 0.153 
- - 1-·---- --- 0.917--Alder vs . Noveg 1.655 1.553 1.511 0 .032 1.346 1.609 0.141 0.958 
·- --- - - - -- - -·-
Alder vs . Water 1.062 I . 140 0.990 1.876 1.179 1.61-l 1.176 0.743 0.626 
--0 .76-1 - --·-- --··- ··- -- -- - ·- -- -Wetland vs. Noveg 0 .764 0.502 0 .273 0.725 0.098 1.342 1.090 1.111 
Wetland vs. Water 1.954 2.191 ~.234 0.59-J -- f-·-- ·- --~-·-- ---- - ------,-~ 2.569 2.640 0.909 0.206 0.779 
'---------- - -
Noveg vs. Water 2.718 2.693 2.508 1.844 0.166 2.542 0.433 0.884 0.332 
underlmed: largest dtstance observed for each parr ol categones; bold font: drstances not srgmficantly dtffcrent !tum largest drslance at a srgruticance kvd of0.05 
Table 5-14: Bivariate Correlalions btlwr:en Prediclor Vanablcs 
Band I Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 NDVI PC! PC2 PC3 
Band 2 0.987 
------ --Band 3 0.965 0.973 
- Band4 0.604 0.656 0.602 
--
- - - ---- f--·---- ---
NOV I -0.219 -0.205 -0.317 0 .3 83 
PCJ 0.936 0.965 
-· 
0.936 -- -------
r- ·- -· -- - t---·· 
0.798 -0 087 
PC2 0.087 0.045 0.123 -0 646 -0.878 -0. I I 8 
------ - - -- -· ---
PC3 0.177 0.149 -0.033 0 .264 0. 55 1 0.138 -0.-tOJ 
-- --- ·- -·--------·- -
-0.087 -0.34-PC4 -0.017 -0.087 0.045 0 .0751 0.006 0001 
- . bold font correlatton coetltctents > 0. 70 
value of 0.884 was not stgmficantly different form the corresponding dtstance m Band 3. \loreover. 
Band.: and Band 3 \Vere highly correlated wnh r = 0.973 . B,md.: was therefore excluded from further 
analysis. Likewise. Band 3 was htghly correlated with PC I at a correlation coeftictent of 0 .936. PC I 
showed the largest distance bet\veen the land cover classes Wt!tland and rvarer \Vtth a mean dtfterence 
of 2.569. Thts value was not stgm ticamly different from the correspondmg distance m Bmzd -1. The 
b1vanate correlation of 0.602 betwet!n Band 3 and Band -1 dtd not mJtcatt! the c:mture nr' redundant 
mforrnanon. Consequently. Band -1 was selected as predtctor vanable. whtle PC/ \vas excluded from 
the analysts. ln the vanabk PC3. stgmticant differences were observed bc:twet:n the categones Alder 
and Wt!fland and tor rVer/and vcrsus .Vo\'t!g. Since PC 3 \vas not highly correlated with any other 
mdependent vanable 1t was selected as a predictor vanablc. Band I shmved the largest distance 
bet\veen the categones Non:g and Water. The observed value of 2. 718 was sqp11ticantly different 
from the corresponding distances mall other vanables except Band.:. Therdore. Band I was mcludt!d 
as predictor vanable for the type of land cover. The tina! predictor vanables for the habttat parameter 
Land Covt!r mclude Band I. Band 3. Band -1 • .VDV!. PC2. PC3 and PC-I . Among these vanabks. htgh 
correlation coefticiems were observed bet\veen .VD VI and PC 3. as \vel! as bef\veen Band I and Band 
3 . The observed correlation coeftictents were -0.878 and 0.965. respectively . It was required to adjust 
tor the capture of duplicate information m these vanables bdore the classttkauon. Details of this 
adjustment are explamed in Section 5.4.3. 
5.4 Classification of Habitat Parameters 
Classitication of the habitat parameters Subs crate T_~pe. Channel Parr em and Lund Cover was 
canied out using the exhaustive partitionmg approach to decision tree analysis. At every node. the 
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predictor variable \Vhich showed the most s1gmticant relationship \V!th each habl!at parameter was 
selected to split the data. In order to mmimize the nsk of detecting spurious relationshtps. all 
s•gmticance levels were adjusted for multtpk ..:ompansons usmg the Bonferrom procedure . The 
mtmmum level of Slhrruticance \vas set at 0.05 . The partJtlonmg process \vas stopped If the cntenon of 
mimmum sigmticance was not satlstied. Ltkewise. no tlirther division occurred tf the number of 
observauons m a node dropped belov .. · a pn:-detined Threshold. This value \vas related to the smallest 
samplmg umt tor each habitat parameter and w::~s set to 150 tor Suhstrare T_1pt:: and Chamrt!l Pauan. 
The corresponding threshold value for the habttat par::~meter Lund Co~·er was set to 60. 
5 . ~.1 Substrate Type 
The dassiticatiOn tree tor the habitat pammeter Suhstrare I)pe 1s shown m Figure 5-5 . The 
number or· obser..:Jt!Ons m e::~ch node is sho\\11 m brackets. T ermm::~l nodes are md1cated by the 
substrate category whtch 01:curred most frequently m that node. :\ total of II termmal nodes were 
obtamed. These nodes were Interpreted as dass1ticatwn rules and used to dasstfy the remamder of the 
dJta. Classitication rules for ::~11 habttat parameters are presented m Appendix B. 
Grv.dient was the tirst variable selected to split the data set. The resultmg sub-sets were 
further divided by Width and PC4 . The last level of the tree 1s formed by the vanables Bwrd 1 artd 
PC2. The substrate category Gravel occurred exclusively at mtermediate valley gradients ranging 
from 0.29 to 0.42 %. Conversely, the class Bedrock \vas tound at valley gradients of less than 0.29 ° j1 
and more than 0.43 %. In both cases. this substrate type occurred predominantly at Wider stream 
secuons. while the categories Rubble and Boulder were tound at stream w1dths of less than 20m. The 
substrate classes Rubble, Boulder and Bedrock were further ditTerentiated by the optical variables 
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Figure 5-5: Decision Tree for Substrate Cla!isilication 
Band/ and PCJ_ln at stream \VJdths of less than 14m ~md from 14 to 19m. respectively. 
Classiticat10n accuracy was 3ssessed by usmg a test sample which was not used m the 
derivauon of the dec1s1on tree. .-\ cross-tabulation of predicted and actual class membership 1s 
presented m Table 5-15 . A total of 989 out of 99\ test p1xels were classitied. Ie::mng 0.2 o;, of the 
veritication data unclassrtied. The estimated overall dass1ticatmn accuracy was 66.80 "o. The 
associated kappa mdex of ahrreement suggests that th1s value was 55 •lo better than would he expectt:d 
for pure chance assrgnment. 
Table 5-15: Error Matnx for Substrate Cbssrticauon- Ongmal Categones 
REFERE~CE DATA 
CLASSIFIED Gravel Rubble Boulder Bedrock Total CE[%1 l"A [ %1 
DATA 
Grnel 248 25 50 0 323 23 .22 "'6.78 
Rubble ~ I 117 46 45 245 52.24 47.76 
Boulder - 23 51 2\ 102 50.00 I 50 .00 I 
Bedrock 10 52 II 2-l6 ~19 22.88 77.12 I I I I 
Total 302 217 158 312 989 unclass1tied: 0.20 •> ·,, 
OE[%1 17.88 46 .08 67.72 21.15 OA = 66.80 %: K = 0.5-46 
PA[%1 82.12 53 .92 32.28 78.85 Cl.,, = (63 .87 °'o: 69 .73 °',>] 
OE = Onussron Error: CE = Conumss1on Error: PA =Producers Accuracy: UA = Lser s Accuracy : 
OA =Overall Accuracy: Ct,~ = 95 "·;, Contidence Interval: K = Kappa Index of Agreement 
The highest user·s accuracies were observed m the categones Gra\'ei and Bt!drock \Vith 76.78 
%and 77.12 %. respectively. Considerably lower values of 47.76% and 50.00 °'0 were observed m 
the respective categories Rubble and Boulder. Likewtse. the substrate classes Gravel and Bedrock 
showed the highest producer's accuracy with respective values of 82.12 % and 78.85 %. The 
corresponding value for Rubble was 53.92 %. while the lowest producer's accuracy was observed for 
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the substrate type Boulder wtth 32.28 %. 
ConfusiOn between the substrate classes Gran!/ and Bt!dmck \vas mmtmal wtth only 10 cases 
mtsdassitied as Bedrock. On the other hand. confusion was particularly strong bet\veen the categones 
Ruhb/e and Boulder. The poor definition of the category Boulder and pronounced confuston with the 
dass Rubble suggested that the overall accuracy could be tmproved by combmmg the substrate 
categones Rubble ~md Boulder. Collaosmf:! of these :.:b.sses ts teastble ~ma they ..;hare the "ame 
ecologtcal st~rntticance as potenttal !ocattons of spa\"ntng beds for :\tl;mnc ~almon l Dubois and 
Gosselin. 1989). The result ofthts operatiOn IS gtven m Table 5-16. The overall accuracy mcreased by 
6.96 '1';1 to 73.76 '1 ;,_ Th1s mcrease m •werall class1tication accuracy 1s St!:,.rniticant at the 95 °o level of 
contidence. .-\ccordmgly. the :1greement mdex K shO\IfS that th1s accuracy :s 61 ,, ·;, htgher than would 
be expected under condttiOns of random asstgnment. User 's :1nd producer's accuracy nf the combmed 
category mcreased to 68.30% and 63 .20%. respectively. 
T:1ble 5-16: Error Matnx for Substrate ClasstticattOn- Collapsed Categones 
REFERE:'IJCE DATA 
CLASSIFIED Gravel Rubble/Boulder Bedrock Total CE)%) l 'AI%1 
DATA 
Gra\·el 2-48 75 0 313 23 .22 76.78 
Rubble/Boulder .t4 2J7 66 }47 } 1.70 68.30 
Bedrock 10 63 2 .. 6 319 22.88 '7'7 12 
Total 302 375 312 989 unclasst.iied: 0.20 o.;, 
OE[%] 17.88 36.80 21.15 OA = 73.76 %; K = 0.608 
PA(%] 82.12 63.20 78.85 CIQ1 = [71.02 'l!o : 76.50 °o] 
OE = Omisston Error; CE = Comrrusston Error: PA =Producers Accurncy: UA = Cser s Accuracy: 
OA =Overall Accurncy: CIQ! = 95 °~ Confidence lnlerval: K = Kappa Index of .\greement 
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5 .-L2 Channel Pattern 
Figure 5-6 shO\vs the deciston tree for the channc::l pattern classtticatton .. -\total of 1 S term mal 
nodes \vas obtamed and used to classtt}· the remamder ot the data. The corresponding classtticauon 
rules are presented in Appendix B. The predictor Width showed the most s1hrn1ticant rekittonshtp wtth 
the habnat parameter Clu.mnt!l Pauem and was therefore selected as the tirst \·;mabie to part1t1on the 
data set. The resultmg nodes \vere further Jivtded by the v;mable Gradient . The last level of the tree 
was formed by Band I and PC3. The channel pattern Run occurred mall stream Widths from 3 to 60 
m. The category R~(!le. on the other hand. was found at stream wtdths of less than 27 m. Both 
categones were further dtfferenttated by the vanable Grudiem. At a stream w1dth ot less than 16 m. 
the class Run occurred at a valley grndient of less than 0..+5 •>.;,, while the category RU/lt: ,._·as observed 
at gradients greater than 0.45 %. The channel patterns Stead_v and Flat were largely dtscnmmated m 
the image vanables Band I and PC 3. At stream \Vtdths from 12 to 16 m. these categones occurred m 
Band /at ON values from 0 to 26. ,.,."hlle the classes R~tjle and Rapid were observed at values of greater 
than 26. 
An assessment of the accuracy of thts classtticauon 1s presented m Table 5-17. Of the 1047 
observations m the test data set only one ptxel remamed unclassttied. The overall classtticauon 
accuracy was extremely low Wlth only 38.11 % of all cases correctly classified. The observed overall 
accuracy is 18% higher than \vould be obtamed for a random classtticauon. User's accuracy values 
tor individual channel patterns ranged from 0% in the class Rapid to 63.44 o.;, m the category Rijfle. 
Producer's accuracies varied from 0 % tor Rapid to 66.54 % in the class Run. Confusion is h1gh 
between the categories Run. Riffle and Stead}'·. where 3 l:! out of 566 cases (55. 12 '%) classltied as Rwr 
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falsely classitied as Run. 
In order to tmprove the classtticauon result. the ongmal ~hannel patterns were ~ombmed 
Jc~ordmg to thetr respe~:ttve Importance as spa,vnmg habtt~lt for Atl:mttc salmon. :\n assessment of 
dassttication accuracy usmg the collapsed categones IS presented m Table 5-l S. 
Tahle 5-17· Errnr Matnx ti1r Channel Pattern Class1ticatll)n- Ongmal C.l!egnnes 
REFERE~CE DATA 
CLASSIFIED Run Rime Steady Flat Rapid Total CEI%1 L\["/ol 
DATA 
Run 173 165 1-fi 28 53 566 69.43 30.57 
Rime 62 14-1 1 20 0 227 36.56 63.44 
Steady 16 12 33 4 0 65 49 23 ~0.77 
Flat 4 53 29 
-''> n !35 (J,). 70 36.30 
Rapid 5 48 0 0 0 53 lOt) 00 1) .00 
Total 260 422 210 101 53 10-16 unclasst!ied: 0.10 ''u 
OEI%1 33.46 65.88 ~4.20 51.49 100.00 0.-\=38.11 %:K=0.17fJ 
PAI%1 66.54 34.12 15."1 48 .51 0.00 C'J.;, =(.:\5 . 1-".,;41 .05 '' ,,] 
OE =OmiSSion Error: CE = Commtss1on Error: PA "'Produ~:er ~ Accur.1cy; LA = Lser s .-\~:curacy; 
OA ~ Ovt:rall Accuracy ; CI.,,-= 95 "n Contidt:nce Interval;" = Kappa Index or :\greement 
The ong~nal live categones \vere collapsed mto the ne\v dasses of RitfleRaptd and 
RwiiSt~;·adv!Flar. and the overall classiticatiOn accuracy mcreased from JS.ll to 64.47 '1 ;~. Th1s 
increase was statistically significant at a Slgrtlticance level of 0.05. The corresponding \'alue of kappa 
mcreased to 26 %. The obsenred user's accuracy values were 68.57 "'o m the dass Rij]lE!tRaptd and 
63.05% for Run!Stea,(v!Flat. wlth producer's accuracy levels of40.42% and 84.59 ~o. respectively. 
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Table 5-18: Error Matnx for Channel Pattern Classtticanon- Collapsed Cltegones 
REFERE:\TCE DATA 
CLASSlFIED Riffie/Rapid Run/Steady/Flat Total CEI%1 L\l%1 
DATA 
Riffie/Rapid 192 88 280 31.-U 68.57 ! 
Run/Steady !Flat 283 -'83 766 36.95 63 .05 
I Total --'iS 5'7! 10-'6 unclasstt!ed:O. l 0 ",, 
I 
:i').:iS OEI%1 l5.4l OA = MA1 %; K = 0.251) I I 
PAI%1 ~0.42 84.59 CI.,. = [ 61.57 '' ;,; 67.37 °u] l 
' 
.. OE = Orruss10n Error; CE = Comnuss1on Error; PA =Producers .-\ccuracy: l ·A = l ser s Accuracy: 
OA =Overall Accuracy: CL = 95 " ,, Coniidence Interval; K = Kappa Index ot Agreement 
5.4.3 Land Cover 
The decision tree for the land ~over classification IS presented in Figure 5-7. High ..:orrclauon 
coet'tic1ents between Band I and Band 3 (r = 0.965) as well as between .VDU and PC:! (r = -0 .878) 
mdicated the capture of duplicate mformat1on.. This mcreased the probability of detecting spunous 
relationships. Consequently. the Bonterrom procedure \vas also used to adjust the s1gniticance levels 
assoc1ated wlth the relationships between these vanables and Land Caw:r. The Bonferrom adjustment 
was set to a value of 2 to equal the number of highly correlated variables. 
The tirst variable selected to partition tht! data set wasBand 1. Subsequt!nt nodes were further 
split by PC2, PC4, NDVT, Band 3 and Band 4. The remaimng sub-sets were divided by the predictors 
Band 1, PC2. PC4. and NDVI. At ON values of less than 30 in Band I, the land cover classes ~Vater 
and Coniferous were differentiated by PC2. In addition to the category Conijerou.s. the classes Shntb 
and Alder occurred at ON values from 31 to 47 in Band! .. Shmb and Alder dominate the land cover 
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Figure S-7 : Decision Tree for Land Cover Classification 
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PC .J . The land cover classes Wt!tlwuf and .Von.•g occurred predommantly m Band I at D~ values of 
greater than 71 . 
Classiticatton rules denved !Tom the dec1s1on tree were applied to a test data set in order to 
evaluate the performance of the classtticauon. Table 5-19 con tams a cross-tabulation of predicted and 
actual land cover classes. Only one obser>atton our of 2611 remamed unclassltied. The overall 
dasstticauon accuracy \Vas 84.91 o .;), The K value mdicates an accuracy S 1 ";) h1gher than expected for 
class assignment i:Jy chance. The lO\vest user's accuractes \vere observed m the categones Shruh and 
A!Ja \V!th 74.25 n-;) and 75.17 °'0. respectively. User· s accuracies m the remammg classes ranged !Tom 
86.6 7 for ~Ver/and to 94.50 for Wacer. Producer's accuracy levels \vere lowest m the categones Shmh 
and rVt!tland with respective values ot' 71 .24 °'o and 69.55 •).o. The corresponding value for Aida was 
77.51 °'o. Producer's accur:tctes m the remammg categones vaned from 89 02 •) ;) in the class 
ComfermL\' to I 00 % tor .Vm·eg. The categones .Vowg and I Vat a wc::re kast atTected by confuston 
Table 5-19: Error ~v1atnx tor Land Cover Classtticatlon 
REFERE~CE DATA 
CLASSIFIED Coniferous Shrub Alder Wetland ~oveg Water Total CE[%1 L\(%1 
DATA 
Coniferous 608 -17 35 0 0 \ o91 12.01 S7 .99 
Shrub -17 369 59 22 0 0 -197 25 .72 7-1 .25 
Alder 10 72 324 25 0 (} -131 24.83 75 .17 
Wetland 0 26 0 169 0 0 195 13 .33 86.67 
~0\'eg 0 -1 0 27 438 0 469 6.61 93.39 
Water 18 0 0 0 0 309 327 5.50 94 .50 
Total 683 518 -118 243 -138 310 2610 unclassified: 0.04 % 
OE[%1 10.98 28.76 22.49 30.45 0.00 0.32 OA = 84.91 %; K ~ 0.815 
PA[%1 89.02 71 .24 77.51 69.55 100.00 99.68 Clq~ = [83 .54; 86.28] 
. OE = Orrusston Error; CE = Comm.tsston Error; PA =Producer's Accuracy; UA =Users Accuracy; 
OA =Overall Accuracy; Clo~ = 95% Confidence Interval; K =Kappa Index of Agreement 
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between land cover types . On the other hand. confusiOn was most prommem between the categones 
Shmb. Alder and Wet!ancl. The difference between user · s and producer· s accuractes were small :n 
most land cover classes. wnh the exception of the category IVt'tland. In this case. the user·s accur:.1cy 
\Vas by 17. 12 ,,;) htgher than the producer · s accuracy. This dtfterence \Vas caused by test ptxels whtch 
were falsely labelled as Shmb .. -1./der and Vm·eg . 
5 j Suitablitty Mappmg 
In order to demonstrate how the results of thts study may be applted to the mventory and 
:.1nalysts of freshwater resources. tht! habttat paramett!rs Substrate Type and Channel Pattern \vere 
subsequently combmed to destbrnate spa\vllmg habttat pnonty m the Come By Chance R.J\·er accordmg 
to Equauon 5-l . The result of thts analysts ts presented m Table 5-20. 
where 
P=B*C 
P = spa\vnmg habHat pnonty 
B = prionty wetght of substrate type 
C = pnonty wetght of channel pattern 
Table 5-20: Areal Extent ofSp:mnmg Habttat Classes 
Area [m;] 
Habitat I 24944 
Habitat n 209964 











.-\pprox1mately t\vo thirds of the Come By Chance R1ver 1scharactenzed by spa\"nmg habitat 
of Class II. Areas most suitable for spm\lling occupy only about 8 ",, of the nver course. while one 
fourth of the total area IS not suitable for spa\\TIIng due to predommant bedrock substrate. Combimng 
Habitat I and Habitat !I yields a total area of 234.908 m;. or '3 .35 ,, ·;,, suitable for spa\\nmg. The 
distnbut1on of salmon habttat over the whole length of the nver 1s easily observed in Figure 5-8. Figure 
5-9 shows the distributiOn of land cover categones. The maJonr:.· of spa\\nmg habttats of !J -pe I are 
located m the upper reaches of the nver. while areas unsUitable for spav .. nmg are concentrated m the 
m1ddk section. The lower pan of the nver IS dommated by Habttat II. For dtsplay purposes. a scak of 
I: 100.000 \vas selected. Given an ongmal spatial resolutton of 2m. these results can be used at scales 
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Chapter 6.0: Discussion 
6. I Substrate Class1tication 
The ongmal spectral bands used m the dass1ticauon ot bottom substrate mdicated lim1ted 
discriminatiOn between substrate categones. .-\11 bands showed considerable overlap m b'Toup 
vanability and comparatively small differences m mean response. Standardized distances m these 
variables ranged from 0.040 to 0.756. .-\n unexpected spectral response was obserYed m Band 4. At 
a central wavelength of 720 nm. the mean response was expected to be lower than m the v1s1ble 
spectral bands. However. the observed mean response values \\/ere highest m Band 4 tor all substrate 
classes. Most of the Come By Chance R1ver IS charactenzed by water depths m the decimeter r.mge. 
resulting m comparatively linle artenuatton m the water column. Moreover. the response of 
photosynthetically acuve vegetation IS htgher in the near-infrared than in the VISible spectral reg10n. It 
IS theretore likely that the htgh response m Band 4 is caused by layers of mtcroscoptc algae covenng 
the bottom substrate (Zacharias eta/ .. 1992). ln areas of fast t1owing water. sun glint due to surface 
roughness may also contribute to an uncharnctenstically h1gh response m Band 4. However. sun glint 
would result m a high reflectance tor all spectral bands. whereas the spectral response m Band .J was 
observed to be consistently higher in all substrate and channel pattern categones. This response may 
in part also be caused by an inappropnate sensor gain setting. The same gain was used tor all spectral 
bands although the expected amount of radiation retlected from water bodies is much smaller in the 
near-infrared. 
Among all image variables. PC2_/n showed the strongest relationship Wlth the type of bottom 
substrate with relanvely largt! standardized distances between the substrate category Gran:! I and the 
respective classes Rubble. Bou!dt:r and Bedrock. The observed standardized distances ranged from 
0.839 to 1.060. This variable was derived by transtormmg the ongmal spectral bands so as to separate 
the stgnal mto water depth dependent and bottom dependent components. It was there tore expected to 
carry mtonnat10n about the type of bottom substrate. The magnitude of correlation coefficients 1 from 
0.845 to 0.989) bet\veen both PCA solutwns suggests that both approaches performed stmtlarly m 
describmg the type of bottom substrate . 
Separation of substrate classes was strongest m the non-spectral vanables Width and 
Gradiem. The vanable Gradient was selected as Crst vanable to split the data set. while the 
predil.:tor Width further partit10ned tv.·o of the three subsequent sub-sets. Conversely. the optical 
vanables Band I. and PC: appear only at the thtrd level of the dectsiOn tree. The strong relationship 
between Gradient and Suhsrrate Type retlects the presence of spattal correlation between these 
vanables. Bottom substrates tound m the study area are not untforrnly dismbuted over the \Vhole 
length of the nver. Rather. they occur prcdommantly m certam nver sections. For mstance. all 
traimng pixt!ls belongmg to the substrate category Gravel were collected within J km from the 
estuary. A digital elevation model created from digitized contour lines was used to calculate valley 
gradient. Incidentally. very few contour mtervals characterize the lower 3 km of the nver course. 
resultmg m a unttorrn gradient of 0.42 ~ ·'0 for these secuons. Thts coincides wnh the predommance of 
the substrate category Gravel in this part of the nver. 
Overall, the differentiation of substrate classes was comparatively \veak in all predictor 
variables. This may be largely attnbuted to heterogeneity m the traming and test data. Bonom 
substrate was recorded as proportions in seven grain size variables tor river sections extending over 
100 or more meters. Homogeneous bonom substrate, i.e. 100% of the substrate in a given section 
belonging to one grain size class. was observed only in ten cases . Nine of these sections were 
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characterized by bedrock substrate. while one showed a substrate composmon of 100 '11> hrran!l. 
Consequently. the remaming river sections are charactenzed by more than one b'Tam s1ze v:mable. It 
was therefore required to group nver sect10ns of s1mtlar substrate composltlon together. The resulting 
substrate categories showed substantial overlap m grain s1ze compositiOn. For mstance. the category 
Gravel. contains grain sizes !Tom tines to rubble. The dass Rubble contams equal proportions of -+0 o.;, 
of rubble and cobble substrates. .-\11 even hrreater overlap occurs between the classes Rubble: and 
Boulder. :\ proportion of 30 00 belonging to the category Bmddt:r actually consist of the brram s1ze 
class rubble . Finally. the class Bedrock cons1sts of gram s1zes rangmg !Tom cobble to bedrock 
substrate. 
The heterogeneity tnherent m substrate categones IS ret1ected m the class1tication result. Per-
class accuracy was highest m the categones Crawl and Bedrock. The corresponding \·alues tor user's 
and producer's accuracy ranged !Tom 76.78 to 82.12 °~>. OmiSSIOn and commiSSion errors in these 
categones were predommantly caused by confus1on \\'lth the substrate classes Ruhhle and Sou/tier. 
On the other hand. linle confi.Js1on occurred between the categones Gravel and Bedrock. The 
Jetimtion of the substrate classes Rubhle and Bou/cler was particularly poor. Class1ticat10n errors of 
omiSSIOn and comm1ssion ranged !Tom 46.08 to 67.72 %. Combmmg the classes Rubbleand Boulder 
resulted m a significant increase tn overall class1ticat10n accuracy !Tom 66.80 to 73. 7 6 •> .;). Om1sS1on 
and commission errors m the combined categories were reduced to 31 .70 and 36.80 no. respectively. 
6.1 Channel Panem Classitication 
The discrimination of channel pattern categories was weak in all predictor variabes. [n the 
original spectral bands. mean response was very stmilar for all categories with the exception of the 
channel panem Rapid. This category showed consistently the highest mean response in all spectral 
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bands. ~loreover. the largest standardized distances \vere observed tor a d1scnmtnat1on bet\veen 
Rapid and all other categonc:s. rangmg from 0 . 97~ to 1.809. This type of channel pattern IS 
characterized by turbulent tlow and n. broken water surface. Consequently. comparatively h1gh 
spectral response charactenzed these areas . The same trend was obser.:ed m both pnnc1pal 
component transformations. All spectral variables contnbured little to a discnmmanon bet\veen 
channel pattern categones other than Rapid. 
Differentiation bet\.veen the chanrel pattern dasses Run and R(tjle \·ersus Flat was tndicated 
m the non-spectral variable ~Vidrh. ln both mstances the correspondmg standardized distance was 
1.183 . In addition. th1s vanable contnbuted to the discnmmatlon bet\veenRun and Steadr. R((fle and 
Stt:w(v. as well as bet\veen Stead\· :md Flat. The vanable Grudienr. on the other hand. showed 
standardized distances which were not Slb'l1Iticantly dit1i:rent from the largest distance observed only 
m t\vo tnstances. The distance bet\veen the group means of the: categonc:s Run and Stead\ \Vas 0.391. 
while the corresponding value tor the classes R(f]le versus Stew~\' \Vas 0.512. 
!n the class1tication of channel pattern. Width was the first vanabk sekcred to part1t1on tht: 
data set. :\t the tollowing level. all sub-sets were further div1ded by the vanable Gradiem. The 
Importance of th1s vanable m discnmmatmg bet\veen classes of channel pattern \vas not mdicated tn 
the analys1s of group separability usmg the standardized distance measure. The th1rd and tina! kvel of 
the class1ticatton tree was formed by the spectral variables Band I and PCJ. md1catmg the relativdy 
subordinate sigmticance of the spectral variables m discnminating among channel pattern categories. 
The overall classitication result tor the type of channel pattern was extremely poor. Only 
38.11 %of all cases were correctly classttied. This result was mamly caused by a large commission 
error m the class Run. More than two thirds of all observations class1tied as Rzm actually belonged to 
other categories, mostly to R~f]le and Steuc~v with 29. IS 0 '0 and 25 .97 %. respecu vely . [n view of the 
large classification error, individual channel pattern categories were combmed according to their 
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ecological sigmficance m pro,.:~ding suitable spawnmg hab1tat for .-\tlantic salmon. The resulting 
categones were R~tjle/Rapid and Run;Stea!~\'·Flat. The overall class1ticat10n accuracy was 
s1gn1ficantly improved wnh 64.47 '1o of all cases correctly classitied. Both classes shmved s1m1lar 
user's accuracy values of 68.57 and 63 .05 "o. respectively. However. the error ot om1ss1on tor the 
class Rijjle/Rapid was still very large with a value of 59.58 ° /o. while the combmed category 
Rwr, Steac~rtF/ar showed an error of omission of only 15.41 o/,, . 
These class1tication results mdicate poor correspondence between rrammg and venticanon 
data. During tield data acquiSition. the type of channel pattern \\as recorded for nver sectiOns 
extendmg over l 00 or more meters. over \Vhich 1t was assumed that the type of channel pattern \vas 
constant. ~onetheless. nsual analySIS of tmage data and aenal photographs rndicated that type of 
channel pattern may well vary \VIthm nver sectwns. An example of thts situation rs presented in 
Figure 3-3. ·The enure secuon bet\veen Transec~ 6175 and 6300 \Vas ass1gned the channel pattern 
Ri{lle. while the type of bottom substrate was Bedrock. Closer mspectwn of this section. ho\vever. 
showed clear tonal vanations over the \vhole sectwn. Three distinct tonal teatures can be observed at 
dark. light and very light tones. Tunal \·anatiOn of this kmd are used as key mdicators tor the 
tdenutication of channel pattern from aenal photography ( Dubots and Gosselin. 19R9). Th1s mdicates 
that the type of channel pattern cannot be assumed constant over the surveyed nver sections. 
The cause tor the discrepancy between assumed and actual consistency of channel pattern lies 
!n the imtial objective of the tield based data collection eftort. This survey was earned out tollowing 
the gut de lines for small stream mventones (Scruton er a/ .. 1992 ). These guidelines were established 
to ensure adequate data collection proced'-lfes tor conventional. tield based habitat mventones and to 
facilitate the ecological interpretation of the collected data. The procedures were not designed for the 
acquisition of reference data in support of an analysis of remotely sensed data. This also applies to the 
recording of substrate data which were collected at the same time. 
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6.3 Land Cover Classitication 
ln the vtstble spectral bands. the lowest spectral response and variability was observed m the 
category ~Vater. Among the vegetated land cover types. the category Coniferous showed the lowest 
mean response m Band 1. Band J and Bum/ 3. Both ~Vmer and Coni(erous were we 11 set apart from 
the remainmg categones through st:mdard d1stances from 0.739 to 2.7 18. Conversely . the categones 
Shrub and Alder \vere charactenzed by stm!lar mean response values. The h1ghest mean response and 
vanabllity was observed in the classes iVt'tland and Noveg. ln Bum/../ . the distmcnon between iVatt:r 
and all other categones 1s particularly strong with standardtzed distances rangmg from 1.876 to 2.569. 
~tean response was Similar m the categones ConUerous. Aida and .Voveg \VIth respecnve values of 
177.35, 177.11 and !7-t~2. The classes Shruh and Wetland showed the h1ghest response with mean 
values of 218.26 and 235.19. respectivel y. Overall. separab1hty of land cover categones \Vas hm1ted 
m Band .J . In particular. the unvegetated class was barely ~.Efferenttated from the vegetated categones. 
Generally the spectral response of photosynthetically acuve vegetatiOn IS much h1gher m the near-
infrared than the amount of radiation ret1ected from unvegetated surfaces. The similar response of 
vegetated and not vegetated surfaces can be explained by the radiometric senmg of all spectral bands. 
That ts. dunng the image acqUisition the maximum amount of retlected radiation to be reg1stered m 
each spectral band was selected so as to ma"<Jmize the intormauon content over water covered areas. 
As a result, a relatively low peak SRU of 2.5 J.LW·cm~·sr· 1 ·nm· 1 was selected tor all bands. \\11ule 
preserving variability of low retlectance features, a low peak SRU can result m saturation and . 
consequently, loss of information over high retlectance targets. This is observed tor the spectral 
response of vegetation in Band 4. 
Likewtse, water showed an uncharacteristically high response in theNDv7. Generally. water 
covered areas are expected to have negative values. However, the mean response of the land cover 
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category Water \Vas with 0.09 shghtly h1gher m Band ·I than m Band 3. \foreover. the category Watt!r 
showed the highest variability (66.67 ' 1 ~) of all land cover classes. \lost of the trammg p1xds tor 
Water were collected m the Come By Chance River. Therefore. the combmatton of shallow water and 
algal cover may produce a stronger s1gnal m Band~ than m the VISible spectral bands. Hmvever. both 
um·egetated categones were clearly separated from the vegetated classes m the:VDV!. 
The tirst pnnc1pal component. PC I. largely ret1ected the spectral response of land cover 
categones m the Vlstble spectral bands. wht!reas PC! sho\ved the same general pattern as the .'vD VI. 
·n11S corresponds well \VIth the observed correlation coeftic1ents. rangtng from -1) .878 to 0.936 .. \n 
tmportant feature of the pnnctpal components relates to the dtfterentlatlon bet\.'.·een the categones 
Shmh and Alder. The largest standardized distance benveen these categones was observed m the 
vanable PC -1 wtth a value of 1.4-+2. Ltkew1se. the distance bet\vt:en Shmb and Wt!tland \vas the 
htghcst m thts variable wtth 1.595. Both vJiues were stgmticantly larger than the correspondmg 
distances observed in other vanables. 
The smallest classtticauon errors were observed m the categones Water and .Vow:g. In both 
cases. user"s and producer's accuracy ,·alues ranged from 93 .39 to 100 n.;J. Of the vegetated land 
cover classes. the category C uniji!rous showed the smallest classt ticatlon errors wtth a user" s and 
producer's accuracy of 87.99 o;o and 89.02 o~,. respectively . Errors of om1sston and commJss1on were 
related to confusion with the classes Shmh. Alder and Water. The land ~over ~ategones most 
seriously atfected by confusion were 5/rmh. Alder and Wt?t!and. w1th per-dass accuractes ranging 
from 69.55 to 86.67 %. 
The confusion between the categories Coniji!rous and Water IS likely to have occurred m 
areas of deep shadow. Figure 3-3 clearly shows the difference between sunlit and shaded areas. 
Trainmg areas for the class Alder were located at distinctly identitiable alder swamps along the river. 
However. occurrence of this land cover category was not limited to these specitic locations. Rather, a 
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certain amount of mix bet\veen the classes Cuniji!rous. Alder and Slrmb \vas observed throughout the 
study area. \Vlule mixed stands were not promment enough to have warranted mdus10n as separate 
land cover category. confusion between Coniji!rous. Shnth and .-1/cler ts likely to be related to these 
stands. The comparatively large error of omission of 69.55 % m the land cover class Wetland was 
related to the fact that thts category represented any open vegetation m the study area. Trammg and 
test areas of this rype could be t!astly identified on photographs dut! to thetr location wtthm dosed 
stands of trees or shrubs. the actual spectes composition on these sites ts very heterogeneous. lt 
mcludes various types of vcgetanon such as moss. grass and shrub. all of whtch have di fterent spectral 
characterisucs. 
6. 4 Suttabiltty Mappmg 
Thts study was undertaken wnh the nbjecttve to exam me the applicability of atrbome remote 
sensmg data and anctllary digttal mformation to the mappmg of the salmon habttat parameters 
Substrate 1'_\pe. Channel Pattern and Land Cover. Until recently. salmon habttat mappmg and 
modeling was conducted almost exclustvely by relymg on tield surveys and atr photo mterpretauon. 
Therefore. this mvesttganon fultills an tmportant step 111 explonng the potenttal of digttal remote 
sensmg and data analysis for nvenne tish habitat momtonng. 
The full potential of digital databases lies in the ease of data mampulat10n and modelling. An 
example is provided of how to combme individual habitat parameters to model a parttcular aspect of 
salmon freshwater ecology, such as the quality of spawnmg habitat. Figure 5-8 contams a composite 
map of spawning habitat suitability. These results agree with previous studies undertaken at Come By 
Chance River (Harmon. 1966). Most of Habttat I. i.e. habitat most suitable tor spawnmg. is located in 
the river sections north of Goobies Pond (Figure 3-2). Areas not suitable for spawning are 
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predommantly found in the central part of the nver where the bonom substrate is dominated by 
bedrock. The lower part of the nver 1s almost exclus1vely characrenzed by hab1tats of mrennediate 
suitability for spavming. Gravel1s the mam type ofbottom substrate tiJund m this area. The estuary 1s 
designated as Habttat II m F1gure 5-8. However. th1s area was excluded from the analysis as no tield 
data could be recovered for these sections. 
Including a dass1 ticatton of land cover categones would make 1t posstble to mdude potential 
sources of disturbance. such as areas of excess1ve eros1on. proxtmtty of dumps. proxtmtty of roads and 
the provlston of cover by npanan vegetation m the hab1tat modelling process. \Vhtle these features 
cannot be dtscemed at the scale present m Figure 5-9 . they can eastly mcorporated at larger scaks 
smce the spatial resolution of the data IS 2 m. 
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Chapter 7.0: Conclusion 
It was the obJective of this study to c\·aluate the potential of multispectral remote sensmg for 
the mapping of substrate type. channel pattern :.md land cover as tmportant freshwater habttat 
parameters of Atlantic salmon . To th1s eftect, dig1tal Imagery \vas acqu1red m October 1993 usmg a 
C.-\SI sensor at the spectral wavelengths of 510. 590. 660 and 730 nm. The tindings of a stream 
survey conducted m the same month served as a database tor reference purposes together \\.1th aenal 
photography !Tom ~ay 1992. In additton. ekvatJOn data extracted from the dig1tal map sheet NTS 
I :.113 \Vere used to calculate valley l:,'!"::ldu::nt. ~ext was the stage of pre-processmg mvolvmg the 
;.ttmosphenc and geometnc correction of the Imagery. as well as the categonzanon of substrate data 
contamed m the reference database. 
:\ set of potential predictor vanables was Jetined tor each habitat parJmeter. Bestdes the 
ong1nal. atmospherically and geometncally corrected 1mages. these mcluded princtpal component 
transfonnat1ons to separate depth dependent bottom type dependent signals. Moreover. the non-
spectral variables of valley gradient and stream w1dth were used as potential predictors. Valley 
gradient was calculated from a OEM bmlt with the digital elevatiOn data. while stream \\1dth was 
obtained from the imagery. The potential predictors for land cover consisted of the original spectral 
bands together with an NDVI and the components of a PCA applied to pixels over land areas. 
A class1tication method was desired that permitted the integration of data from ditierent 
sources. such as remotely sensed imagery and digital map data. Th1s method should be statistically 
robust while maintaining the ability to obtam statistically significant relationships between variables. 
These reqmrements are mrnns1c propemes of stausucal dectston tree analysts. \Vhtch was therefore 
selected to classitY Image and anctllary data. Trammg and venticatton data \vere collected :.lt random 
tor each habttat parameter. From the rrammg data. statistical properties tor each predictor vanable 
were denved m the torm of standardized distances between brroup me:.1ns. esumates of brroup 
vanability. and bivanate correlation of predictor vanables . These tigures were subsequently used to 
determme the tina! predtctor vanables for each habttat parameter. C\asstticatiOn was earned out usmg 
exhaustive pamtionmg DTA. Separ::tte deciston trees .. vere grown tor each habttat parameter. Tree 
s1ze was controlled by selectmg appropnate stop SIZes related to the smallest sampling umts. and the 
partitionmg process was stopped tf no more splits were found to be stgntticant at the 0.05 level of 
s1gniticance. The resultmg deciSIOn trees were mterpreted as classttication rules and applied to the 
enttre data sets. 
Classtticatton pertormance was evaluated usmg venticatJon data and confuston matnces. 
[nitial classitication accuracy \\·as mcreased tor the habitat parameters substrate type and channel 
pattern by combimng categoncs according to the1r ecologtci:li s1gmticance. The Improved overall 
accuracies were 73.76 and 64.47 11 ~>. respectively. The class1ticat1on accuracy tor the type of land 
cover was 84.91 ''o. The mdiVldual habitat parameters as extracted m th1s research were combmed to 
model spawnmg habttat SUitability throughout the nver course. Qualitattvely. the result of thts 
procedure was found to correspond well with the established knowledge about spawmng habitat 
locations at Come By Chance River. 
The current study illurnmates the potential of digital remote sensing and image processing 
strategies for the mapping, inventory and modelling of freshwater salmon habitat. The 1mportant 
habitat parameters of bottom substrate and channel pattern were extracted so as to demonstrate the 
applicability of this method in terms of data integration and robust statistical classification. While the 
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classification results tor the habttat parameter substrate type do not md1cate immediate operational use. 
the value of the approach follmved in th1s study was contirmed m pnnciple. Of particular mterest \vas 
the emergence of the non-spectral variables Width and Gradit!nt as the most important predictors for 
the type of bottom substrate. The contribution of the spectral vanables to the discnminatiOn between 
substrate categories in the present mvest1gat10n JS comparatively mmor. On the other hand. applic:.lt1on 
of the present method to the extraction of channel pattern cate~ones did not v1dd entirely satisfactory 
results. 
Error rates in the class!lication of substrate type :md channel pattern were linked to the 
madequate collection of supportmg tield data. Sibrniticant Improvements m classificatiOn accuracy are 
therefore likely to be observed 1f spec1al attennon IS devoted to the creauon of reference data sets 
compatible \\-lth the obJectives of remote sensmg onented mvesngations. ln particular. emphasis 
should be placed upon the selectiOn of homogeneous trammg and venticauon sites. as well as on 
proper geo-reterencing of these areas. ~loreover. shallow water bathymetry information should be 
mcluded m the extraction oi both bottom substrate and channel pattern. Previous studies suggest this 
may lead to SI!,'TIIlicant improvements m classitication results !e.g. :\com ley f!t at.. 1995 ). The 
computation of scream Width as mtroduced m the current mvesugation IS deemed sufficient. However. 
a more reliable :md accurate method of calculating the valley hrradient 1s highly desirable. This could 
be achieved by usmg stereo-plotted vector data !Tom digital map sheets as pnmary source rather than 
digitized contour lines. smce stereo-plotted data contam an elevation value for every location. The type 
of land cover was identified \\oith high accur.1cy. Since principles of land cover mapping using digital 
imagery are well established it can be extended to include more categories or specitic vegetation 
communities. for example. 
The results of this analysis suggest that the most benetic1al future course in developing more 
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enictent habitat mventory strategtes tor :\tlantlc salmon would mclude both remotely sensed ~d non-
spectral intonnauon. Further development pertaimng to the mcluston of geomorphtc parameters m the 
analysis should be dtrected at the denvatton of appropnate digital elevation modds. \Vith respect to 
remotely sensed data. tmprovement of the current results could be achteved by the mcluston of 
bathymetry mtormauon and by adoptmg appropnate sampling schemes m the collectiOn of tield data. 
Finally. research effort should be dtrected at tssues of eftictent mte!,.'Tatton of both spectral and non-
spectral spatial data sources. 
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Data Sources 
C.-\SI imagery: acqutred by Provmctal .-\trlines Ltd .. St. John· s. for Fishenes and Oceans. Canada. 
Date: October. llJ93. Locatwn: Come By Chance Rtver. ;-../e\vtoundland. Data acqutsmon mode: 
spat1al. ~om mal spatial resoluuon : 1.5 m. \!umber of s\vaths: I 0. ~umber of spectral bands: -+. 
Spectral band contigurat10n: 499.5 to 521.1 nm. 579.0 to 600.7 nm. 648.3 to 671.9 nm. 718 .1 to 741.8 
nm. 
Aerial phocographs: Newfoundland and Labrador Deparnnem of Natural Resources . Date: May 
1992. Roll : 92208. Frames: 142. 1-+4. 1-+6. 152. 154. 156. 158. 166. 168. 170 . .-\ltitude: 1341 m. 
Focal Length: 152.7 mm. Approximate scale: l :8.800 . 
Map NTS l N/13 : Narural Resources. Canada. Date: 1971. Scale: l:50.0<X). Projection: UTM 
Zone 22. Type: topographic. digital. 
Map 2C4-11: Newfoundland and Labrador Deparnnenc of Forestry and Agriculture. Date: 1975. 
Scale: l : 12.500. Projection: UTM Zone 22. Type : ortho-photo. paper. 
Map l N/13-41: Newfoundland and Labrador Deparnnem of Forestry and Agriculrure. Date: 1975. 
Scale: 1:12.500. Projection: UTM Zone 22 . Type: ortho-photo. paper. 
Map lN/lJ-31 : Newfoundland and Labrador Deparnnem of Forestry ~md Agriculrure . Date: 1975 . 
Scale: l : 12.500. Projection: UTM Zone 22 . Type: ortho-photo. paper. 
Map LN/13-160: Newfoundland and Labrador Deparnnem of Forest Resources and Lands. Date: 
1985. Scale: 1:5.000. Projection: modified 3° transverse mercator. Type: topographic. paper. 
Map lN/13-170: Newfoundland and Labrador Department of Forest Resources and Lands. Date : 
1985. Scale: 1:5,000. Projection: moditled 3° transverse mercator. Type: topographic. paper. 
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Appendix A 
Group Variability and Standardized Distances 
Table A-1 : Descriptive Statistics of Substrate ( 'atcgonc:s 
Predictor Gravel (n '-'-745) Rubble (n ~ 366) Boulder ( n -- .lOl1) Bcdnx:k (n ~ 737) 
Variable 
Mean SD cv (~o) Mean SD CV(':'u) Mean SD ('V f%1 Mean Sl> CVj%) 
DandlfDNJ 16.97 10.2M 60.5M 23 .07 11.77 51.02 14 .5 1 ') .2') 64 .02 I ') .-J-t I I .91J 61 .6X 
Uand2(DNJ 2H.46 12.67 44 .52 2tU!7 I S. lh 52 .5 I 20.6 I 12 .65 h 1.3!) 26 .72 I 6. 56 <> l.'Jl) 
Band3(DNJ 29.59 13.31 44.91:! 27 .32 17 53 64.17 IX .95 14.61 77 .10 25 XO l!U.'i 7<1.35 
Oand4fDN] 31.02 16.71 53 .1:!7 37.32 20.5') 55 .17 30.25 17 .79 :'i!.U\1 33 .1J7 20.56 h0.52 
PCI _In (arb] 6.22 O.'J2 14. 71J 6.\-t I 09 17.19 :U-t 1.11) 21.41:! (>.()) 1.2X 21.23 
PC2_in (arhr 0.98 0 .31 31 .63 1.34 () 24 17.91 134 <U9 29 I 0 1.27 0 21:! 22 .05 
PC3 _In (arbf 1.13 0 .27 23.!:!9 1.09 0.2<> 13 .H5 1.22 0.30 24 . :w l.IJ 0.2X 24 . 7X 
PC4 _In larhf 0.1:!4 0.09 I<J.71 0 l).J ()()l) 9. 57 O.MS 0.1 I 12.50 0.92 0.0') 1) , 7X 
PC'I(arbJ 54 .15 2-1 .65 45 .52 51! .97 J 1.35 53. Ill 43 .26 25J4 .'i!:! . .SX :i.I .X6 32 .16 5'>. 71 
PC2farbj" 61 .10 !U)M 13 .22 56.XO !\ .45 I·U!H 54 05 1) _1)5 I 1:!.41 57 .21 1)1)1) 17 .. 10 
PCJ [arbr 33.00 6.77 10.52 3tU~ I l1A I 16.52 36.-tX 5.66 15 .52 J<>.lW :i .!:!H 15 'JX 
PC4 [arbf 6.90 2.00 n.99 '>.49 2.22 23 .39 1:! .07 I.IJ.J 2379 X.49 2.04 24 .03 
Width fm) 23 .08 8 .6') 37 .65 12 .22 4.05 .D . I4 17.95 6.1J7 .~X . XJ I<) .l1l 6.22 31 .70 
Gradient I%) 0.44 0. 17 31:! .64 1.4!:! 1.21 X2 . .JJ 1.11 122 IUlJ . 91 tU-t 0.15 44 . 12 
- ---
·mean values adjusted lor negauve \'alues: data muumum ad<.kd to ongmalmean to enable cakulauon of ~odli~Jcnt ul vanat1on 
v. 
Table A-2: Descriptive Statistics nfChannd Pattcm Catcgoncs 
--
Pn:diclor Run (n ""' 545) Rtllle (n - 529) Steady (n ·- 253) Flat (n - 1%) Rapid (n- I 59) 
Variable --·---- - ·- ----..---- -- - - -· -- - ···- - - ·-· -- - ------ - ·- - - --·-···- --- - --
Mean SD CV('%J Mean SD < ·v j':<. J Me01n Sl> CV("·uJ Mean SD CV('/;. J Mean SD cv I'Yc.J 
Dandl (ON} 19.63 11.9H 61.03 22 .05 IO.HX 4'.U-l 15.20 10.10 (I{J.-l5 17 .12 6.H6 40 07 39 .52 19.62 49.65 
··-- - 1--·----- - ----;--- --- ---- - ------ ·----- --------- ·· 
Band2 [DNJ 27.12 16.40 60.47 29.H7 14 .97 50.12 23.42 14.-l4 61 .66 2!\ .-N 'JX7 34.64 4h.27 22.97 41J .64 
--·- -
---- --- '--·-- - -- -- - - ---- ---- -
Band3 (DNJ 25 .54 17.39 68.09 29.10 I ~ . 00 {JJ~6 22 .51 l·t61 64 .1JO 29 . KO 11 .57 3!UO 40.20 23 .33 5lUU 
------ -·- -- --· ---- - -·---- ·-·- - ·· --- - ---- - -- -- -
Band4 [DNJ 34.93 2.2.4H 64 .36 37.43 19.31 5159 29.43 19.15 65.07 32 .57 15 46 47.47 4H.96 21.7(1 44.44 
·- ·--- ·- - - ·-· - - - ---- -- -- - - ·--- ---··· -·- - -- --·----
PCI _In (arb] 6.09 1.20 19.70 6.35 1.15 llUI 5.74 1.21 21.0!~ 6 34 0 .65 10.25 7.1H 1.11 IS .·Hl 
t---·- -·--- - - - --- - ·-- - -- ·-· - --- -- · --- ----- - .. - - - - ---· - ------ - ----
PC2_1n (arbf 1.00 0.30 30.00 0.99 0.25 25 .25 O.H2 0.30 36.59 () 74 O .. H 4-U9 I . 19 () 21 17.65 
·--·- - --- --- -- - - - - - ----1--- -- - ---- - ---- -- -· .. ·- - - -- · ·· - - --~ - -- -·--
PC 3_1n I arb f 1.01 0.27 26.73 1 on 0 30 .Hl .OO 1.04 0.2!1 26 92 1.01 0.20 11) XO O.K:! 0 .30 3(1.51) 
-- - ---- - - ·- -- ------ -·- - -- - .. -- -
-•o A 0--0 ~ ... 
- -·-· - . - -· ·---
_ .. 
·-- ------- -
PC4_1n [arb]' 0.55 0.10 HUH 055 0. 10 HUH 0.51 0.12 13 .53 0 5 I !UO 19.hl 0.54 (l.()l) I 6.117 
-- - --- ---- ---
---- -
·- - -- -
- - - - --·---- ----- ------- - -- -- - --~ - ---- ···-- -- -- -- ·- -- ---· .. - -·-- - - . --- ------- .-
PCI (arb) 54 .55 31 .93 58 .53 60.13 30.03 49 .1)-J 4tdl 2H . I:\ 60 79 55 24 20 .43 Jh.9H H7 01J ·Hl.54 46.55 
·f---- - - - - - ---· -· - ·- - ---- ----- --~---- .. .. -·--- - -- c-- - -- - - - - - ~ 
PC2(amr 51 .50 12.63 24 .52 52.51 1).40 17 l)() 52 .21) !UO 15 .!.0 54 .lJl) 7.20 JJ .09 57 .7:\ Jl . Jl) 22 .!l4 
'--· -- 1-- --- - ·--- -·- ---- ----·-- - ·----- - - - -- ·-- - -- ··--- --· -- - ----- - - -- -- - - ··------- - --- --· 
rc3(amr 44 .16 6.09 13.79 44.12 6.63 15 .03 42 .26 5. 17 12 .2J 39.1J2 6. 53 J(d() 52 .79 I 0.16 11J.25 
----- f--- --- f- - - - - - - - ---· ---- -- --- - ---- --- -- - -- - ·- ------ -- - - -- --- -- - ----
PC4 (arbr 9.HO 2.14 2J.H4 10.30 2.3o 2J . I I H.9.S 175 IIJ . .S5 lU1S 2.40 27 .75 11.42 3.32 21Hl7 
· - -- --·- -- -----
---- ~ - - ---- -- -- ·-- - - ------- -- - ---- --- --- -- - --- - - - --- - - - -~-·- --- · -- - - ---
w idll1 1m J 16.34 7.03 4J .02 16.34 6.95 42 .5.1 21.17 12 .64 51J .71 27 .52 12 1)4 .t] ()2 19.1J 3.51 lll .. l'i 
!-----·---· ·--- - ----- ----- -- ·---- -- ---- - ---- -- . ----- ····- -· ---- --- -···· . ·---- . - -- . ··-- - - ------ -
Gradient(%) 0.51 0.42 82 .35 0 59 0.71 120.34 0.32 ll.IO 31 .25 IU7 !Ul7 I X.1J2 0.29 014 4H.2X 
-
• mean values adjusted for ncgauve values: data nummum added to ongmalmc:an to cuahle calculauon ol cnefhc•ent ol vanauon 
Table A-3: Descriptive Statistics of LanJ ('over ( 'ategones 
Predictor Coniferous Sluub Alder Wetland No\'l::g (n- -t201 Water (n --'56 7) 
Variable (n- 533) (n -- 5-12) (11 - .ll-1) (II -- 2!0) 
-- ---- --,---- ,----- - ··- r---- -- . ·--- - ----- ··-· ------ · 
Mean SD cv Mean SD C\' Mean so cv Mean SD cv t-.kan SD cv Mean so cv 
(%] l'}'u) l'!·uf (%] l'%1 (%) 
Band1 [DNJ 26.58 7.75 29.16 55 .16 13.32 24 . 15 5U . IH~ 6.6H 13. 13 ltU6 21 .1-1 2-1 .77 I I 4.90 2H.90 25.15 9.!W 6.01 61 __ ,3 
-- ---- ---- - - - --·------ - - ---r- · ·· ·- - - ------ - --- -----· 
Band2 [DN) 47 .29 14.07 29.75 90.70 21 .70 23.93 72 .-W 1Ul6 II.IJ 124 ()) 25 . 2~ 20.38 148 . 6~ 29JO 19.71 16.JX 9J3 56.96 
-- --- - - ·-- --- -- ------- ··-- - - ------ ·-· -
Band3[DNI 33 .4M 15 .09 45 .07 80.71 27.04 33.50 72 .31 I 1.24 15.54 140.13 30.96 22 .0H 155 .24 30.50 19.65 17 .65 11 .26 63 .!!0 
-- --- r-· -- - -
,___ _ 
----- - - ------ r--- - ----- - ---- ---------
Band4(DNJ 177.35 55 .82 31.47 218.26 40.50 18.56 177. 11 2X . I2 15 8S 1J5 . JIJ J J.X5 LU-I 174.42 37.1)4 21.75 I'H~ II . ')5 60. 11 
- - - -- -------
_ _ .. 
-- - - - ----- ---- ----- ----- --- -




---- --- - - - ----- - - - - - -- ·-- -- --- ----- - ·- - ----
PC1 (arbr 162 . 2~ 47.31 29.15 242.27 ·-13.15 17.8 I 201 .59 25 .00 12.40 JOX .93 50 . 3.~ I h. 29 29S 65 -lo 111 15.71 32.M 17.50 5.1 .62 
-- - · 1----- - · - -- ---- - -· --- ~--- -- ------- - ·--- -- - - -- - ----- -----·- ----~ - r----- - --- - -- ----- -- ·----· 
PC2 (arbf 63 .65 36.07 56.67 77 .3 2 3137 -10.5 7 97.50 I'J .W J'J .X'J 111.73 19.07 17.07 IH.UX -IIUI 2J. I )C) 160.11) H.OO 4. ')I} 
--·-- - --- ·- --- --- --- --- --- -- - - - ----- - - ---~-- - - --- - -----·-· -- --- --- - -- ---- - - -- - - -- ----
PC3 [arb)' 62 .73 7.00 11.16 5'J.!l6 11.27 1H.!U 57.!:13 -1 .51 7.XO 47 .30 12 ()') 2:'i56 51) 31) l-I .X2 24.'J5 4'J .59 4.3J x.n 
- -- ~----- --- -- --- - --· -- - - - ~- --- . --- ---· -- - ·-·- - - --· - - - --- - - --------·--· 
PC4[arbr 25 .26 3.75 1-I .X.:i 21 .90 6.71 30.6-1 29 .05 2.3h H. l2 29.XI .\ .IN I 3.05 24 -~() ·1.51 I X.56 2 5 .1)-1 1.~7 7.21 
. . -
mean values adJUSit:d for n~:gattvc values: data muumurn added lo onganal mean to enable cakulauon of rodltcaenl of vananon 
....... 
Table A-4 : Standardized Distances- Substrate Type 
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Table .-\-5: Standardized Otstances - Channd Panem 
Mean 01tference I I 95% .:anftaence tnter. al 
Oepenaent v anable (I) FLOW (J ) FLOW d·J ) Std Error i S1g I ;..ower Bouna I Upper Bound 
' 
• scorel""Nu 1 run "me . 18031 73' u~ I u.;:. I • ~4t:l::>~ IU ! • .. I Jt:lJ ..;;·<U steady 3298561 ' 067 ~~~ I 1226953 1 53701139 flat 1870295 074 -3 97:'2773E-02 I -11 38318 
rap1d - t -1794044' J60 ·JOO 1 -I 7248494 I -1 2339594 
nnte run 18031 73' 054 J25 ! 1 -1 1 1363E.02 I J-16521 0 
steady 5101 735' 068 000 I 3020218 I 71 83251 flat 3673469' 07-1 000 I 1396391 5950546 raptd ·I 2990870 ' ceo 000 -1 5453689 I -1 0528052 
steaoy f\Jn 
. 3298561 ' 1 -J67 000 I • 53 70t69 I 
. 1226953 
nffie 
- 5101735' :)68 JOO . 718325 1 : . 302021 8 
·1 ~ ~ ~ -l:e~~e ' 0. :: ..... : :c ::~:s I . ~ ::'3.!!:3 I rap td - I 8092605' 089 •JOO ·2 0848448 -1 5336762 
:rat run . 1870295 074 167 I · -1 1383 18 3 977277E•J2 
ntfle . 3673469' •J74 000 . 5950546 . 139639 1 
steady 1428266 08-1 51: 1 - 11 62925 -1019458 
rapu:! 
-1 6664339 ' J94 000 i -1 3570718 -1 3757960 
rap10 run I 4794044' 080 
•JOO I t 2339594 1 72~8494 
nffie 1 2990870' 080 oJOO I 0528052 I 1 5453689 
steady 1 8092605' 089 000 5336762 2 08484-18 
tlat 1 6664339 ' 094 000 i 1 3757960 i 1 95707 18 
_score r t:! ANU.l ~ run nffie • 1 63:2923 J 57 ~~ I . 3400173 i 1 343283E-02 steady 2200350 Oi l ·2 3991489E-04 I 440 3100 fla t 
-'3 1564 t 77E-02 078 i 896 . 3227240 1595957 rap1d 
-1 1369220 ' 085 000 .\ 3979047 i . 5759393 
nffie run 1632923 057 088 ·1 2432832E-02 1 34001 73 
sreadv 3833273' 072 000 I 1619987 1 6046556 ~a t 3 t72808E .02 079 897 . 1603945 i 3238506 
rap1d 
. 9736298 ' 065 000 I · I ::!355023 - 7, ~ 75i: 
s1eaay ru n . 2200350 •J7 1 ·J50 . -14031 00 2 399149E -04 
nffie . 3833273' 072 000 - 60..16558 . 16 1998 7 
rlat • 30 15992' 069 023 . 577 1217 ·2 60 76728E-02 
rap1Cl -1 3569571)' 095 000 -1 5499869 -1 0639271 
:rat run d 156418 E·02 078 d96 . 1595957 32:27240 
ntfle 
-6 1 728076E.Q2 079 S97 . 3238506 1603945 
steady 30 15992 ' •)69 023 2 607673E -02 5i7 12t7 
raptd · l 0553578' 100 000 -1 .)643943 ! . 7-1632 14 
raptd run 1 1369220' 085 000 8759393 1 39 79047 
nlfle 9736298' 085 000 711 7572 1 :!355023 
steady 1 3569570' 095 000 1 0639271 I 6-199869 
flat 1 0553578 ' 100 000 74632H 1 36439-13 
~score r t:!ANUJ 1 run nme . 1991761 ' 059 023 . 38 12116 . r i 140589E-02 
steady 1697852 074 256 
I 
-5 7 1 08796E.()2 3966792 
flat 
. 2362720 06 1 068 . 4866784 1 013450E.()2 
rap1d 
. 8200161' 087 000 · l 0888431 . 55 1t 931 
nnre run 1991761 ' 059 0~3 1 7t-1059E.()2 381 21 16 
steady 36896 13' 074 000 1409620 5969..106 
flat ·3 9095861 E -02 08 1 994 . 2884940 .2 103023 
rapt<l • 6208420' 087 000 • 8905836 . 3511004 
steady run . 1697852 074 256 . 3966792 5 7 t 0860E.02 
nffle • 36896 13' 074 000 . 5969406 • 1409820 
nat • -1060572' 092 001 • 6918588 . 1242555 
raptd • 9896033" 098 000 · l 2916365 • 687968 1 
nat run 2362720 081 068 - 1 Ot34497t.-02 -1866784 
nffle 3 909586E-02 Q8 t 994 • 21 03023 2884940 
steady 4080572' 092 001 1242555 69 16588 
rapid • 581 7461. 103 000 • 9000689 • 2634234 
rap1a run 8200181' 087 000 55 11931 1 0888431 
nffle 6208420' 087 000 35 11004 8905836 
steady 9898033' 098 000 6879681 1 2916385 
nat 581746 1' 103 000 2634234 9000689 
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Table A-5: Standardized Distances- Channel P:.1ttern (com.) 
\lean D•fference \ 95% Confidence lnler,at 
Dependent VanaOie (I) FLOW (J) FLOW i i-J) Std Error i Sig. LowerBouna Upper Bound 
Lscore!t>""'u<>l run nme · 1;<00~1~ ~;: I ..l':l .. • .lU.lU1.<':1 o~ steady ~642196"1 013 :! tit 7t57E.02 4922677 
flat 1 13657t 081 741 - 1360129 3633270 
rap1d 
-6?46487"1 088 000 -9448410 --1044564 
nnll! run 1200515 I 059 394 -6 2909907E.{)2 3030129 
steady 3842711. 074 000 1551323 6134100 
flat 2337086 081 
\ 
083 -1 6958078E.02 4843752 
rap1d 
- 5545972" i 088 000 . 8257107 -2834836 
steady run 
- 2642196"1 07-1 I 013 . -1922677 I -3 tl17157tE-D2 
nffle 
- 38-1271 1"1 074 000 I . 613-1100 I . ~ 551323 n:!! •C('It!~.,~ f"'t:)'l ; ~~e I .::!~ec;.., ~J...!fS:G 
. 9J~~~~3·1 - -~ I I rapid 098 I 000 -1 2422387 - 6354979 
flat i1Jn 
-1136571 I J81 : 741 . 3633270 ; 1360129 
nffle 
- 2337086 081 083 . -1843752 1 695808E.(J2 
steady 1505625 I 09J 618 . 1346826 -1358077 
rap1C - 7883057" 104 000 -1 1082476 - 4683639 
rap1d run 6746487" 088 000 -1044564 9448410 
nffle 5545972" 088 000 2834836 8257107 
steady 9388683" 098 000 6354979 1 2422387 
flat ~883057" 10-1 000 -1683639 1 1082476 
Zscore\PC 1 _ LN J run nffle - .2267288" 058 004 -4058282 -1 7629525E.02 
steady 2953054" 072 002 7 207 t t9E-02 5185397 
flat -2166579 079 113 . 46 10576 2 774185E-'l2 
rap•d - 9277552" 086 000 -1 1922440 . 6632663 
nffie run 2267288" ')58 004 ~ 762952E-O:! 4058282 
steady 5220343"1 073 000 2977323 7463363 
flat 1 007098E-02 080 1 000 -2353044 2554464 
rap1d - 7010263" I J86 000 . 9664170 - ~356356 
steady run • 2953054" on. 002 -5185397 -7 2071188E-'l2 
nffle . 5220343" 073 000 - 7463363 I . 2977323 
flat -51 19633" 091 000 -7911873 - 2327393 
rap1d -1 2230606" 096 000 -1 5200272 . 9260940 
nat run 2166579 079 113 ·2 7741853E-02 ~610576 
nffle -1 0070979E.02 'J80 1000 . 2554464 2353044 
steady 51 19633" 091 000 2327393 ~911873 
rap1d 
- 7110973" 102 000 ·1 0242856 - 3979090 
rap1d run 9277552" 086 000 6632663 1 1922440 
nffle 7010263"' 086 000 4356356 9664170 
steady 1 2230606" 096 000 9260940 1 5200272 
nat 7110973" t02 000 3979090 1 0242856 
LscorewL~_LNJ run nffle 3 53327tE-02 056 983 - 1373456 2080111 
steady 6196596" 070 
I 
000 4044287 8348906 
flat 8705459" I 076 000 6349082 1 1061835 
rap•d - 5n0621" 083 000 -8680687 . 3580556 
nflle run .J 5332715E-02 056 983 . 2080111 1373456 
steady 5843269" 070 000 3680665 8005874 
na1 8352132" 077 000 5986348 1 0717915 
rap1d • 6483949" 083 000 -9042709 . 3925188 
steady run - 6t96596" 070 I 000 - 8348906 - -1044287 
nffle 
- 5843269" 070 000 - 8005874 -3680665 
flat 2508862 087 083 -1 8327175E-02 5200997 
rap•d _, 2327218" 093 000 ·1 5190417 -9464018 
Hat run 
- 8705459" 076 000 -1 1061835 . 6349082 
nffle 
- 8352132" 077 000 -1 0717915 -5986348 
steady - 2508862 087 083 -5200997 1 832717E-02 
raptd 
-1 4836080" 098 000 -1 7855680 ·1 1816480 
rap1d run 6130621" 083 000 3580556 8680687 
nffie 6483949" 083 000 3925188 9042709 
steady 1 2327218" 093 000 9464018 1 5190417 
flat 1 4836080" 098 000 t 1816480 1 7855680 
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Tabk A-5: Standardized Distances- Channel Pattern (cont. l 















































































(I·J) Std Error i Sig 




























































()60 ! 996 



















































































































95% Confidence Interval 
LJwer Bound Upper Bound 
· !038!f::i7 2U:J I ~O:J 
• 3576464 1023776 
-2746495 2289908 
3813978 9264363 
• 2051085 1638857 
- 3793980 S 282644E-02 
- 2963C62 2093447 
3598173 9067141 
. 1023776 
-8 282~;~;:~~~ I 
475568~ I 





































































































T.jble .-\-5 : Standardized Distances- Channel Pattern (cont.) 













































































1,1-J) Sto Error 

















































































































































































95% Confidence Interval 
!..:Jwer Bound I Upper Bound 
- 2tl(J' , ::>L~ ~ 
- 3048981 1577284 
-5780044 -7 t514952E-<l2 
. 8556.193 . 3075276 
















- : 655971 









































. 21202 17 
30~8981 
~~1~330 


















-1 -16521 1 4E-02 
































Table A-5 : Standardized Dtstances- Channel Pattern (cont.) 
Mean Dif1erence I 95"• Confidence Interval 
Dependent If an able d) "LOW IJ) FLO'.V ' 1-J) Std Error Sig I Lower Sauna Upper Bound 
-scorepvou 'I run nme J ..\ ~41l0t:-tl4 u~o uuu 1 • 1 i JL14 1 / j!l4~0 
steady . 511788 1' 070 :;~~ I . 7280781 . 295498 1 Hat ·1 1831034' 077 ·I 4199006 . 9463063 
rapod • 2949684' 083 ·::l14 . 5512297 ·3 8707043E-D2 
co me ri.Jn -3 1394664E-D4 056 
, ::: I . 1738420 t73=:ut steady . 5121021' 070 
I 
. 7294266 . 2947775 
flat · 1 1834174' 077 000 - I 4211598 . 9456749 
rap1d 
. 2952823' 083 014 -5524175 -J 8 t -17210E -02 
steady run 51 17881 ' 070 I 000 I 295498 1 7290781 
I nffle 5121021' ~~~ )00 2947775 7294266 ·~Jt ~7~:!':53.1 :cc 1 ...... . ..,c.,c 
. .. ..... .... '. --~~ I _, ... , ._ ~ ..... I 
rap1d 2168197 093 i 249 . 7 0909121 E-02 5045485 
!I at ri.Jn 1 ~ 831034' 077 ! 000 9463063 I 4199006 
nffle 1 1834174' 0 77 ·JOO 9456749 I -1211598 
steady 6713153' o88 I QOO 4007772 9418535 
rap1d 8881351' 098 000 5848892 ~ 1915809 
rapod run 2949684' 083 01-1 3 870704E-02 5512297 
nff!e 2952823' 083 •)14 38 14721E-02 5524175 
sleady . 2168197 093 249 . 5045485 7 0909t2E -02 
flat . 8881351' J98 ·:JOO -1 1915809 . 5e46892 
.:.score( I ri.Jn nf11e . 1719568 059 J79 . 3552111 ~ 129747E.02 
steady 3907460' 1)74 000 1623329 6191591 
flat 2828710' 081 016 3 280143E.Q2 5329406 
rap1d 4483976' 088 000 1777728 7190223 
rome run 1719568 059 079 _, 1297470E-02 35521 11 
steady 5627028' 074 000 3331972 7922064 
nat -1548278' 081 000 
I 
2037599 7058957 
raood '320354-1' ·J88 000 I 3488068 5919019 
s1eady run . 3907480' 074 000 . 6191591 . 11323329 
nffle . 5627028' 074 000 . 7922084 • 3331972 
rlat . 1078750 093 852 . 3935768 , 778~67 
rapod 5 765156E-02 099 987 . 2462044 J615076 
flat run . 28:!8710' 081 016 . 5329406 . J 2801426E·v2 
ntfle 
. 4548278' 081 000 • 7058957 . 2037599 
steady 1078750 093 352 • 1778267 3935768 
rap1d 1655266 104 638 . 1549274 -1859805 
rap1d run . 4483976' 088 
I 
000 . 7190223 . 1777728 
ntfle 
. 6203544' 088 000 . d9190 19 . 3488068 
sleady -5 7651557E.02 099 987 • 3615076 2462044 
flat 
. 1655266 104 638 . -1859805 • 549:!74 
The mean d1fterence !S S1gn1ficant at lhe 05 level 
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Tab!.: .-\-6 : S[;mdardized Dtstances- Land Cu\er 
Mean 01fference i 
' 
I 95% C cnfidence lnter,al 
Cependent VanaDie <I) Land Caver (J 1 Land Cover ,1 -J) Std Error S1g : •ower Scuno ; Upper Bound 
"'-scoretc>'NU 11 ~...om erous ::.1 ruu • · 0"U::l"~ j \) ~· uuu ; . O~'J:>.l- . . 65757~8 
.li<Jer . 6.:8422 1.: :) :::!9 JOC . ~234424 . 5334018 
·Nett ana ·1 520066-l. l •JJO I ceo ·I '31 830 70 . I 42 18257 
Noveg ·2 28382 t4• I ·~ 26 000 i ·2 3709702 .z 1966 127 
·JVater 433924 7• : •J24 000 3533415 ! 51 450711 
" ruo ~,..amrerous ~390535' i •)24 000 65757 48 3205321 
AJaer 't063 t3• •)28 I OtC ' 1 590400E-<J2 
' 
~053587 I 
Wetland • 7810129' ·J29 000 . 8789703 i . <58305!:6 
No•eg . ' 5447680' J25 000 I ·I 6315972 , . , 4579387 
Water I 172978 t• 0~4 : 000 : ' 0927406 ' 2532157 ; 
-'ICer c.on1fercus 6284221 ' 1 J~9 000 I 5334018 ~~344 24 
ShruD . 110631 J • ' 028 o:o . 2053587 : ·' 5903999E-<J:< 
Wetland 
. 8915443" I •133 coo · I ~0 1 I 236 . 78216-19 
Noveg · I 6553993' , '}30 000 . t 7550457 i 
. ' 5557529 I 
Water ' 0623468· 1 028 000 I 9683886 ; I 1563050 
Wetland _on.rerous , 5 :oo66-l· 1 030 000 I 4218257 i I 6183070 
ShruD 7810129. I 0:!9 000 I o830556 1 3789703 
Alder 8915443' I J33 000 I 1 82 16-19 : '001 1236 
Noveg · 7537550• I 031 000 I . 6664769 l . 661 0332 
Water ' 953991 0' ! 029 lOO : I 8567773 I 2 0512048 
~loveg contrercus 2 ;1838214• I 026 000 
' 
: 19456727 z 3709 702 
ShruD I 5447680' 1 026 000 I I ~~79387 ! I 15 315972 
Alder 1 6553993' . 030 000 I ' 5557529 I I 7550457 
Wetland 7637550° l •} 31 000 06!0332 
I 
8664769 
Water 2~ 17746 1 ' ! 026 000 263 17566 : 8037356 
water con.rerous . 4339247' I 024 : JOO · 5145078 ( . 3533415 
Shruc . \ 1729781 . ' O:!o& 000 ' .\ 2532 157 I .\ 0927406 ~der . ' 0623468. : 028 aoo . , 1563050 . 9683886 
Wetland . , 95399 to· I 029 I 000 ·2 0512048 I .\ 8567773 
Noveg ·211 77461. i 026 JCO ·2 6037356 I ·2 6317566 
LSCO<et ciANU~l _aniferous ~ . 8835925' .J24 •JOO i · 96::!6410 
' 
. 804544 1 




· ' 56 176 t9• 029 i 000 i ., 6570724 ·I 46645t5 I 
Noveg ·2 063694 1' 0::!5 
' 
IJOO ·2 1482435 ·I 979U-17 
water ,;~9 1 8 24. tJ23 000 ' 55 11)028 I ~073620 
3hrub con.rerous 8835925. 024 000 i S0-15441 i 96:64 tO Alder 3724342' 028 i •JOO i .:805323 i 46-13362 
'Netta no . 6181694 ' a:9 QOO ' . 7732050 i . 5831338 
Noveg ., 180 1016. ! 025 
I 
000 I . I :643411 ; 
· ' 095862 1 : I 
Water 1 5127749. : 023 I oco I ' 4349306 ' 5906 192 
Alder COniferous 5' 11583. : •J:!B ; 000 I 4 ' 897::!2 ' ri033445 Shrub . 3724342' l 028 I •JOO : . 4643362 i . : 805323 Wetland 
. ' 0506036' i 032 I 000 i ., 1568175 . 94~3897 
No-eg · I 5525358• : 029 I ceo I · I 4558615 I . , 649<:101 ; 
Water I 1403407' ! 027 coo I t G491850 I ' 2314964 
WeHand c o,.,erous I 5617619' , 
-J29 ! 000 I ' 466-1515 I I 15570724 
Shrub 6781694. : 029 1 000 5831338 I 7732050 
Alder I 0506036" \ 032 000 9443897 I I 1568175 
Noveg 
. 50 19322' 1 oJo I 000 • 60 15902 I . 4022742 
Water 2 1909443" 028 000 2.09663o t 1 2 2852585 
No- eg <.;ontrerous 2 06369'1. ! 025 000 I 9791 447 I 2.1482435 
Shrub 1 18010 16' 1 025 000 I 0958621 I I 2643411 
Alder I 5525358' 029 000 I 4558615 I I 5492101 
Wetland 5019322' 030 000 4022742 I ~015902 Water 2 6928765' 025 000 :! .6094518 2.77630 12 
Water comrerous . 629t824' 023 I 000 . 7073620 ! · 551 0028 ShruD . t 5127749' 023 I 000 · I 5906192 ! ·1 J349306 
Alder ·1 1~03407" 027 
I 
000 · 1 23U964 I -1 049185() 
Wetland ·2. 1909443' 028 000 I ·2 2852585 i ·2 0966301 Noveg ·2.6928765.' 025 000 ·2 7763012 I ·2 6094518 
ZscoretBANOJl comrerous :;,nruo . 8610877' 0251 oco \ • 94266112 l • 1795072 Alder . 7080432' 029 ooo 1 • 8031822 • 6129042 
weuand ·I 9460703' 03t> 000 I ·2 0444337 I · 1 8477069 
Novt!g ·2.2195273' 0261 ooo 1 ·2 3067849 I ·2 13:2:697 
Water 2882596. 024 000 I 2075758 ! 3689435 
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Table :\-6: Standardized Distances - L;md C v\er (cont.) 
Depel'aem Vanallle :I' Land Cooer 
Mean D•fference 
ti-Ji Sid Error ! Sig 








































































































z 317375E-<l3 !I 
• 6903353' 
J 495632E-<l2 I 







• 4911223' : 
- 6932527" ! 
3 203895E -()2 I 






-3 4956324E -02 ! 
- 5231613' 1 



























0 28 ; 
OJO 
















029 i 000 i 
G~6 j 000 ! 
m ~~ ~E \; 
026 000 
024 ooo I 
024 : 000 
028 I ooo I 
029 i 000 : 
026 1 000 : 
IJ27 iJOO ! 
032 1 000 ,. 
·J 33 I coo 
029 922 I 
































































95' ', Confidence lnteroal 
L<:>wer Bound 1 Upper Bound 
i l':l~U I ~ ! :14 £t:Jb~l 
5 819880E-<J2 . ~4 78902 





· 1 34 76-132 
·1 5 11 2549 
902:!273 
I ~4 77069 ~ 
~lll;'l029 
1 1284110 




14 11 713::! 
!706068 
~ 42 16900 
-3689435 
. 1 2296851 
. 1 0903784 

























- I 0690096 
. 9022273 
-21369948 
-2 42 16900 
• 3969148 
1093798 










! 2 277687 1 1 
- t093798 1 
. 5972565 i 
· 8159152 1 












































- 6 102003 
1 9407695 
-1 7890949 















Table :\-6: Standardized Dtstances- Lmd Cover (cont.) 
Mean Dtfference i 

























































































·2 .l 180049' 
· ' ..,,~,:;7,;~· 
· I 3.1s53;;. 1 
. 7605640. 1 
- 1662199' I 
·2. 1517650' 
-1 3504569' 




· 3755895' I 
· I 40115 16" 1 















9 8 18423E-<l2' j 
2 6397433' 


























































































































































95% Confidence lnter;al 
:..ower Bound 1 Up1Jer Bound 
- v <;b.l!l4' I • ~41l:>o.l~ 
· ~946742 : -4 7617132E-<l2 
4422015 i 7277329 
I 2155681 : 1 4754744 
1 0567856 I I 3018367 
·1 5855510 
• 8838535 : 
. 7277329 ! .
6266103 
4675731 ! 
·2 4316506 i 
. 1 ~~~c;/1~0 I 
-I 4754744 t 
. 8945177 ,. 
. 2783539 
-2 . .2568688 ! 
-I 455o9o1 I 
-13018367 1 











: 926a604 ' 
2855031 
. 4785592 
·I 1293568 1 
., 0218502 1 
I 525t017 I 
I 30~0120 ! 
5439406 I 
9217674 i 
7 96 160iE-<l4 




. 1955723 1 
: 4600345 i 
- 1 3149906 ! 
·2 07900291 
-1 7032606 
-2 .7319093 I 
·2.6230836 
. 3652029 
. 7618582 I 
·t 0330817 
·2.3606957 















72 1 1149 
·2 ::.043592 






- I 0567858 
. 4675731 
~783539 

































·2 12801 14 
·1 7036112 
3652029 







· I 4763 196 
·I 0507480 
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Table A-6: Standardized DIStances- LJnd c,)\er (cont.) 
Dependent Vanable ! I) Land Cover 
Noveg 
Na1er 









































































Mean 01fference 1 
ti·Jl 1 Sto. Error 
~Ul>l.lo<: : u.>>l ! 
6-1550 I 8'1 OJ9 : 
2669244' 044 i 
· 1 3424215' 1 041 I 
• 9092563' 039 i 
2 2443535' 1 035 I 
I 9879233' 035 ! 
I !3093456'1 040 ! 
I 3424215' 041 I 
4331652• 034 I 
I 81 I 1883'1 032 ' 
I 5547580' 032 I 
: 1 761806'1 038 i 
90925453' I 039 ! 
. 4331652' ! 034 ~ 
259076-1' ! 053 
4-1 17397" 1 062 
13911738'1 06-1 
3010636.! 057 
I 1851956' i 052 
. 259076-1' ! 053 
1826634 I 061 
I 1320974' 06-l I 
4 :98719E.()2 I 056 ' 
9261 192' I 052 I 
. 441 7397' I 062 I 
. 1826634 06 1 1, 
9-194340' I 07 I 
. 1406762 I 065 • 
7 434559' I 06 I I 
·I 391 I 738' I 064 I 
·I 1320974•1 06-l I 
. 9494340" 071 
-1 0901 102' 1 067 I 
• 2059782 063 1 
. 3010636' I 057 I 
"' 1987195E-<l2 I 056 ! 
1406762 : 065 1 
I 0901102. 1 067 I 
884 1 320' 0545 
·I 1851956'! 052 
. 9261192. I 052
1 
. 7 434559" 061 
2059782 063 
· 884 I 320' 0545 _i 
6784147' 053 ' 
· 7634593' 06 I j 
. 9162776. 0631 
1948514' 056 
• 1372122 052 
·6784147' 053 I 
·I 4418HO" 061 
·I 5946923• 063 
. 4835633. 056 
• 8 1 545269. 052 
7634593' 06 I 
1 ~418740' 061 
. 1528183 071 
9583107. 064 
6262471' 061 
9 162776' 063 
I 5946923. 063 I 
1528183 071 
1 1 I 1 1 290. I 066 

































































95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Bound ! Uccer Bound 
, ru t a..:,. 1 
5147304 i 
1207713 
·I 4795534 i 
·I 0390350 I 





I 7036112 1 
1 4471j423 I 
I 0507480 I 
7794775 I 







-2 19i:l825E.02 I 
920~825 i 
. :455880 I 
7527840 
. 6-170097 ! 
. 3873005 i 
71 29285 I 
· 3559398 1 
s4o4ao:! I 
· I 6034007 
· I 3437123 • 
· I I 8593951 
.I 3120177 
. 4159867 
. 4893269 I 
. 22<J5624 
. 7 4587~84E-<l2 , 
a6e2o21 1 
5983710 i 
· I 3592774 I 
. I 0994544 I' 
·9464314 ' 
-" 0302983E.03 i 
-I 0698930 i 
5034974 I 
-9674475 1 
. , 1271793 I 
7 761676E-<l3 1 .. 
. 3102069 
·8533319 : 
· I 6-1523331 
-I 8049858 
. 0699672 













































































Table A-6: Standardized Dtstances- Land Cun:r (cont.) 
\1ean Difference I l i 95% Confidence Interval Dependent Vanable til Lan<l Cover tJ) Land Ccver II·J) St<l Error I Sig I ~ower Bound I Upper Bound 
LSCoret>'<..-4) . oveg <...om eraus · 1~4~!:>14 1 U:JC u~~ ! • JO I"" ! ., • 0 _ ,._ Shrub 4835633" ! 056 000 2971594 i 5699672 .lJder 
- 35aJ107"\ 064 000 
I 
· 1 1722301 - 7443912 
Wellan<l 066 000 
! 
-1 33 16501! I . ~906072 ·1 11: 1290• I 
: 
W~ter . 3320636" 055 000 -5166646 . 1-'74625 
·Nater Ca.,•ferous 1372122 052 223 -3 5i82558t-02 3102069 
Shrub dt56269" 052 
I 
000 6433U1 9871!797 
.lJder -625247,. 061 000 - 8Z79552 - 4245390 
Neilan a - 7790654" 083 ! 000 -9877625 . 5703683 I 
'-loveg J320636" 055 I 000 1474625 5166646 
• The mean d•lference •S s:gn•ficant at ~ne 05 level 
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Appendix B 
Decision Rules for the Classification of Habitat Parameters 
Table B t : Dec is ron Rules for Substrate Type Classification 
Rule l If 
Then 
Gradient = (0 17.0 29( 
\Vidth = [0.14( 
Bandt ==[I 19( 
Substrate Type== Rubble 8.0";, 
Substrate Type== Boulder 59 .3"·o 
Substrate Type =Bedrock 32 .... "·,, 
Rule 2 If 
Then 
Gradient= [0. 17.0.29( 
\Vidth = (0, 14( 
Bandt == [19.34[ 
Substrate Type -:: Rubble 39 .8''-.> 
Substrate Type = Boulder 14 7" ;, 
Substrate Type == Bedrock 3 5 5"·n 
Rule J If 
Then 
Gradient= [0.17.0.19[ 
\Vidth = (0. 14( 
Band! = (34. 70] 
Substrate Type= Gravel 25 .7'' ;> 
Substrate Type = Rubble 25 . i <~ ·" 
Substrate Type= Boulder 12.9" ;, 
Substrate Type= Bedrock 35 .6" (, 
Rule 4 If 
Then 
Gradient = [0.1? .0.29[ 
\Vidth = [ 14.60] 
Substrate Type =Bedrock I 00 . 0°~ 
Rule 5 If 
Then 
Gradient= [0.19,0.43( 
Pc4 = [-8.24.3 .3[ 
Substrate Type= Gravel 87 .2% 
Substrate Type = Rubble 4.4% 
Substrate Type= Boulder 8.3% 
Rule 6lf 
Gradient = (0 .29.0.43[ 
Pe-l= [3 .3.14.79] 
Substrate Type = Gravel 11 .8"·" 
Substrate Type = Rubble 82 .4":, 
Substrate Type = Boulder 5 9"·,, 
Rule 7 If 
Then 
Gradient= [0.4 3.3 .68 ] 
Width = [O. I.t[ 
O.::uh~tra te T~; ~"' = c] rJ•: t'! ! 2 S '··: 
Substrate Type = Rubble 6-:' J''·o 
Substrate Type = Bedrock 19. 9" o 
Rule 8 If 
Then 
Gr:1dient = [0.43.3 .68] 
Width = [ l.t .20[ 
Pc2 = (-90 55.0 . .t4( 
Substrate Type = Rubble 5-L l ";, 
Substrate Type = Boulder 6.S";, 
Substrate Type = Bedrock 39.0°o 
Rule 9 If 
Then 
Gradient= [0.43.3 .68] 
Width= [ 14.20[ 
Pel -= [0.44 .2. 12( 
Substr:1te Type = Rubble 29.0"'o 
Substrate T:.-pe =Boulder 58. 1 '' ,, 
Subsrrate Type= Bedrock 12 .9"·., 
Rule 10 If 
Then 
Gradient= [0.43.3 .68] 
Width"" [ 14.20[ 
Pc2 = [1 . 12.21.3 5] 
Substrate Type = Rubble 18.6° '0 
Substrate Type =Boulder 16.9% 
Subsrrate T:_.;lJe "" Bedrock 64.4°1o 
Rule I I If 
Then 
Gradient= [0.43 .3.68] 
Width= [20.60] 
Substrate T~lJe "" Boulder 26 .1% 
Substrate Type= Bedrock 73.9% 
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II 
Tahle 82: DecisiOn Ruks for Channel Pattern Classtfication 
Rule 1 If 
\Vidth == [0.12[ 
Gradient :: [0.0.45[ 
Then 
Channel Pattern== Run 63 .6"'o 
Channel Pattern = Riffle ll . .5°o 
Channel Partern ==Steady 17.2°1o 
Channel Partern "' Flat '· 7°a 
Rul\! .2 If 
Width= [0.12[ 
Gradient== [0.45 .3 68] 
Then 
Channel Pattern "' Run !.4"~, 
Channel Pattern = Riffle 98 .6" ;, 
Rule 3 [f 
Then 
\Vidth == [12.1 7( 
Gradient== [0.0.36[ 
Band!== [1.9[ 
Channel P:mern ==Run 143'", 
Channel Pattern == Rtffle 21.4''o 
Channel Pattern =Steady 64 .3''', 
Rule 4 If 
\Vidth=[l2.1 7[ 
Gradient == (0.0.36[ 
Bandt== [9.13[ 
Then 
Channel Partern = Run 19.0°{, 
Channel Partern == Rtffle 9.5% 
Channel Partern ==Steady 23 .8°'o 
Channel Pattern ==Flat 42 .9% 
Channel Partern = Rapid 4.8"'o 
Rule 5 If 
Then 
\Vidth == [12.17( 
Gradient= (0.0.36( 
Bandl == [13,27[ 
Channel Pattern == Run 8.2°1o 
Channel Pattern= Riffle 34.0% 
Channel Pattern == Steady 4.1% 
Channel Pattern= Flat 30.9% 
Channel Pattern== Rapid 22 .7°1> 
Rule 6 If 
Then 
Wtdth == [12. 17[ 
Gradient = [0.0.36[ 
Band! == [27.58[ 
Channel Panern =Run , ,C) ' 
- · - 0 
Channel Pattern== Rittle o6 . 7" ;, 
Channel Pattern == Flat 2.2'';, 
Channel Pattern== Raptd 28 .9" ;, 
Rule~ If 
Thc:n 
\Vidth = [12.17[ 
Gradient == [0.0.36[ 
Band! -=[58.111] 
Channel Pattern == Raptd l 00 . 0'' ~, 
Rule 8 If 
Width== [ 12. !i[ 
Gradient == [0 . .36.0.45[ 
11H:n 
Channel Partern "' Run 38.0" ,, 
Channel Pattern= Rtffle 27 .5" , 
Channel Pattern == Ste:~dy 34.5"\, 
Rule 9 If 
Width == [12.17[ 
Gradtent = (0 .45 . .3 .68] 
Then 
Channel Pattern= Run 11.6"'o 
Channel Pattern == Rtfflc: 38 . 4"~, 
Rule iO If 
Then 
Width= [17,27[ 
Gradient == [0.0.36[ 
Channel Pattern == Riffle 30. 1 "1, 
Channel Pattern = Steady 27 .I "'0 
Channel Partern =Rapid 42.9°'o 
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Table 82 : Decision Rules for Channel Pattern Classification (cont.) 




Channel Pattern= Run 49 .8°<, 
Channel Pattern = Rift1e -l6 J '' 'o 
Channel Pattern= Steady 4.0'';, 
Ruk i2 lf 
Then 
Width = ( 1 7.rr 
Gradient= [0.45.3.68) 
PcJ =(--ll.56.0.73[ 
Channel Pattern = Run -lO .O" ·;, 
Channel Pattern= Riffle 55 .6"·o 
Channd Pattern= Raptd 4.4'' ,, 
Rule 13 If 
Then 
\Vidth ""' [ 17.27[ 
Gradient= [O.-l5.J .68] 
PcJ = (0. 73 .6.82[ 
Channel Pattern = Run 56.9"·o 
Channel Pattern= Riffle 1 7.6°i• 
Channel Pattern= Raptd 25 . 5"~ 
Rule 14 If 
Then 
Width= [17 .27[ 
Gradient= (0.45 . .3 .68] 
Pd = (6 .82 .51.68) 
Channd Pattern= Run 30.4" ~, 
Channel Pattern= Riffle 3.6°\, 
Channel Pattern = Rapid 66. 1% 
Rule 15 If 
Width= [27.60] 
Gradient = [0.0.36[ 
Then 
Channel Pattern = Riffle 4 7 . I% 
Channel Pattern= Steady 52.9% 
I 
I 
Rule 16 If 
Then 
Width= [27.60] 
Gradtent = [0 . .36.0.45[ 
Band! = (1.9[ 
Channel Pattern= Rtftle ~. 5 ' ' , , 
Channel Pattern= Steady 62.5° ,, 
Channel Pattern '"' Flat 30 0'' " 
Rule l 7 lf 
Then 
\Vidth = 127.601 
Gradient = (0 . .36 .0.-l5( 
Bandt= [9.58 [ 
Channel Pattern= Run 10.5";, 
Channel Pattern = Riffle "7 .6" ·n 
Channel Pattern =Steady 12 .9" <.. 
Channel Pattern = Flat 69 oo;, 
Rule\8lf 
Width= [27.60) 
Gradient = [0.45.3 .68 ) 
Then 
Channel Pattern -= Run 96.4' ' ,, 
Channel Pattern= Raptd .3 .6",, 
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Table 83 : Dec1sion Rules for Land Con~r Classttication 
Rule! If 
Then 
Band l == (0 . 14( 
Pc.:! '= [ -158 .86. -40.08( 
Land Cover== Comferous 90 .5"·o 
Land Cover= \Vater 9 .5'' 'o 
Rule2 If 
Then 
Band l == (0.1 4[ 
Pc2 = [ -40.08.126.481 
Land Cover-:= Comferous ! .. ~";, 
Land Cover== Water 98. :'" ;, 
Rule3 If 
Band i = [ 14.3 1 [ 
Pc2 = ( -158 .86.-8 .58[ 
Then 
Land Cover= Comferous 95.Y' :, 
Land Cover = Shrub 4. 7"·;, 
Rule4 If 
Bandt= (14 . .31[ 
Pc2 = [-8 .58.61.14( 
Then 
Land Cover= Water I 00.0'' ·., 
RuleS If 
Band! = [3 1.48[ 
Pc2 == (-158.8o.-102.37[ 
Then 
Land Cover= Com!erous 51 .4"-o 
Land Cover= Shrub 48.6"'o 
Rule6 If 
Band! = [31,48( 
Pc2 = [-102.37.-79 .04( 
Then 
Land Cover= Coniferous 34.5% 
Land Cover =Shrub 32.8% 




Pc2 = [ -'9.04.-40.08( 
BandJ = (23 .39[ 
Land Cover= Contferous 73.3°u 
Land Cover= Shrub 26 .7",, 
RuleS If 
Then 
Band! = f31.48f 
Pc2 = [-79 .04 .-40.08[ 
Band3 = (39.86[ 
Land Cover= Coniferous 9 .2'' ,, 
Land Cover = Shrub l 7 . .3";, 
Land Cover= .-\lder 73.5" ·;, 
Ru!e9 If 
Bandl=[.31.48( 
Pc2 = [- 79 .04.-40.08( 
Band,:\ = (86 . 149( 
Land Cover= Comferous 2.3 .1" '" 
Land Cover = Shrub 61 . 5"·n 
L.md Cover = .-\lder 15 .4 '' ;, 
Rule!O If 
Band I = (JUS[ 
Pc2 = (-40.08.-8 .58[ 
Then 
Land Cover = Comferous 6.4" i, 
Land Cover = Shrub 44 . 7"'0 
Land Cover = .-\lder 17 0"'0 
Land Cover= Wetland 3 1.9% 
Ruldl If 
Band!== (48.58( 
Pc4 = [ -27.42.-1.14( 
Then 
Land Cover = Coniferous 5. 7"·o 
Land Cover= Shrub 76 . 2~'0 
Land Cover= Alder l 3 . 1 °~ 
Land Cover= Wetland 4.9% 
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Table 83: Decision Rules for Land Cover Classitication (cont.) 
Rule! 12 If 
Then 
Band!= [48 .58[ 
Pc4=[-l.l·U.3 .11] 
Land Cover= Comferous 0 . 6° ~, 
LandCover=Shrub 152";, 
Land Cover= Alder 3 I.J ";, 
land Cover = Wetland 2 9" ·,, 
Rule 13 If 
Band!= [58 .72[ 
\'d\'1 = [-0 051.0 .065[ 
Then 
Land Cover = \'on ·g 100 .0"';, 
Rule14 If 
Bandt = (58 .72[ 
\'dvi = [0.065.0.213[ 
Then 
Land Cover = Shrub 75.0"'o 
land Cover= ~oveg 25.0°<, 
Rule15If 
Then 
Bandt = [58 .72[ 
~dvi = [0.21 .3 .0.312{ 
P!;2 = [-79.04.-58 .21[ 
Land Cover= Shrub 18.2"·;, 




:'-idvi = (0.213.0.3 12( 
Pc2 = [-58 .21.-8 .58( 
land Cover = Shrub 53 . I 0 1o 
Land Cover= Alder 9.4°'0 
Land Cover= Wetland 12 .5% 




~dvi = (0.312.0.402[ 
Pc4 = (-27.42.1.7[ 
Land Cover= Shrub 72. 7% 
Land Cover= Alder 10.9% 
Land Cover= Wetland 12.7%, 
Land Cover= Noveg 3.6% 
Rule 18 If 
Then 
Band!= [58.72[ 
\'dv1 = (0 .3 12.0.402( 
Pc4 = [ I. 7. 1.3 . II] 
L.md Cover = Shrub 7 5"u 
Land Cover= :\lder 90.nu u 
Land Cover= \Vetland 2.5"" 
Rule!9 If 
Then 
Band! = (58 ."2( 
~dvi = (0 .402 .0.669[ 
Land Cover= Shrub 87 7°i> 
Land Cover = .-\lder 8.5" <• 
Lmd Cover= Wetland o. su ·u 
Land Cover= \'oveg 3. l" 'u 
Rule20 If 
Band!= (72.103[ 
Band] = (39.68[ 
Then 
Land Cover = Water 100.0" ;, 
Rule21 If 
Band!= [72.1 03[ 
BandJ = [68. 115[ 
Then 
Land Cover= Shrub 58.1 ·•·o 
Land Cover= .\lder 
Land Cover= \Vetland 11 .6''., 
Land Cover= \'oveg 25 .6"o 
Rule22 If 
Bandl-=[72. 103( 
Band3 == (115.1 76( 
~dvi = [ -0 .244.0.213[ 
Then 
Land Cover= Shrub 3.8% 
Land Cover= Wetland 8.8°-'0 
Land Cover= ~oveg 87.5% 
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Table 83: Decision Rules for Land Cover Class•tication (cont.) 
RuldJ If 
Then 
Band! = [72.103( 
Band3 = ( 115.176[ 
~dV I = (0.213 .0402( 
Land Cover= Shrub l5 .0°o 
Land Cover= Wetland 70.6° ';> 
Land Cover= Noveg l·l.-' 0 'u 
Ru!e2:l If 
Band!= [72.103[ 
BandJ = [ 176.24-'] 
Then 
Land Cover= Shrub ll.l •> o 
Land Cover = Noveg 88 .9°n 
Rule25 If 
Band!= (103.153( 
Band4 = [2.221 [ 
Then 
Land Cover = Noveg I 00 .0°'o 
Ru1e26 If 
Band!= [103 . 153( 
Band4 = [221.249] 
Then 
Land Cover = Wetland 80.2"1> 
Land Cover= Noveg 19.8°"n 
Rule27 If 
Band!= [153 .223] 
Then 
Land Cover= Noveg I 00.0% 
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